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"The function of good software is to make the complex appear to be simple."

(Grady Booch, Founder of the Unified Modeling Language)





Abstract

The growing complexity of embedded systems requires new strategies to meet the challenges of
embedded system development. The evolution of programming languages shows that abstraction
is the best way to overcome complexity. Model-driven engineering is a methodology that raises
the level of abstraction and attempts to approximate human language, thinking, and conceptual-
ization. Combined with a code generation approach, the development process shifts from manual
coding to generator-based development. Instead of manually implementing hardware (e.g., VHDL,
Verilog) or software code (e.g., C, C++), generators coded in high-level languages generate these
design views.

While such modern development techniques are becoming more and more accepted in hardware
development, embedded software is still predominantly implemented manually. Consequently,
software development becomes even more of a bottleneck than it already is, undoing the im-
provements made in HW development. This thesis addresses this shortcoming and proposes an
embedded software design methodology based on model-driven architecture to reduce costs, in-
crease quality and speed-up embedded software development. Together with the existing hardware
modeling approach, a holistic generation flow is created that ensures the synchronized generation
of hardware and embedded software.

The flow proposes an embedded software metamodel to abstract the structure and behavior
of embedded software. Through the holistic approach, transformations translate a specification
(conceptual model) into instances of the embedded software metamodel and the hardware meta-
model (hardware generation flow). They result in a ready-to-use embedded software code whose
structure and behavior are tailored to the particular hardware device. The presented approach
handles the entire embedded software stack. For the creation of the HW/SW interface, an au-
tomatism is set up to optimize the memory layout of the peripherals in order to implement an
efficient hardware abstraction layer. The approach follows several transformation steps for the
device driver layer to create a wide variety of device driver variants. A user can further customize
the variant according to the application and system needs. The generation flow supports (1)
highly configurable device specifications, (2) multiple embedded software architecture schemes,
(3) non-functional extensions (e.g., safety measures), and (4) different platforms (e.g., languages).

Applying this approach in the industry has high potential. A developer must no longer be a
domain expert to implement, e.g., safe embedded software. This saves a lot of development cost
while being less error-prone as it replaces repetitive implementation activities. Furthermore, the
designer can analyze several design alternatives to identify the best variant for a specific system.
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Zusammenfassung

Die wachsende Komplexität eingebetteter Systeme erfordert neue Strategien um Komplexität
bei der Entwicklung von eingebetteten Systemen zu bewältigen.Die Evolution der Programmier-
sprachen zeigt, dass Abstraktion der beste Weg zur Bewältigung von Komplexität ist. Modell-
basierte Entwicklungsmethoden heben das Abstraktionslevel an und versuchen, sich der men-
schlichen Sprache, dem Denken und der Konzeptualisierung anzunähern. Zusammen mit der
Codegenerierung verlagert sich manuelle Codierung hin zur generatorgestützten Entwicklung.
Statt Hardware- (z.B. VHDL, Verilog) oder Software-Code (z.B. C, C++) manuell zu implemen-
tieren, können Generatoren, die in Hochsprachen kodiert sind, diese Entwurfssichten erzeugen.

Während sich in der Hardware-Entwicklung zunehmend solche neuen Entwicklungstechniken
durchsetzen, wird eingebettete Software immer noch überwiegend händisch implementiert. Damit
wird die Softwareentwicklung noch mehr zum Engpass, als sie es ohnehin schon ist, und macht die
bei der Hardwareentwicklung erzielten Einsparungen zunichte. Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit dieser
Herausforderung und schlägt eine Methodik für den Entwurf eingebetteter Software basierend
auf modellgesteuerter Architektur vor, um Kosten zu senken, die Qualität zu erhöhen und die
Entwicklung eingebetteter Software zu beschleunigen. Gemeinsam mit dem bestehenden Hard-
waremodellierungsansatz wird ein umfassender Generierungsfluss geschaffen, der die abgestimmte
Generierung von Hardware und eingebetteter Software gewährleistet.

Der Generierungsfluss schlägt ein Metamodell für eingebettete Software vor, um die Struktur
und das Verhalten von eingebetteter Software zu abstrahieren. Durch den holistischen Ansatz wird
eine Spezifikation (konzeptionelles Modell) in Instanzen des Metamodells für eingebettete Software
und des Hardware-Metamodells (Hardware-Generierungsablauf) übersetzt. Das Ergebnis ist ein
gebrauchsfertiger Code, dessen Struktur und Verhalten auf die jeweilige Hardware zugeschnitten
ist. Der vorgestellte Ansatz erzeugt den gesamten eingebetteten Software-Stack. Für die HW/SW-
Schnittstelle wird ein Automatismus eingesetzt, der das Speicherlayout der Peripheriegeräte op-
timiert, um eine effiziente Hardware-Abstraktionsschicht zu erzeugen. Für die Treiberschicht
durchläuft der Ansatz mehrere Transformationsschritte, um eine Vielzahl verschiedener Treiber-
Varianten zu erstellen. Der Anwender kann die Variante gemäß den Systemanforderungen weiter
anpassen. Der Generierungsablauf unterstützt (1) hochgradig konfigurierbare Gerätespezifika-
tionen (2) mehrere eingebettete Softwarearchitekturen (3) nicht-funktionale Erweiterungen (z.B.
Sicherheitsmaßnahmen) (4) verschiedene Plattformen (z.B. Sprachen).

Das Potenzial dieses Ansatzes für die Industrie ist enorm. Ein Entwickler muss nicht länger ein
Experte sein, um z.B., sichere eingebettete Software zu implementieren. Das erspart viel Entwick-
lungkosten und ist gleichzeitig weniger fehleranfällig, da repetitive Implementierungsaktivitäten
entfallen. Außerdem stehen dem Entwickler mehrere Entwurfsalternativen zur Verfügung, um die
beste Variante für ein bestimmtes System zu ermitteln.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Every generation has to face particular challenges that will influence the lives of tomorrow’s
generations. The major global challenges of our generation are the climate crisis and digital

transformation. Nevertheless, every challenge is also an opportunity for growth and technological
advancement. The semiconductor industry is a key driver in tackling these challenges and pushing
forward digitalization and decarbonization. From these megatrends, the industry is poised for a
decade of growth across multiple end-user verticals, including healthcare, consumer electronics,
industrial, automotive, financial services, and retail. According to McKinsey’s report [49], the
semiconductor industry will witness fast development of emerging technologies to become a $1
trillion industry by the end of this decade.

1.1 Handling Growing Complexity

The rapid growth of the market and the increasing ubiquity of embedded systems in our daily
lives are causing a growing productivity gap in the design of embedded systems. The problem
is further compounded by the fact that the embedded system’s complexity is growing faster
than the productivity of system designers. Today’s embedded designers need alternative design
methodologies to bridge this design gap and cope with stringent costs (see Figure 1.1), time-to-
market, and reliability requirements.

Intellectual Property (IP) reuse [74, 167] through modular designs is one paradigm to simplify
the design and increase quality and productivity. Nevertheless, in practice, hard-coded IPs suffer
from significant drawbacks, as shown in [77]. The major limitation of IP reuse is that a fixed
building block is not necessarily best suited for every application and product. Adapting the
IP to changing system requirements or the target application requires additional effort and high
generality of the IP. This lack of flexibility often negatively impacts the design’s performance and
quality, which calls for other development strategies. A fundamental approach that is often used
to manage complexity is abstraction. In short, abstraction simplifies the design process by hiding
all but the relevant details.

Grady Booch correctly points out, “The entire history of software engineering is that of the
rise in levels of abstraction” [40]. The first microprocessors were programmed in machine language
(first-generation language), and even today, all programs must be translated into this language.
The code is a sequence of zeros and ones that is difficult for humans to read and even more
challenging to develop. The assembly language (second-generation language), introduced in 1948,
translates human-readable words into a sequence of zeros and ones. Nevertheless, also the as-
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1.1 Handling Growing Complexity

sembly language became unsuitable with the growing complexity of the systems. In addition,
assembly language is always tied to a specific platform. High-level languages (third-generation
languages) like Fortran introduce hardware-independency, adding abstract elements such as loops
or conditions to simplify the coding of more extensive programs. It enables a problem-oriented
representation that is transparent to the developer and meets the demands for user-friendliness
and comprehensibility. Subsequently, many other general purpose languages followed, such as
C, Pascal or C++, which offered a higher degree of abstraction. A general-purpose language is
not tailored to a specific domain and therefore requires a detailed description of how to solve a
particular problem. Today, the fourth-generation languages are intensively researched, which is
an upward trend toward higher abstraction.

Model-driven engineering (MDE) and code generation is an approach that raises the level of ab-
straction to cope with today’s design complexity. It enables the development of a fourth-generation
language, also called a domain-specific language, tailored to a specific domain. The idea of MDE
is to incorporate the aspects of abstraction and restriction in domain-specific languages derived
from conceptual models, as noted by [168]. In MDE, a model can represent a specific domain,
while code generators can translate the model into a particular target language. This process is
called metamodeling and is an excellent way to bridge the design gap. It is applicable in all phases
of embedded systems development, such as design, analysis, verification or documentation. The
MDE flow systematically translates the conceptual models into a final implementation through
different levels of abstraction, adding implementation details to each level. This translation step
is accomplished by a generator scheme that handles all possible alternatives of the conceptual
model. Rather than reusing hard-coded IPs, model-based development uses generators to create
different IP alternatives to optimize the design for a particular application. The consequence of
the development process is a shift in focus from code-centric to function-centric and platform-
independent engineering. In other words, instead of writing code manually, a designer implements
generator templates using scripting languages. He becomes a software developer who must put
solutions over technologies and abstraction over code.

MDE and code generation strategies are not new. Ad-hoc code generation from formalisms
such as UML (Unified Modeling Language) has been studied for quite a while [57, 141, 197].
Several quantitative and qualitative studies [41, 57] confirm the efficiency and effectiveness of
MDE practices in embedded systems development. However, according to Madni and Sievers [132],
model-based approaches have not yet fully unfolded their potential in the industry. Studies in [9,
27] revealed the widespread acceptance of informal modeling to facilitate stakeholder discussions.
However, the formality of the modeling language is still neglected and not employed for other
purposes, such as automatic generation.

MDE and code generation can be applied to various disciplines involved in the SoC develop-
ment chain, including hardware design, embedded software design, and system and application
development. In fact, companies hardly see any benefit in MDE since they employ it only se-
lectively for specific design tasks [45], e.g., architecture design. The full potential, however, only
comes to fruition when various engineering disciplines at the process and artifact levels are synchro-
nized coherently. Accordingly, only the consequent use of MDE across the entire design process
of an embedded system pays off. Indeed, a holistic approach is a major engineering challenge for
the industry to manage the rising development costs shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Leading factors driving the SoC design cost for shrinking process nodes. Data source
from IBS [91]

As the graph highlights, the industry can no longer afford to wait for hardware in order to start
developing software. Embedded software development is the biggest driver of overall SoC design
costs, skyrocketing with increasing process technology. NXP in [1] estimates that tomorrow’s car
in 2025 requires six times more code than a car in 2018, which counted 150 million lines of code.
At the same time, the industry is facing a shortage of software engineers [42], leaving positions
unfilled. So the number of lines of code is growing faster than the number of skilled embedded
software engineers. The demand for software development is not unjustified. The software stands
above the hardware and ultimately contributes to the product’s success. Bailey puts it drastically
in [25]: “Good hardware without good software is a waste of silicon.”

There are three primary reasons why software development cannot keep pace with hardware
development:

1. Many semiconductor companies use programmable hardware platforms while relying on
software as the prevailing differentiator.

2. Software development teams face challenges that require more engineering expertise to deal
with safety, quality or performance.

3. Despite the considerable software effort, design methodologies are still hardware-centric.

Simply adding a software development flow without proper integration is insufficient because
hardware and software are closely linked in embedded systems. Moreover, modern development
approaches such as MDE are more typical for hardware design but are rarely used in embedded
software development. However, what is the benefit of a hardware-only modeling and code gen-
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis

eration approach that partially solves the problems and pushes the bottleneck even more to the
software designers?

Many available toolchains are hardware-centric development flows that can not meet system-
specific demands. Simply adding a software-development flow without proper integration is insuf-
ficient because hardware and software are closely interlinked in embedded systems. Today’s indus-
try requires modeling methodologies that minimize effort and maximize efficiency while tackling
complex embedded system design challenges. Modern embedded system development demands a
holistic approach that enables joint hardware and software modeling. The main principle of such a
single-source approach is to capture all relevant information about the system in abstract models.
Accordingly, an abstract model takes into account all software and hardware relevant properties
of an IP component to ensure interoperability between different generation flows. Based on the
separation of concerns, various generation flows can produce different kinds of outputs from that
single source.

Any generation flow, e.g., for embedded software, can translate the abstract model via different
abstraction layers into the target code. Model-driven architecture (MDA) is one of the most
popular approaches, which starts translating the abstract model into a platform-independent
model. A platform-independent model specifies a high-level notation of the particular design
aspect. Overall, it captures the essential features without considering implementation details,
e.g., programming language details. The second translation step in MDA turns the platform-
independent model into a platform-specific model before feeding it to the code generator to output
the target code.

Such an MDA approach not only automates the development process but also offers a high
degree of flexibility for creating different design alternatives in software and hardware. Compared
to manual coding, the methodology ensures greater efficiency and stability by automating repet-
itive, error-prone tasks. Moreover, a holistic generation flow for various aspects opens up many
possibilities that pure software or hardware generators do not have. First, it enhances consistency
between different design aspects due to the single-source principle, which reduces design errors and
improves their convergence. Second, design decisions and their impacts can be evaluated early in
development, enabling exhaustive design analysis and optimization. Indeed, such a multi-aspect
approach has the potential to bridge the widening design gap in the embedded industry headed
by embedded software development.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

The main driver of this thesis is the increasing design gap that embedded software developer face
today. Chapter 2 outlines these challenges of embedded software development and automatic
generation approaches. Motivated by these problems, the requirements and the key paradigms
for the automatic generation of embedded software are developed. After outlining the targeted
approach, Chapter 3 discusses the main principles of MDE and solutions proposed by related work
to tackle these challenges. In this context, both the approaches used in this thesis and divergent
approaches are discussed. The main contributions of this work are presented in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

First, Chapter 4 introduces the concept of a generator to create code generators. The approach
is demonstrated for a Misra-C-compliant code generator. Chapter 5 deals with the hardware-
software interface, the lowest layer of the embedded software stack. The interface enables interac-
tion between hardware and embedded software. For the SoC’s efficiency, an innovative metamodel
and generator of the hardware-software interface are presented to enable tuning of the register
layout.

The layer above the register interface is the device driver layer. The following chapters describe
the highly configurable embedded software generation flow capable of auto-generating embedded
software layers such as the driver layer. It consists of two decoupled generator steps and a domain-
specific model that exploits embedded software’s typical pattern. Chapter 6 starts by giving a
detailed introduction to the complete framework. It introduces a new domain-specific model
for embedded software design. In addition, it outlines concepts to increase the flexibility and
design variability of the framework. Next, Chapter 7 describes the first transformation layer, the
generator front end, which assembles an abstract embedded software model from a specification
of the IP. This chapter introduces the “generator language”, the domain-specific language used
to assemble the structure and behavior of the embedded software model. It demonstrates the
language’s use through various IP driver examples and is intended as a guide for deploying other
IP driver generators.

Chapter 8 introduces the heart of the framework, the second transformation layer, also called
the generator backend. The generator backend is hidden from the user configurations and spec-
ifies numerous generic transformations that can be applied across various IPs. Three types of
transformations are presented in this chapter:

• Transformations to produce different design and architecture alternatives such as the I/O
driver design.

• Safety transformations automatically incorporate safety patterns, e.g., program flow moni-
tors, into the design.

• Automatic optimization step that identifies better design alternatives, e.g., memory layout,
based on a pre-defined cost function.

Chapter 9 introduces the last layer of the embedded software stack, the application layer. It
demonstrates how the framework can also be exploited to create applications. Moreover, indus-
trial applications are presented that have been built using this framework. Finally, Chapter 10
concludes the thesis and discusses future research topics.
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Chapter 2

Problem Statement and Contributions

One of the major challenges in today’s software development is the shortening of development
cycles and, at the same time, the increase of software complexity. On top of that, embedded

software is subject to increasingly stringent requirements in terms of power, performance and
safety. In order to meet these challenges, the semiconductor industry is experiencing a paradigm
shift in software development from manually coding to model-driven engineering (MDE).

According to the survey in [9], the industry perceives shortened development cycles and cost
savings as the main reasons for using MDE. Additionally, reliability, compatibility, quality im-
provement and maintainability are generally considered to be essential advantages of MDE. In the-
ory, a model-based approach is a perfect concept for developing complex heterogeneous systems,
as it provides the ability for abstraction in the development process, from requirements develop-
ment through design, implementation, integration and verification. However, the introduction of
MDE in the industry entails major challenges that affect established development processes and
organizational structures. Along with the need for new tools and methods, engineers must also
change their mindset and acquire the skills required to apply MDE

Model-driven engineering has been used with considerable success in some embedded system
development disciplines. However, it has not yet been widely applied in the embedded software
community. This chapter outlines the key challenges in model-based embedded software develop-
ment that must be overcome to get acceptance and to achieve high cost and time savings. These
challenges are grouped into three categories as defined by Bucchiarone et al. in [48]: Tooling and
Implementation Challenges, Domain-Based Challenges, and Socio-Technical Challenges. The re-
quirements, solutions and expected contributions for a new methodology are developed based on
the identified problem space. Finally, the work’s approach is introduced, drawing on the previous
findings.

2.1 Problem Statement

Embedded systems and especially embedded software are becoming increasingly complex, and
hence traditional design concepts reach their limits in efficiency. Abstraction is a proven approach
to managing complexity. It increases the comprehensibility of complex systems at the expense of
the additional effort required to maintain abstract views. This section classifies the challenges of
a model-based approach based on abstraction principles.
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2.1.1 Tool and implementation challenges

The challenges are grouped into three categories, defined by [48], that reflect the problem
areas of State-of-the-Art model-driven development. One group of these are the tooling and
implementation challenges that address model-based development’s conceptual and theoretical
aspects. Indeed, the lack of high-qualitative and industry-appropriate tools is often quoted as
one of the main aspects hindering the adoption of MDE. Also, introducing new model-based
instruments is associated with more complications in practice than considered in theory. Thus,
expectations are not met.

The domain-related challenges characterize the second category. Embedded software develop-
ment is fraught with specific issues that every embedded development team must deal with. For
this reason, embedded software development must be entrusted to professionals with extensive
experience. An embedded software modeling framework created by experts for everyone should
overcome these difficulties. Generally, a stable, qualitative and reliable generation is necessary
for each domain. For the embedded software domain, further three basic requirements for the
generated software must be fulfilled: Small memory footprint in terms of the stack size, ROM
and RAM usage, low power consumption and high performance. As a rule, focusing on one of
all these requirements compromises the others. Ideally, the generation framework aims for a wise
compromise between all these cost parameters. With the increasing complexity of embedded sys-
tems, safety and security concerns are also rapidly increasing. An embedded software tool must
provide safety and security measures to comply with the standards that must be adhered to.

In fact, apart from the technical issues, the social and community challenges are one of the
key factors for the success of MDE. These challenges are classified as socio-technical challenges.
MDE has not yet gained widespread acceptance in the embedded software community. The socio-
technical challenges primarily concern the apparent task of encouraging traditional developers and
development teams to use and accept MDE.

2.1.1 Tool and implementation challenges

According to [9, 126], the lack of good tooling is widely reported as one of the main aspects
hampering MDE adoption. Many tools have usability issues, such as difficulties with tool cus-
tomization, tool integration, or lack of code generation capabilities. Others are simple but only
cover a limited scope that is insufficient for modeling complex industrial embedded systems. Es-
pecially in the embedded systems domain, the size and diversity of artifacts, including models,
metamodels and their transformations, is enormous. Accordingly, configurability must be pre-
served while complexity is not shifted to the tool infrastructure. In other words, the complexity
of the MDE approach needs to be tamed or hidden from the user.

When implementing an MDE tool, it is important to consider that various stakeholders are
involved in the development process of an embedded system. Some stakeholders use models as
blueprints only for communication and documentation purposes. Others consider models to be
the key artifacts of the development process. A fundamental difference between the two use cases
is that there are increased demands on the completeness and accuracy of the models during devel-
opment. According to Bucchiarone et al. in [28], it requires an efficient and reliable mechanism for
mapping abstract models to more concrete models or the target code. In order to enhance relia-
bility, the modeling flow has to assure consistency across different transformation layers. First, all
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models and the modeling languages must be consistent with the associated metamodels. Second,
all transformations have to be deterministic, which helps to manage the consistency of models
undergoing modifications.

One potential factor that drives the adoption of model-based development is an intuitive tex-
tual modeling language1 while handling the code as a model. So it lowers the entry barrier for
a modeling tool. Such a textual modeling language is derived from a metamodel. It is used to
create, read or modify an instance of the metamodel. In essence, it is the central language that
the developer uses to implement the generators. In order to come up with a suitable modeling lan-
guage, generator and platform, the developers need to have a good understanding of the domain
for which they develop the infrastructure [215]. In fact, many tools provide a modeling language
that misses flexibility since it is customized for a certain metamodel. In practice, the develop-
ment of a mature infrastructure happens gradually over a relatively long period of time, based
on experiences and various projects. Building a fully comprehensive framework from scratch is
practically impossible. Indeed, modifications and extensions on the metamodel with new features
must be reflected on the modeling language. So, tools with missing customizability require much
effort to redesign the modeling language.

The usability of model-based development tools for managing models of complex systems is
often described as a challenge. In general, model-driven approaches try to cope with the system
complexity by increasing the level of abstraction. The main problems of many modeling tools
are bound to the model abstractions at different stages of the development process. Finding a
suitable model abstraction in a self-explaining notation used to describe different heterogeneous
views is the path to the tool’s success. However, it is always necessary to keep in mind that each
level of abstraction adds a further transformation layer, which requires extra maintenance effort.
The number of layers and the degree of abstraction between these layers must be chosen wisely.
A good modeling tool must find a suitable intermediate solution to tame the complexity of the
systems but also preserve variability while minimizing the effort of implementing transformation
templates. As a rule, the models’ size is less of a problem than the variety of artifacts that increase
the effort required to develop transformations and generators. A transformation converts a model
at one level of abstraction into a model or code at a lower level. A generator may consist of
multiple transformation steps that transform a model across multiple levels of abstraction.

Instead of manual coding, a designer in the model-driven approach has to implement the
transformation scripts of the generator. The effort required to implement the generators is a
crucial criterion in the acceptance of model-based solutions since it demonstrates the advantages
over manual coding. A rough method to compare the manual effort required to implement the
generator or target code is to measure the software metric, e.g., source lines of code. Actually,
many tools require far more effort2 compared to traditional coding, quickly leading to designers’
frustration. Finding the right balance between simplicity and expressiveness of the modeling
language used to program the generators is crucial to the tool’s success.

1A modeling language is any graphical or textual language that provisions the construction of models following
a consistent set of rules.

2Indeed, this is an unfair comparison since generators can produce many alternatives. A proper comparison
should also consider the number of variants that can be generated.
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2.1.2 Domain-related challenges

A good modeling language and generator design mainly depend on the correct analysis of
the models involved in the transformation, as stated in [46, 48]. The challenge lies in analyzing
the correspondences between the artifacts of different models and understanding the semantics of
such connections to create a good modeling language that ensures traceability from requirements
to implementation. For further simplification, the modeling language should use a standardized
notation that adopts the features of modern object-oriented programming languages. In addition,
many modeling languages lack common software development practices such as information hiding
and DRY (Don’t repeat yourself) to ease the use of the language.

The study in [140] demonstrates that using model-driven development in the industry can lead
to quality improvements but may also cause productivity losses if designed improperly. Besides
modeling complexity, usability issues and user-friendliness, insufficient toolchains and the use of
MDE with legacy systems are often reported as challenges. As a result, the maturity of most tool
environments is considered inadequate for large-scale deployment in industry. This is often caused
by the lack of customizability of the toolchain. Certainly, it is nearly impossible to develop an
MDE tool from scratch that takes into account all possible industrial applications. Consequently,
developing a tool that grows and stabilizes with the number of applications realized is even more
important. According to many surveys [48, 126, 207], customizability and extensibility are the
most requested features by many practitioners to be improved by tool vendors. There are no
limitations in an intuitive toolchain since users can extend or modify all aspects of the tool,
including model-to-model generators, code generators, metamodels, and the modeling language.

Obviously, the key factor, apart from the tool’s limitations and complexity, is the generated
implementations’ quality and variability. Essentially, the challenge and goal are to produce code of
similar quality to manually written code. A major challenge, but also the primary attractiveness
of MDE, is the enormous variability of target implementations that can be automatically gener-
ated. These implementation alternatives result from different design decisions that the generator
resolves when constructing different implementations. A good generator makes cost-related design
decisions to match the target code to the requirements and the application. A designer relies on
each generated implementation, so a crucial requirement for MDE tools is to guarantee the code’s
correctness and quality. On the one hand, the tool must include features to verify the genera-
tor and the implementation alternatives. On the other hand, the tool must ensure consistency
between implementation and requirements.

2.1.2 Domain-related challenges

Developing complex and portable embedded software requires a clear software architecture. The
software architecture is the blueprint that manages large-scale embedded systems’ design, develop-
ment and maintenance. It embodies the fundamental organization of a system in its components,
their relationships to each other and to the environment [102].In general, software architecture
specifies layers with contractually defined interfaces as functional boundaries between components.
Such an interface provides declarations and function prototypes that separate the application from
the low-level code. Accordingly, a layered software architecture improves portability, allowing both
layers to be reused in other applications or on other hardware [32].
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A modeling framework has to reflect the structure of the software architecture and must be able
to generate these various layers. There are few tools that offer a solution for the generation of all
layers. Often, embedded software generators focus only on individual software architecture layers,
such as the hardware abstraction layer. A tool that covers both the application and the low-level
software development has many advantages and is in high demand in the industry. Primarily,
such tools help to overcome the problems encountered by many users concerning synchronization
between the different engineering disciplines and software layer development processes.

As mentioned earlier, a major challenge for tools is their ability to create modeling languages
for different domains. In order to come up with a suitable embedded software generation infras-
tructure, the developer needs to have a good understanding of all embedded software challenges.
As discussed before, one of the biggest challenges in this respect is finding an adequate degree of
abstraction and detail for the embedded software model. In the end, the model should contain
all features to support different target platforms and languages, such as C or Rust. Similarly, a
proper generation framework should be able to generate the entire embedded software avoiding the
need for manual post-processing. Many tools only create the skeleton of the embedded software,
more or less the header files. This basic generator also reduces work, but the core behavior still
has to be implemented manually. Such a partial-generation approach has several drawbacks since
each variant must be modified before it can be further processed, e.g., tested or analyzed. A gen-
erator that requires manual rework squanders much of the potential of model-based development.
However, a good modeling flow for embedded software should create embedded software that can
be directly processed and compiled. The abstract model of the embedded software must therefore
contain all artifacts required to create the design. This implies artifacts to represent the skeleton
and the embedded software’s behavior.

Embedded software developers face numerous challenges when manually creating software or
using model-based development tools. In the following, the fundamental challenges for embedded
software are listed. A big challenge arises with the growing system complexity. A modeling
tool must deal with simple projects and scale with complex applications from various domains
(e.g., IoT, automotive). Furthermore, it must be able to handle various designs, e.g., processor
families, which range from simple and extremely power-saving processors to highly powerful and
configurable processors. An embedded software generation framework needs to adhere to these
design constraints and be adaptable to specific hardware definitions.

Many tools for generating embedded software simply ignore hardware requirements. Instead
of generating hardware-specific designs, they aim for a high degree of modularity in the generated
designs. Although this approach can support any hardware platform, it also has significant draw-
backs. The implementations are not optimized for resources, and thus, the quality of a manual
hardware-specific implementation cannot be achieved. Embedded software can be implemented
in a resource-efficient and high-performance manner if hardware properties are mapped correctly
to software decisions.

The design can also be evaluated and optimized using this hardware-software coding approach.
According to [226], optimization is basically seen as a cycle of design, evaluation and redesign.
This is a major challenge as hardware and software elements interact in complex ways, making
choosing the best combination difficult. So it goes beyond the scope of many generation systems.
On the one hand, it requires an interface to simulate the generated designs and analyze their
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results. On the other hand, an approach is necessary for randomizing the configuration of design
alternatives.

A large proportion of the development costs are attributable to the burning issue of increasing
safety and security requirements in products. Safety and Security are features that enhance
an application with life-saving or protective functionality. Generally, it is associated with strict
requirements that demand more design expertise. As stated by Streitferdt et al. in [194], modeling
tools barely address safety-related aspects in models or their transformations. For this reason, the
challenge is integrating safety-certified model transformations into the generation flow. Ideally,
these should be derived from best-practice knowledge of safety measures used in existing projects
and products.

2.1.3 Socio-Technical Challenges

When seeking solutions to technical challenges and developing an MDE ecosystem, there is an
urgent need to consider social aspects. Indeed, a new toolchain is only accepted and adopted in
practice if all stakeholders validate and approve it. For this reason, the social and community
challenges become critical factors for the success of MDE tools.

Model-based development is intended to be the catalyst that enables domain experts to develop
the tools they need in their domains with their knowledge. In manual coding, this knowledge,
such as best practices, might get lost, but with explicitly defined transformations, this knowledge
is preserved in the transformations - accessible to a community. In this way, even developers
with less experience gain access to an infrastructure that produces high-quality implementations.
Krogstie defines this principle in [117] fittingly as “Modeling by the people, for the people”. Ideally,
anyone, even a non-technical person, should easily use the model-based development framework
to create any design. Moreover, they can even explore a vast design space. This truly might be
a great vision for the future and an important impulse to overcome the challenges of embedded
development processes.

However, most developers do not dare to move from traditional to model-based development.
Of course, this skepticism is strongly influenced by the technical and domain-specific problems
encountered so far, but a general reluctance to accept model-based development is also noticeable.
One reason is the missing know-how about the concepts and tools. Especially for traditional
embedded software developers, the principles of metamodeling can be a culture shock that does
not lead to acceptance.

For designers, the transition generally means adopting a completely different way of thinking
and developing. Instead of focusing on the implementation of one variant, the designer of gen-
erators must consider all possible variants while the framework builds this variation. This way
of thinking is one reason why metamodeling is considered more challenging and quickly triggers
the designer’s frustration. A good tool, however, can contribute a lot to relieve the designer, e.g.,
by taking over design decisions. The report in [96] supports these findings and highlights three
essential factors for the success of model-based development. These include an iterative and pro-
gressive approach, organizational commitment, and motivated users. Many surveys also suggest
the concept of design-by-example, which is intended to slowly introduce the designer to the new
metamodeling approach and its details [177]. Ultimately, though, as noted in [2], “the problem
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with a completely new programming paradigm is not learning a new language... The tricky part
is learning to think in a different way.”

Particularly in industry, the acceptance is low. Establishing such a new development process
is associated with costs and enormous efforts. First, it requires a high effort to train developers.
Second, the new tooling infrastructure must be integrated into legacy processes, an issue with
many tools. Thirdly and most significantly, the benefits of a transition to metamodeling only
become apparent in the long run. In the beginning, the development of generators is costly. With
increasing generator reuse, the development costs amortize and the company profits enormously.

2.2 Requirements

Overall, the step from manual coding to generator-based development depends on the use case.
The benefit of generators depends on the required level of flexibility. Keep in mind that developing
a model-based infrastructure is a long-term commitment that requires continuous improvement to
compete with emerging applications and challenges. Before implementing a modeling framework,
it is important to consider the potential savings. Are the flexibility loss and the effort required to
implement a new approach justified?

This thesis definitely answers with “yes” to the question for the embedded software domain. A
good framework avoids typical design errors and can speed up development, thus reducing costs
in software development. The three identified categories of challenges capture the typical issues,
user concerns, and desires for model-based development frameworks for embedded software. Based
on these challenges, the requirements for a new approach can be derived. By adhering to these,
typical pitfalls can be avoided, and the full potential of model-based development can be exploited.
Thus, a real productivity boost can be achieved compared to existing tools.

The elaborated requirements concern the overall framework but also the requirements of the
sub-components, such as the code generator or the different abstraction layers. In the following,
these requirements are outlined. In the next section, their implementation and key advantages in
the target approach are discussed.

Today’s SoC complexity puts high demands on tools and engineers. In particular, the complex-
ity of embedded software has increased massively in recent years. A modern modeling approach for
the generation of embedded software has to solve the technical, domain-specific and socio-technical
challenges to establish itself in the industry. Building on the given problems, the requirements for
a new embedded software modeling and generation flow can be formulated.

The framework presented in section 3.2 from previous work allows the development of model-
driven generator toolchains with little effort. Applying this framework to the hardware domain
helps to model the complete hardware of embedded systems. However, an embedded system also
includes embedded software that is closely synchronized with the hardware. In order to establish
this modeling framework for building embedded software in an efficient and user-friendly way, the
following requirements must be met.

R 1 Single-Source Principle: Embedded software modeling must be performed as part of a holis-
tic system modeling framework. Modeling and generating embedded software isolated from
hardware modeling is fragile and prone to errors. A holistic system modeling approach en-
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sures consistency, quality, and correct and efficient interoperability between hardware and
software. Accordingly, the generation flow for hardware and embedded software should pro-
ceed from joint abstract models.

R 2 Separation of Concerns: A new SoC modeling tool should have mechanisms that support
both vertical and horizontal separation of concerns. Modularization of the functionality
through separation of concerns helps to develop large applications quickly and efficiently. It
reduces the complexity of dealing with large specifications.

R 3 Reusability: A new modeling framework must simplify the coding effort and eliminate
the need for designers with platform-specific expertise. In other words, the new modeling
methodology has to hide implementation details on the abstract layers. Furthermore, the
generation approach for embedded software should follow the same pattern as the hardware
generation flow. Similarly, the generator languages for hardware and embedded software
modeling should follow the same characteristics. The new modeling framework should con-
sider both aspects. It should be designed in a generic way to decrease the learning effort
required to apply it across different aspects of the overall embedded system development
chain.

R 4 Consistent Modeling: The tool must ensure that artifacts are generated consistently. So, it
has to support consistent modeling by following the constraints of all involved metamodels.
An instance is considered (syntactically) consistent with a metamodel when it satisfies the
conditions specified in the metamodel. In general, the model consistency depends strongly
on the degree of integration of the metamodels into the toolchain.

R 5 Correctness by Construction: A new tool for modeling and generating embedded systems
must ensure the correctness of the design. Correct-by-Construction minimizes development
effort on debugging and verification. By ensuring correctness-by-construction, the designer
can generate, execute, and analyze models directly.

R 6 Extensibility: It must be possible to extend the framework with new functions. A new
modeling framework should be extensible for capturing new IP devices, code generators, and
domain-specific features, e.g., design patterns.

R 7 Graphical Notation: All applied metamodels rely on a graphical notation to express the
design visually.

Code generation is an essential aspect of model-based development. It translates the abstract
model into target languages. One way to accomplish this is directly translating the abstract model
into the targeted language. A better approach, however, considers the requirements R4, R5, and
R6 using an intermediate language model. This language model is first assembled before being
translated (model-to-text transformation) into the target code. The following requirements must
apply to the code generation and associated language models.

R 8 Target Languages: A large number of different languages are in use in SoC development.
Meanwhile, existing languages are being replaced by modern languages. Accordingly, a
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modeling framework needs to be extensible with new language generators from time to time
to support new output languages, e.g., Rust and MicroPython.

Respectively, an intuitive approach for generating language generators is needed. Such an
automatism should build the language models and the model-to-text transformation scripts
for any kind of formal language. Thus, various target languages can be supported in a new
modeling flow to cover different platforms.

R 9 Meta Syntax: The language generator approach must support any formal language known
from RTL and embedded software design. The language generators must be automatically
derived from a metasyntax of a formal language. The metasyntax represents a metamodel
that constrains the syntax of the underlying formal language, thus reducing syntactic errors.

R 10 Coding Standard: Apart from the correct syntax, the generated code must also comply
with the coding guidelines that promote the safety and reliability of software for embedded
systems such as MISRA C.

R 11 Readability: In addition to the formal language syntax, the generated code must also
have good readability. A language generator must, therefore, also consider formatting, e.g.,
indentations. This way, a designer can customize the coding style by adapting the code
generators.

R 12 Documentation: The generated code must be adequately documented to ease subsequent
post-processing, integration, and analysis. Consequently, the language generator needs to
include appropriate elements for documentation.

An essential factor for the new methodology’s success is the quality of the generated embed-
ded software code. In particular, whether the methodology can solve the challenges and problems
encountered in developing embedded software. Design metrics provide important insight in deter-
mining the quality of the embedded software for the respective hardware.

A design metric is a measurable characteristic of the system, e.g., performance, memory foot-
print, safety or power consumption. Typically, these are conflicting requirements, i.e., optimizing
one requirement may negatively impact another. For example, a more powerful embedded software
may demand more memory. In the following, the most crucial design metrics are introduced.

R 13 Memory Footprint: Embedded software has to cope with limited memory in many appli-
cation areas (e.g., IoT, security controllers). For this reason, a generation framework must
be able to build code that is at least as compact as manually written code. In this context,
various aspects must be considered and optimized: static and dynamic memory, instruction
and data memory.

R 14 Performance: Of course, the new embedded software modeling framework must ensure
that the generated code executes at least as fast as the manually written code.

R 15 Functional Safety: A new modeling tool must provide features to create safe and reliable
software that complies with ISO standards such as ISO-26262.
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R 16 Security: A new modeling tool must be capable of building secure embedded software. It
should contain features to protect data and the interfaces from being abused.

In order to address the requirements R13, R14, R15 and R16 the following rules have to be
fulfilled for the embedded software modeling flow:

R 17 Abstraction and Concretization: The new abstract model for embedded software should
be close to the specification and the target code. If the metamodel is too close to the
specification, the generators need to cover every model instance of this metamodel. This
significantly raises the development effort for generators and their transformation scripts
since the generators have to examine the model extensively. In contrast, when the metamodel
is close to the target code, the development effort is reduced at the expense of reusability
and the degree of automation.

R 18 Flexibility: The modeling framework for generating embedded software must be highly
flexible. First, it needs to support an extensive range of IP and system configuration alter-
natives, respectively hardware variants. Second, the framework has to provide a wide range
of design choices to tune the embedded software for specific hardware implementation.

R 19 Hardware Adaption: The generated software must be optimized for the IP components’
specification and functionality, respectively, to its hardware implementation. The generated
code should not include any features that might not be required for specific functionality.

The abstract model that characterizes the embedded software design is the most important
component for modeling embedded software. The domain-specific language used for implementing
the transformation scripts is derived from this model. A transformation script transforms the
specification of an embedded system component into an instance of the abstract embedded software
model. The following requirements should apply to the transformations and the abstract model.

R 20 Legacy Code: The framework must be capable of maintaining and transforming legacy code
into an abstract model.

R 21 Behavior and Structure: The platform-independent embedded software model must include
all features necessary to auto-generate the fully functional device driver. The platform-
independent embedded software model must include all features necessary to auto-generate
the fully functional device driver. Consequently, the model has to contain both features to
represent structures, e.g., interface definitions, and features to model the behavior of the
data and control flow.

R 22 Portability: The platform-independent embedded software model should be sufficiently
generic that it can be mapped to different target platforms and languages. According to R8,
various code generators can thus be interfaced with the abstract model.

R 23 Software Stack: The platform-independent model for embedded software must be capable
of specifying different layers of the embedded software stack.
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The success of the new methodology depends on its entry barrier. One of the biggest struggles
in introducing a generation framework is the development of the transformation scripts. Writing
generators capable of creating thousands of variants instead of manually implementing the code
for a single variant is challenging and requires a shift in the developer’s mindset. Therefore, it
is even more important that the framework is straightforward and ensures that certain design
decisions remain hidden from the user. The following requirements are crucial for improving this
entry barrier:

R 24 Simplicity: In order to obtain acceptance from designers and entire project teams, a new
modeling tool has to be straightforward to use. Implementing a generator should not signifi-
cantly exceed the effort required to implement the code manually. As an evaluation criterion,
the number of lines of code can be considered analogous to the effort.

R 25 Design Pattern: The framework should provide a design pattern library. As specified by the
modeling domain, a design pattern describes a transformation rule that assembles or modifies
a subset of the abstract model. These are intended as extensions to the automatically
generated domain-specific language. A designer can draw on these design patterns or further
extend the library as needed.

R 26 Information Hiding: The principle of information hiding is a central guideline for modular-
izing complex software systems. Information hiding, also called encapsulation, seeks to hide
design decisions or implementation details from the user. The framework should hide design
decisions from the user that automatism can solve. In addition, irrelevant implementation
details should be hidden to make changes to the underlying platform easier.

R 27 Hardware Interface: The generator designer must not worry about the hardware and soft-
ware interface details. The framework should automatically derive the interface, including
the register mapping.

No matter how easy to use, a framework will not gain acceptance if the quality of the generated
code is poor. The created software must also be subjected to quality assurance measures for quality
and functional safety.

R 28 Design Validation: The correctness of the generated code must be automatically verified
in the generator backend of the modeling framework. The modeling tool must establish a
handshake with the compiler and the simulator to ensure the functional integrity of the code.
A compiler can check the code’s syntactic, logical or semantic correctness. The simulator,
in turn, validates the functional correctness of the code running on the generated RTL.

R 29 Safety Assurance: Safety-critical systems must be able to handle faults without causing
damage or misbehavior. An automatic approach is necessary, which evaluates the reliability
of the auto-generated safety measures and fault handling methods. Fault injection is a
technique widely used that introduces faults into the system during simulation. The goal of
fault injection is to introduce faults into the software or hardware to ensure that the system
still fulfills requirements while these faults are present.
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One of the main arguments in favor of a modeling framework over traditional design is, obvi-
ously, the ability to build various design alternatives R18. This diversity of variants enables design
exploration of the variant’s design metrics (trade-off analysis) and, thus, design optimization. This
way, appropriate design decisions for each application can be identified.

R 30 Design Exploration: A new modeling tool that generates different design alternatives should
also analyze design metrics such as those design alternatives’ performance or memory re-
quirements. This way, a large data set is ready for further analysis, e.g., through machine
learning.

R 31 Optimization: A modeling framework must determine the best configuration from an ex-
tensive range of alternatives based on a pre-defined cost function.

2.3 Targeted Approach

This thesis presents a solution for a top-down generation flow for embedded software that satisfies
the previously discussed requirements. The methodology extends the hardware generation frame-
work that will be described in Section 3.2 with a software complement to provide a comprehensive
model-driven SoC development toolchain. This embedded software generation framework can ful-
fill all the needs in developing complex distributed embedded software. To this end, it covers all
phases of modeling, analysis and validation up to the automatic generation of the implementation.

The basis of MDE is to capture the requirements of a system in a specification model. This
model is then gradually extended by implementation details by systematic model elaboration.
In this way, the RTL implementation of an SoC is derived from system’s specification. The
primary driver for this approach is the fact that a design is not determined by the hardware
alone. An efficient embedded system is based on the software interacting with the hardware in
the best possible way. The decisive factor in this approach is to consider hardware and software
holistically since both are mutually dependent. As hardware-software co-design suggests, the
proposed generation framework provides a top-down generation flow that follows R1 (Single-
Source Principle). So, the tool considers the same specification models as inputs for the holistic
generation of hardware and embedded software, as shown in Figure 3.5. The single-source design
principle ensures optimized, consistent and correct generation of hardware and embedded software
according to the requirements of R5 (Correctness by Construction).

In order to use a single model for multiple purposes, the tool executes a multi-domain gen-
eration flow starting from the same models. Therefore, the thesis extends the existing hardware
generation flow with a parallel embedded software generation flow. The total embedded system
generation is generally structured into two MDA flows, each implementing a different domain gen-
erator. Each MDA flow specifies a domain-specific mapping from the high-level system properties
to the hardware or embedded software. Such a formalized mapping enables the investigation of
design decisions and their impact on the software and hardware. So, it facilitates the selection
of the best combination of software design and underlying hardware. Both domain generators
are implemented with the same python-based modeling infrastructure R3 (Reusability) and code
generator approach. This reduces the maintenance and training effort. Modeling skills and tech-
niques are independent of the object being modeled. A good modeler can use the same skills and
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techniques to model the hardware and the embedded software (assuming they have the appro-
priate domain knowledge). A user can transfer knowledge between domains, lowering the entry
barrier and simplifying communication between domains.

As a second key principle, besides the single-source principle, the proposed SoC generation
framework applies the principle of R2 (Separation of Concerns) supporting both vertical and
horizontal separation of concerns. MDA proposes a vertical separation of concerns mechanism
consisting of three layers of abstraction and two model-to-model generator stages. As proposed
by MDA, the first layer specifies the characteristics of an IP of the embedded system in individual
models, such as a processor, memory controller, or communication IP model. The second layer
specifies the abstract design of the domain, e.g., the abstract embedded software. The last layer
adds implementation details to the abstract model. In order to resolve the vertical separation, a
series of two generator stages, namely an IP-specific generator frontend and an IP-generic generator
backend, are introduced. The generator frontend maps the IP specification to an embedded
software model, which specifies the general behavior of the IP. The backend converts this model
into a language model comprising all details.

The horizontal separation follows the organization of the embedded system into different sub-
components. This way, different concerns (IPs) are explicitly separated. Each of them is char-
acterized by its model and dedicated embedded software and HW generator, which makes them
explicit and thus more traceable, easier to change, and potentially reusable. Adding a new IP
component to the tool is straightforward because the investment in automation has already been
made. Once a new IP component needs to be supported, the developer only needs to develop the
IP-specific frontend generator to satisfy the IP’s capabilities. Meanwhile, the IP-generic part of
the tool can be reused R3. Both concepts, single-source principle and separation of concerns, are
essential features to reduce the generator development effort and increase the design quality.

The proposed framework considers R4 as it provides an intuitive and automatically generated
infrastructure that ensures consistency and validity of models across the generation flow. Among
others, an automatically generated modeling language is provided, which is used to assemble
instances of the metamodel, the so-called domain-specific languages (DSL). In other words, an
instance is developed in a language defined by the instance’s metamodel at a higher meta-level.
Accordingly, an instance of the metamodel is always valid as it complies with the modeling lan-
guage. Since the entire infrastructure for a particular metamodel can be generated, the proposed
approach fulfills R6 (Extensibility). Extending the features of the metamodel directly affects the
modeling language and infrastructure. So features can be added anytime as long as they do not
modify the previous structure of the metamodel. In addition, building a new modeling infras-
tructure for a new IP component or code generator is straightforward, thanks to this intuitive
framework. The only requirement for building the infrastructure is that each metamodel must fol-
low the Unified Modeling Language (UML). This satisfies R7, offering a standardized, graphically
based formalism for capturing system models.

Another advantage of the proposed model-driven framework for embedded software is its code
generator approach. It proposes an innovative concept in Chapter 4 to automatically build code
generators. So, various target languages and coding styles can be created as required by R8
(Target languages). For this purpose, the thesis introduces a new language named VLD (View
Language Description), which maps the meta-syntax as demanded by R9 of a formal language
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similar to EBNF. Compared to other meta-syntax languages, VLD adds formatting elements (tabs,
spaces, line feeds, empty lines, comments). This way, the generated code is syntactically correct
and formatted for better R11 (Readability). As an example, this thesis introduces the C-VLD
used to build the C-Generator, which contains elements to fulfill R10 (Coding Standard) and R12
(Documentation). The C generator restrains the C language to a subset to be MISRA C compliant
and to simplify the code generator. Additionally, the C-VLD provides terminal elements that
describe specially formatted comments, which can be extracted by a documentation generator such
as Doxygen. Chapter 6 introduces the main components of the proposed framework, the platform-
independent embedded software metamodel, and the two generator steps. Moreover, the chapter
highlights the main strength of the approach, the capability to build a wide range of variants,
as demanded in R18 (Flexiblity). This is accomplished by following two approaches. First, the
framework features highly configurable specification models of IPs that enable the construction
of a wide range of IP designs, including HW and embedded software. Second, the framework
specifies embedded-software-specific parameters to customize and tune the two generator steps.

The central model of the approach is the embedded software model, which fulfills R22 (Porta-
bility) abstracting various implementation languages and platforms. It contains all the artifacts
necessary to design the R21 (Behavior and Structure) of the complete embedded R23 (Software
Stack). The structure of the abstract embedded software model matches R17 (Abstraction and
Concretization), providing a good balance between implementation details and abstraction to in-
crease flexibility and reduce the coding effort for generators. In summary, the embedded software
metamodel is significantly more abstract than the implementation code that would have to be
developed manually otherwise. This way, different manifestations, e.g., architecture and design
alternatives, can be created from a single embedded software instance. The architecture of a
software system is the result of all design decisions, which can hardly be modified when coded
manually. One striking example of this approach is the register access handling R27, described
generically on the abstract level. However, other elements of the embedded software model are
challenging in terms of abstraction and remain close to their implementation, e.g., type and ob-
ject definitions. The proposed framework follows the principle of abstracting as much as possible
unless the complexity increases drastically.

The first step of the generation process is handled by the IP-specific generator frontend that
assembles the embedded software model according to the requirements. Following the single-source
principle, the generator aims to improve the design to be compatible with the hardware and to
satisfy the design metrics R13 (Memory Footprint) and R14 (Performance). In other words, only
those elements are designed that are necessary for the particular application and the underlying
hardware R19 (Hardware Adaption). Thus no dead code is produced. In order to support as many
hardware alternatives as possible, embedded software is often constructed in a generic nature using
design patterns. However, the disadvantage of using design patterns is that the designs may not be
able to solve specific problems optimally on the cost of design metrics. In the framework context,
a design pattern describes a parameterizable transformation rule (or software factory) applied as
a wrapper to an artifact of the abstract embedded software model. Different IP generators can
reuse a design pattern to facilitate the design of recurring processes (sub-behaviors). For this
purpose, it assembles a substructure of the embedded software model concerning specific design
requirements. Developing generators using design patterns can provide many benefits, such as
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improved productivity, quality and evolution capability. So far, the framework proposes a large
library of R25 (Design Patterns) to simplify generator coding complexity.

The IP-generic generator backend constructs the final target code from the abstract embedded
software model. The main idea of the backend is to resolve certain design decisions hidden from the
developer R26. The hardware-software interface R27 is a great example of hiding design decisions.
Depending on the interface’s memory layout, the hardware area’s performance and register access
may improve or deteriorate. For example, a compact layout has less performance (inefficient
read and write accesses) but also requires less design area. The proposed framework presents an
automated approach that examines different memory layouts to extract the ones offering the best
cost trade-off. Further examples are provided in Chapter 8.

The backend further realizes a style-based architecture refinement through iterative horizontal
transformations3 where the source and target model reside in the same abstraction layer. This way,
an abstract architecture can be mapped into numerous design alternatives, such as an interrupt-
based or polling design. Following the same strategy, the backend also improves the non-functional
metrics, such as the design’s R15 (Functional Safety) and R16 (Security) of the design. These
transformations inject safety measures as safety patterns to extend the embedded software with
non-functional artifacts. So far, the framework provides a list of industrial-proven safety measures
that ensure the temporal and logical execution order, e.g., watchdog or program flow monitors.
Following the given safety pattern principle, a designer can extend the library with any further
safety and security patterns.

Numerous design alternatives can be generated using this model-driven approach. The qual-
ity and reliability of each generated design is an important issue in the acceptance of the tool.
Therefore, the framework extends the generation process with a subsequent optional validation
and exploration step that examines different design alternatives. The extension includes a compi-
lation and simulation step described in Chapter 9. The framework uses GCC as a compiler and
Verilator or Xcelium to run the simulation. The entire embedded system generation flow for the
simulation is executed to build the complete RISC-V-based SoC on which the binary is executed.
Note that the proposed approach does not execute a detailed verification but provides immediate
user feedback on the functional correctness and executability R28.

Furthermore, a simulator-based fault injection concept that extends Verilator with fault in-
jection capability is introduced. So, the functional safety, the system’s reliability, and the safety
pattern efficiency are evaluated as required by R29 (Safety Assurance).

The simulation result and the compiled binary are used to determine the design metrics for
each alternative, such as memory footprint, performance, or hardware area. As a result, the de-
signer obtains a vast data set mapping costs to the design specification. Indeed, such a large data
set opens the door for R30 (Design Exploration), e.g., through machine learning or other trade-off
analysis techniques. The thesis provides two examples for design exploration and R31 (Optimiza-
tion). One approach to compiler flag optimization and one to hardware-software interface memory
layout optimization.

3A horizontal transformation can also be called an endogenous transformation. It is a transformation between
models expressed by the same metamodel.
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2.4 Summary of the Key Advantages

The presented approach provides several advantages for developing embedded software or embed-
ded systems. The following list briefly explains these:

• Developer productivity is improved because repetitive aspects do not need to be coded man-
ually repeatedly. A designer simply modifies the high-level requirements to create different
designs.

• The code generator approach is faster than humans and can handle optimization complexity
that far exceeds human cognitive abilities without being as error-prone. So the framework
helps to deal with optimization challenges.

• Models serve as a better basis for discussion and help to improve the understanding of the
systems at the design level.

• Models are very close to the problem domain and omit implementation details that are irrel-
evant for understanding the logical behavior. Thus, they reduce the semantic gap between
the concepts and the implemented solution.

• The framework allows experts to capture their knowledge in design patterns and transfor-
mations. So they share their expertise with other members of the organization. If well
documented, this knowledge remains in the patterns and transformation even if the experts
leave the organization.

• The modeling framework follows a definition of a stringent software and system architecture.
This reduces errors and improves the consistency and quality of the software architecture.

• With code generation, the code quality is improved. A template ensures correctness-by-
construction and high-quality code compared to manually written code.

• The generated code is very readable and includes comments and other artifacts to improve
readability. Compared to manually written code, it is easier to understand as it follows
production rules that define the formal language’s syntax and formatting.

• The approach separates different concerns and system components explicitly. Each one is
modeled, making them explicit and thus potentially reusable, more traceable and easier to
modify.

• The mapping of the models to the implementation code is deterministic. This means that
the design metrics of the implementation are known to some extent. It is a great advantage
for optimizing the embedded system based on cost analysis.

• The framework is extendable in all respects. Any code generators and sub-systems can be
included as long as they adhere to the separation of concerns. Likewise, existing models can
be extended unless their original structure is changed.
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• Embedded software generation is tightly connected to hardware generation. Both start
from a common specification level. As a result, the embedded software is well adapted and
efficiently leverages the hardware resources. Manual coding, in contrast, is often generic and
inefficient.

• The effort for generator coding is similar to manual coding. However, manual coding is
significantly more expensive if the effort is scaled according to the potential design alterna-
tives that can be generated. Accordingly, the return on investment from using this approach
increases each time it is reused.
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Chapter 3

Model Driven Engineering

A model reduces the system’s complexity providing a more appropriate view of a system.
In general, models can express systems’ properties, structure, and behavior in various

scientific disciplines, such as all areas of mathematics and science. A well-known model is the
climate model [70], which is used to predict the climate. It is built on a set of mathematical
equations that describe the physical laws that govern the behavior of the atmosphere and oceans.
Similarly, a model can also express the behavior and structure of embedded systems.

In software engineering, a model serves as a specification that gives an overall picture of the
system under study. It defines and organizes the information that is needed to develop a system.
Accordingly, models make project planning more efficient and facilitate communication between
stakeholders. However, models are not just used for the documentation but can also serve as
primary artifacts for the software development process. Using models as recurring patterns within
a software development methodology can increase productivity and compatibility between systems.
This principle is considered model-driven engineering (MDE)4. According to France and Rumpe
[75], “MDE is typically used to describe software development approaches in which abstract models
of software systems are created and systematically transformed to concrete implementations.”
Respectively, MDE-based approaches include various techniques such as metamodeling, model
transformation, and code generation. MDE narrows the gap between an abstract description and
the target code. It thus contributes to the streamlining of development processes.

MMDA is a specific MDE proposal premised on the idea that a single model is too fuzzy and
cluttered for designing a larger and more complex system. Consequently, MDA employs multiple
models that describe the system from different viewpoints or at different levels of abstraction. In
particular, it specifies viewpoints representing the system’s requirements, design and implementa-
tion. This separation of concerns makes MDA a popular modeling approach, as it achieves both
platform independence and language and system independence. For example, an MDA approach
allows developers to focus on domain concerns rather than dealing with platform-specific details
such as application programming interfaces or language guidelines [75].

In the following, the basic concepts of MDE and MDA are outlined. Based on these concepts,
this chapter presents the prior work elaborating on the MDA principle to introduce an industrial
model-driven RTL generation flow. Furthermore, this chapter discusses the state of the art of
MDE in embedded systems and embedded software development.

4In the literature, also synonyms such as model-based engineering (MBE) model-driven development (MDD) or
model-driven software development (MDSD) are also widely accepted. In this thesis, the notion of model-driven
engineering is preserved.
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3.1 Metamodeling

Modeling is the process of building models that transform a perceived view of the system into an
abstract representation. According to Stachowiak [189], a model is a simplified image of reality
characterized by three fundamental properties. (1) Mapping criteria: models do not capture all
system features but only those relevant to the designer. (2) Reduction criteria: models do not
capture all features of the system, but only those that are relevant to the designer. (3) Pragmatism
criteria: models are tailored to the needs of the intended use.

Selic [176] emphasizes the criterion of reduction and abstraction as almost the only means of
coping with emerging complexity. Hiding details irrelevant for a viewpoint helps to clarify the
system’s essence. Good abstraction is difficult to achieve and should be chosen wisely, not forced
[116, 176]. Intelligent abstraction reduces complexity, increases understandability, and allows the
prediction of interesting but non-obvious properties of the modeled system. Above all, a model
must be economical, i.e., it must be much cheaper to construct and analyze systems [176].

Metamodeling (literally “beyond modeling”) is the act of modeling models [188]. It is a crucial
concept in MDE approaches as they provide a mechanism for the automated development of well-
structured and maintainable systems. A metamodel defines the permissible structure that must
be satisfied by a set of models [191, 193]. Compared to a model, a metamodel is an abstract
representation of the model itself [82]. In MDE, a metamodel specifies abstract syntax (the
constructs and relationships) of a modeling language to express a model. A model created with
the modeling language is called an instance5.
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Figure 3.1: The hierarchy between meta-metamodel, metamodel, model and system under study.

5In the following, the terms instance and model are not distinguished. Both designate an element that complies
with the rules of the metamodel.
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To continue the train of thought: A metamodel is a model describing the modeling language.
Thus there also exists a meta-metamodel. Figure 3.1 depict the hierarchical relation between meta-
metamodel, metamodel, model and the system (e.g., hardware circuit or embedded software). The
Object Management Group (OMG) also proposes this layered infrastructure, which employs the
Meta Object Facility (MOF) as a meta-metamodel. MOF provides the language for creating UML
metamodels. A UML metamodel defines a “certain aspect” of the system, such as the finite state
machine (FSM). In addition, the metamodel supplies the language to build any type of FSM. An
FSM model provides an abstract view that can be reused for various purposes, for example, code
generation of RTL circuits or embedded software.

An MDE infrastructure relying on these modeling layers and, in particular, on a common
meta-metamodel can be generically processed in a unified manner. Bézivin calls this principle
in [34] “the unification power of models”. Exploiting this generic nature is the key driver for
increasing the efficiency of MDE, as it enables automatic model operations such as code generation,
transformations, and analysis techniques.

3.1.1 Modeling Language and Domain-specific Language

Metamodeling is the process of creating a domain-specific model by explicitly defining its con-
structs and rules. A domain-specific language (DSL6) can formally describe the structure, behav-
ior, and requirements of a specific system of this domain. This allows a designer or modeler to
work directly with the domain concepts at an abstract level since the DSL follows the abstrac-
tion and semantics of the domain. According to Kleppe, a domain-specific modeling language
comprises three main aspects [113]:

• the domain concepts and rules (abstract syntax)

• the notation used to express these concepts (concrete syntax)

• the semantics of the language.

The abstract syntax of a DSL is specified by a metamodel, which contains well-formed rules to
constrain all instances that can be created. Consequently, the metamodel provides the formalized
specification of the language; in other words, the metamodel represents the grammar of the DSL.
The concrete syntax of a DSL represents the human-readable notation that represents the abstract
syntax in a graphical or textual notation. In general, the concrete syntax maps the metamodel’s
concepts to the visual or textual representation of the metamodel. The graphical concrete syntax
establishes links between concepts and visual symbols, while the textual concrete syntax estab-
lishes links to the syntactic structures of the language. Such an analogy is well-known in formal
languages characterized by a metasyntax notation such as EBNF. Similar to the textual concrete
syntax of a metamodel, a metasyntax notation reflects the permissible structure and composition
of expressions and statements of a programming language. Indeed, a good modeling tool features
a concrete textual syntax for creating and modifying instances and the corresponding graphical
concrete syntax for visualizing them.

6This thesis considers the two terminologies, domain-specific modeling language and domain-specific language,
equivalent.
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While the concrete syntax seeks to leverage correct interpretability, the semantics of the lan-
guage adds meaning to the modeling language [57]. Bryant et al. observe a lack of a standardized
method for defining semantics [47]. For this reason, a slightly different approach is commonly
used in MDE to introduce translational semantics. Translational semantics comprises a mapping
between abstract syntax elements and a specific platform providing well-defined and executable se-
mantics. As pointed out by [47], such a mapping is represented by hard-coded model interpreters,
e.g., code generators that produce executable source code from models.

3.1.2 Model Transformations and Code Generators

The central concept of MDE is to specify the system as a model on an abstract level. The transition
from this abstraction level to a concrete implementation is achieved by model transformations,
which play a crucial role since they automate complex, tedious, error-prone and repetitive software
development tasks [29]. Figure 3.2 illustrates a model transformation. It is an automated process
that constructs a target model from a source model according to a transformation definition.

The generator executes this transformation process; a script that specifies the transformation
definition is called the generator template or transformation template. Templates specify a set of
transformation rules on how constructs of the source language can be transformed into constructs
in the target language [56]. The transformation rules are built with the DSL. In this context, the
generator can map any instance of the source metamodel to an instance of the target metamodel,
assuming that the instances follow the semantics (sem) of the metamodel.

MoF

Source
Metamodel

Target 
Metamodel

Transformation 
Rulessem

Source
Model

Target 
Model

semfrom to

sem sem

Figure 3.2: Metamodeling and model-to-model mapping [35].

Essentially, two types of transformations are distinguished in MDE. On the one hand, model-to-
model transformations translate models that are both subject to a metamodel. On the other hand,
model-to-text transformations or code generation produce source code from models. Typically,
these transformations are mostly vertically oriented (vertical transformation), refining a view from
higher to lower levels of abstraction. Instead, a horizontal transformation7 derives a view at the
same level of abstraction.

7The horizontal transformation is distinguished between an endogenous and an exogenous transformation. An
endogenous transformation is a restructuring between two instances of the same metamodel. An exogenous trans-
formation is a transformation between instances of different metamodels.
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3.1.3 Model Driven Architecture

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a concept for model-driven, generative software development
proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) [120, 136]. It is a particular form of model-
driven engineering focusing primarily on the unambiguously incremental refinement of models
into platform-specific code. It aims to manage software technologies’ and platforms’ complexity
by capturing the entire software development process in models [44] and separating domain con-
cerns from implementation concerns. The involved models define all levels of development, from
requirements analysis to implementation of the target system, automating the transformation of
abstract models into executable systems. MDA encourages the use of three successive models,
Computational Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM) and PSM (Plat-
form Specific Model), to implement hardware and software systems. Figure 3.3 illustrates this
MDA principle as Y-chart [120].

CIM

PMPIM

PSM

Code

Figure 3.3: Y-Chart of the MDA principle [120].

CIM: The CIM captures the requirements of an application in a formal specification independent
of the system’s realization. It characterizes the software or system’s domain and the “concep-
tualization perspective” [185]. Hence it is also called domain or business model. As the name
suggests, the CIM reflects an informational view rather than the actual implementation. In
the following, the terminology “specification” is used for CIM.

PIM: The PIM describes the structure and functionality of the system regardless of the imple-
mentation technology or platform. It builds on the CIM model and adds information about
the processing of the planned software system. To achieve platform independence, the PIM
uses language-neutral implementation semantics on a high level of abstraction to describe
the system’s behavior. This description can be realized in several specific platforms (e.g.,
programming language, development environment).

PSM: The PSM adds platform-specific aspects and relevant technical details for implementing the
PIM. The properties of a PSM are determined by the platform model (PM). In this way,
the implementation is adapted to the properties of the respective target platform. Finally,
the PSM model contains all details necessary for the automated generation of code (model-
to-code transformation).
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PM: A platform model is the representation of a platform at the model level. So, it specifies the
technical details relevant to implement the PIM.

MDA identifies model transformation and code generation as fundamental mechanisms to
facilitate software development and migration. It proposes a sequence of two model-to-model
transformations that iteratively add details to derive a PSM from the CIM. Subsequently, the
derived PSM is translated into the final implementation using the code generator. Abstraction
and transformations in MDA ensure a high degree of reusability, variability and maintainability of
the generated program code. Overall, this is intended to render software development efficiency,
cost-effectiveness, and quality.

This MDA principle has been adapted for RTL generation as described in Section 3.2. In this
thesis, an MDA principle for embedded software generation is presented. As the central model,
the FW-PIM is presented. As the RTL flow, the MDA approach for embedded software introduces
horizontal model-to-model transformations to incorporate non-functional add-on features such as
safety measures.

3.2 Previous Work

3.2.1 Metamodeling environment

The Unified Modeling Language8 (UML) is the best-known graphical language used to model
object-oriented systems. Overall, UML diagrams specify relationships between objects to con-
straint, design and document system artifacts. Indeed, UML is not a programming language, but
some tools utilize UML diagrams to generate domain-specific development environments. One
of these tools is Metagen, introduced in [66, 67], which has since been used successfully in the
industry for various design processes and designs. Metagen provides a generic approach that
automatically generates a Python-based modeling and code generation infrastructure.

The purpose of Metagen is to overcome the challenges of introducing metamodeling in various
design domains. It accelerates the transition from manual coding to generator-based design. The
approach follows a single-source strategy that generates all essential components of a domain-
specific modeling infrastructure from one UML metamodel, including its modeling language or
domain-specific language (DSL). A metamodel captures the abstract syntax of a modeling lan-
guage, including all its structures, and thus provides clear interfaces. Consequently, when assem-
bling an instance of the metamodel, it is necessary to apply the underlying concepts defined in its
metamodel. So, all components of the framework must be compliant with the metamodel. In con-
clusion, Metagen specifies an automatism that derives the Python-based modeling infrastructure
from the metamodel’s metadata.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the structure of a template-based generation framework created by Meta-
gen. A metamodel, the root of the concept, specifies all possible IP variants, such as here all
alternatives of an I2C peripheral. Based on this I2C metamodel, the generic approach automati-
cally derives an I2C-dependent modeling language (I2C API). The language is a mapping of the
metamodel’s structure into a Python class library. The I2C API provides a set of functions to

8When speaking of UML, implicit derivatives such as SysML and MARTE are included.
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access and populate various I2C instances, e.g., setter or getter. This way, an instance of I2C
can be expressed both in an XMI format and by the Python class library. The API handles the
translation between both formats by parsers (Reader and Writer).
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Figure 3.4: Components of a template-based generation framework.

Due to the clear interfaces and the polymorphic language, this modeling environment simplifies
the implementation of template engines. A template engine, also considered a generator, uses the
auto-generated API as a DSL to describe model transformation rules (generator tasks). A model
transformation maps a model as input to a new software aspect (e.g., code). Principally, model
transformation can be classified into model-to-text or model-to-model transformation. Model-to-
text transformations are code generators translating models directly into a target language, e.g.,
VHDL, C or LaTeX. A model-to-model transformation, as shown in Figure 3.4, is a model refine-
ment involving a target modeling environment. The designer of a model-to-model transformation
template uses the API of both environments to transform the input model into an output model.
Continuing the previous example, the designer once implements a generator that translates all
possible I2C variants into instances of, e.g., a state machine. When designing a system, the de-
signer can reuse the generator and only needs to configure instances of the I2C, e.g., with a visual
diagramming tool such as Enterprise Architect, to create the appropriate state machine.

In summary, Metagen’s generic generation of modeling frameworks perfectly solves the problem
of SoC development and all its design aspects. The generic generation approach based on the single
source strategy combats the concept of hiding [108] in metamodels and improves consistency
from the beginning. Complexity details are moved to the automatically generated API and thus
remain hidden from the user when defining transformations. In addition, due to the generic flow,
there is a semantic correspondence between the notations of different modeling languages built
with Metagen. This allows the designer to transfer design concepts he is familiar with from one
modeling flow to another, reducing the effort required to adopt a new modeling language.
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3.2.2 MDA approach for RTL generation

In [64, 171, 172], this metamodeling environment is applied to establish an MDA-inspired approach
to automate digital hardware design. As MDA proposes, detailed in Section 3.1.3, the complexity
of code generation is handled by a sequence of model transformations that translate an abstract
model into a more concrete model. The lower part of Figure 3.5 shows such a three-layered
sequence for a hardware generation framework. The hardware development flow from specification
to implementation (HDL code) is formalized and divided into models of different abstraction. So,
transformations automatically generate the hardware design by adding implementation details
across MDA’s three abstraction layers.

Figure 3.5: A framework for building IP generators following the three-layered MDA approach.

The first layer defines the properties and requirements of an IP or subsystem, e.g., I2C, timer
or GPIO, in a formal specification of an IP Model. Initially, the designer can choose the scope
of features from a set of high-level definitions provided by the IP Metamodel. The high-level
requirements are transformed into an abstract RTL model (domain-specific model) that represents
an intermediate design of the RTL microarchitecture. It captures the RTL design through HW
primitives (e.g., AND) and building blocks (e.g., FSM) provided by the RTL Metamodel. The
RTL Metamodel and its automatically generated python-based hardware design language are
introduced in [85, 171].

A second transformation maps the RTL Model to a platform tailored to the language of the
target view. For example, one RTL Model can be mapped to different implementation models,
such as a VHDL Model or SystemC Model. A VHDL Model defines an abstract syntax tree of
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VHDL, constrained by the VHDL Metamodel, which specifies the metasyntax of VHDL. Finally,
such a language model can be translated into the target output.

In addition, by embedding domain knowledge in a high-level language, designers can leverage
modern software techniques from object orientation and dataflow programming to design hard-
ware. Python language, in particular, is ideally suited for this purpose, as it has the high flexibility
of a scripting language and an efficient syntax. The designer can use all features, such as functional
programming, polymorphism and operator overloading, within the model-to-model transforma-
tions. Consequently, the Python-based approach lowers the barrier for hardware designers to
adopt a metamodeling framework in hardware design. According to [171], this is a significant ad-
vantage compared to other frameworks. For example, the “Eclipse Modeling Framework” [193] is
more powerful but also complex and thus very difficult to learn and adopt for hardware engineers.

In a nutshell, this approach simplified end-to-end hardware flow, automates the generation
flow, but can also generate many IP hardware implementation alternatives. However, an IP or
complete embedded system without the necessary embedded software support is not of great value.
This thesis addresses this shortcoming and introduces an automatic code generation flow that runs
parallel to the hardware generation.

3.3 Embedded Software Architecture

An embedded system consists of a hardware platform and embedded software. It is constructed
using reusable IP blocks. The architecture of an embedded system can be divided into several
layers. These layers make it easier to deal with the growing complexity of embedded systems. It
defines fixed boundaries that decouple low-level operations, such as register accesses from high-
level behavior. In this way, implementation details can be hidden at the application level. For
example, the application code does not need to know all details of the driver. There are many
different approaches to how to divide these layers. In [33], some concepts are discussed, e.g.,
2-layered, 3-layered or 4-layered architecture. In this work, however, the embedded software
architecture is divided as shown in Figure 3.6.

Application

Device Driver

HAL

IP Register Interface

IP Core

Figure 3.6: A layered view of the embedded system architecture.

The lowest layer is the hardware layer containing the IP core (also called the peripheral), which
performs the operations, and the hardware/software interface, also called the register interface.
The register interface provides a set of memory-mapped registers to control the execution of the
IP but also to enable interaction between hardware and software.
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The accesses to these registers, which are necessary to control the hardware, are defined in
the first software layer, the hardware abstraction layer (HAL9). On the one hand, it offers direct
macros for writing and reading individual bit fields and registers. On the other hand, it offers
more complex access sequences to multiple registers and bit fields combined in a single function
call. The HAL keeps details like memory layout or register permissions hidden from the higher
embedded software layers, and a designer does not have to worry about bit fields and registers. The
device driver sits above the HAL and provides hardware functions with a standardized interface.
This way, the driver layer fully abstracts the hardware and acts as an intermediate layer between
the hardware device and the application. For example, a serial communication IP driver provides
a generic interface that is the same for all hardware configurations that always features a “receive”
and a “transmit” function. Finally, the application layer10 can access these functions without
knowing the exact hardware being used.

In the following, modeling approaches from related work are introduced that have automated
or partially automated these layers.

3.3.1 IP Core

In electronics design, an IP core is a functional block of a stand-alone RTL unit that can be reused
in various systems. An SoC contains several IPs, e.g., a communication controller, memory cores,
crypto cores, and arithmetic cores. In most IP design generation approaches, the IP is formally
captured in a data structure, while simple print statements or templates with macros handle the
HDL code generation. A better approach is to extend established programming languages with
hardware-specific primitives to increase the level of abstraction in hardware design.

A language widely used in academia that facilitates the creation and reuse of RTL designs
for IPs is Chisel. Chisel [24] is a hardware construction language embedded in Scala for describ-
ing digital logic designs. FIRRTL [125] is the intermediate language empowering Chisel with a
generic hardware design description. This intermediate language can be utilized to build different
highly-parameterized hardware generators to produce complex RTL architectures in Verilog. For
example, the rocket chip generator in [17] uses Chisel to generate cores, caches and interconnects
of a SOC.

The survey of Käyrä and Hämäläinen provides a list of other hardware construction languages
besides Chisel in [110]. For many hardware generators, Python is the preferred language of choice
as an HDL language due to its simplicity and clarity in popularity. The most popular Python-
based HDL languages are MyHDL [59], PyHDL [84] and PyMTL [130].

All these languages alone cannot solve the problem of generating IPs. A generator approach
must use a formal specification of the IP to construct the HDL language. Such ad hoc RTL
generation from formalisms such as UML has been studied for some time [118, 159, 214]. A
complete generation approach that turns IP requirements into RTL code is enabled by the MDA
flow described in 3.2.2.

9In some other layered architectures, the HAL is defined differently and is placed above the device driver. The
definition in this thesis is that only the HAL can access the hardware. All other software layers can only access
hardware through the HAL.

10The application layer can be composed of a pure application and a runtime environment/operating system.
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Differentiation from related work: First, languages like Chisel only partially solve today’s
design problems since it is a pure hardware design generator and provides no firmware support.
So it does not fulfill R1 and R4. Furthermore, Chisel does not start with a formal specification.
Compared to our approach, it loses the link to specification and has no underlying formal semantics.

3.3.2 Hardware and Software Interface

The communication between an IP and the CPU or memory controller is realized through the
IP-included hardware and software interface. A hardware and software interface connects an IP
of the SoC to the top-level system via the bus interface. In addition, each IP is controlled via a
set of memory-mapped registers accessible via the bus. The hardware-software interface specifies
the bus interface and register layout. Registers of such an interface are also called Control and
Status Registers11 (CSRs). A CSR appears for the software layer as an accessible storage location
that allows the embedded software to interact with the hardware. Each CSR may also provide a
side-effect behavior compared to ordinary memory. This side-effect may be triggered when reading
or writing the particular register. A register interface is a component frequently occurring in a
system and always has the same structure. It only differs in the memory layout and the bus
interface. The manual implementation of the interface is a tedious and repetitive task that is well
suited for using metamodeling and code generation [100]. A metamodel of a register interface
mitigates the problems encountered and can serve as a single source for the automatic generation
of all types of views, software, RTL, and documentation [65].

A number of human-readable source formats are available that help specify the register inter-
face and manage the register layout. Nevertheless, two unified standards provided by Accellera
have prevailed in the industry: SystemRDL [97] and IP-XACT [4]. The metadata of both stan-
dards provides a similar range of features that can be used to configure, verify, and integrate IPs
into advanced systems. On the one hand, IP-XACT is an XML format that focuses more on the
interconnection of IP interfaces featuring different bus protocols and bus definitions. It supports
a simple extension mechanism to add additional vendor-dependent design and flow information.
SystemRDL, on the other hand, is a language that contains more syntax features for describing
registers but is not as easy to extend as it does not follow the XML schema.

Both standards provide a common vendor-independent representation of a register interface
to enable automatic configuration and integration through different automation tools. Many
IP suppliers and electronic design automation (EDA) vendors have committed to this standard
to increase portability and drive agile design reuse and automation. Indeed, the standards only
specify the important features of the register interface but not how the features are translated into a
particular view. So, it is not recommending any generator. A large variety of commercial and open-
source generators/tools are available that take SystemRDL or IP-XACT to create synthesizable
RTL code, UVM register models, documentation or C header files.

Some basic open source projects are RgGen. [202] and PeakRDL. [142], which provide gen-
erators for different views but only support a limited number of SystemRDL/IP-XACT features.
More advanced open-source tools are the RegisterTool [147] of OpenTitan, Kactus2 [106] from the
Tampere university, or the Open Register Design tool [144] released by Juniper Networks. Com-

11Other names for CSR, such as Special Function Register (SFR), are also commonly used.
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pared to the mentioned open source tools, commercial tools usually offer generators capable of
building more target views and languages. They can mostly handle both standard formats while
supporting the complete feature set (e.g., various AHB bus protocols). Most importantly, they
are more reliable and produce high-quality and industry-standard codes. The most frequently
applied tools are the CSRCompiler. [5], DesignSpec [26] or Magillem [15].

Differentiation from related work: The register interface (RI) metamodel used in this
work specifies a RISC-V-specific bus interface for atomic instructions, embedded software-related
extensions, and some additional functions to describe registers. Most importantly, the RI meta-
model specifies a decoupled composition of registers and bit fields that allows optimization of the
memory layout.

3.3.3 Register Interface

Implementing the RTL of a RI, including the address decoding and the registers with different
characteristics, is a defective and weeks-long effort for a designer. Generating the register inter-
face’s RTL code (VHDL, SystemVerilog or SystemC) from SystemRDL or IP-XACT is more or
less straightforward. It results in a significant improvement of the RTL development process. One
of those tools supporting the generation is the open-source tool Kactus2 [106]. It is a graphical
EDA tool that uses generator plugins to create the RTL design.

It is important to emphasize that interface standards describe only an IP’s structure, interface
and memory layout, but not the full functionality associated with each register. Therefore, they
cannot completely replace the hardware description language. Leber provides a detailed descrip-
tion of an exemplary generator approach that produces the RTL structure of an efficient register
interface implementations in [122]. The following describes a simplified RTL design as generated
by most generators.

A register interface consists of basic sub-components such as the bus slave connected to the
processor and memory controller via a standard bus such as AHB, APB, AXI or a customized
bus. The bus interface generally provides decoder logic specific to the bus protocol. It processes
the address, data, read/write and error/acknowledge signals and thus establishes a connection
between the application logic and the register. The logic resolves the write and read request to
an address location assigned to the IP address space. Write operations that match an address
generate an internal write enable for one or more registers. A read operation, on the other hand,
returns the register contents of the addressed register. With the previously introduced standards,
it is possible to define individual properties for each register and each bit field, such as read/write
permissions, virtual registers, and parity checks. Thus, a read or write transfer can also cause an
error response or different behavior.

The available register interface generators mentioned before have different advantages. They
differ in input/output formats, GUI support, bus protocols, underlying programming language and
register properties. While the standard format of SystemRDL and IP-XACT is widely accepted in
the industry, a particular generator has not yet gained acceptance. Design teams and companies
often develop their own generators to create the HDL interface implementation. One reason is
to avoid licensing costs and retain the ability to implement new features. Second, their designs
would not differ from those of other vendors if they re-use common generators.
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Differentiation from related work: The register interface generator used in this work
follows the approach described in 3.2.2. The idea is that the register interface generator is integrated
into the IP generation flow by using the same tooling. Thus, an instance of a hardware-software
interface metamodel (RI-CIM) is automatically created when the IP-CIM is transformed into the
IP-PIM. The RI-CIM can use the MDA generation flow to create the register interface. This way,
an IP’s complete hardware, including the IP core and the register interface, can be created.

3.3.4 Hardware Abstraction Layer

The hardware abstraction layer is directly above the hardware register interface. The HAL intro-
duces a unified interface with low-level access functions to the IP registers. A higher embedded
software layer can call the HAL to read or write bit fields or entire registers. A specification
defining the memory layout can be transformed into the HAL to provide a robust layer for the
device driver to interact with the hardware.

Many tools provide a simple generator that uses SystemRDL, IP-XACT or other specifications
to map the register layout into embedded software’s header files. For instance, they translate the
register layout into C structures or C macros [122]. However, such a header file misses the be-
havioral aspects and primarily describes the HAL structure or skeleton, while the implementation
of the register accesses still needs to be done manually. A sequence of register operations can be
combined into a single function call. When implementing such a function call, the relationships
between the registers and bitfields must be known in detail. In addition to the dependencies,
the characteristics of each register and bitfield must be analyzed to ensure a reliable and efficient
function implementation. Especially for more extensive access sequences, manual source code can
be either inefficient or faulty if one particular feature is not taken into account. A generator can
automatically resolve the dependencies to build correct and optimized access sequences.

The work of [105] extends the format of IP-XACT with FW-relevant properties to specify
so-called FW behaviors enabling the generation approach discussed so far. Similarly, the Se-
quenceEditor of Magillem [15] and the ISequenceSpec of DesignSpec [26] allow developers to model
register, and bitfield accesses sequences. Furthermore, the languages HAIL [195] and Devil [137]
provide a domain-specific language that provides a high-level definition of the communication
with a device and thus simplifies device access programming. However, all mentioned approaches
describe hardware operations based on sequences. These can be transformed into a powerful HAL
that allows direct access to registers on the fly without worrying about the underlying register
layout.

Differentiation from related work: The hardware software interface metamodel in this the-
sis supports the construction of complex register access sequences. Furthermore, the generator can
produce different HAL implementation variants, either memory-efficient or performance-optimized
R31. In this work, the interaction between HW and FW is considered a key factor for the system’s
performance. Therefore, it offers an automatic optimization step that modifies the register bitfield
mapping so that the sequences run as fast as possible without adding much hardware area and costs
R30.
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3.3.5 Device Driver Layer

Above the HAL is the device driver layer, which provides hardware-related services. This layer
is located below the application layer (optionally, a system can also contain an operating system
that is located between the application and the driver). The driver layer abstracts the hardware
completely into generic terms. For example, a UART driver has an API defined in terms of
communication operations, such as receive and transmit functions. The description languages
like HAIL [195] and DEVIL [137] specify low-level access functions hiding the low-level details of
bit-level programming. They are limited to register accesses and do not offer all features needed
to design the control and data flow of device driver programming.

DEVIL+ [232] is an extension of DEVIL, designed especially to describe the device’s basic
communication protocols. Wang et al. [218] extend DEVIL to synthesize more dedicated parts
of a device driver automatically. It introduces a platform-independent specification that can be
translated into a virtual environment and further mapped to a platform-specific driver implemen-
tation. A DSL for driver development is proposed through NDL [55] and Laddie [225]. They
provide high-level device driver development constructs and use state machines to specify driver
behavior. Both DSLs provide limited capabilities to describe the data- and control flow, covering
only portions of the device driver core. Furthermore, they are based on a single level of abstraction
and provide only C as a possible output language.

However, abstraction can be achieved through approaches other than modeling. For example,
with “mbeddr” [216, 217], a proper language extension for C to develop abstract embedded software
artifacts is offered. The extension includes modular constructs and notations that are integrated
into the target C code. During generation, these constructs are mapped to C code. Others apply
better programming methods to design embedded software, such as object-oriented programming
and inheritance. Instead of programming in C, programming in high-level languages such as Java
[161] or Python [206] is suggested. Such languages can simplify coding, but they are no substitute
for automatic generation.

An automatic driver generation process must be highly dependent on the hardware specifica-
tion. One way to achieve hardware dependency is to generate drivers from RTL test benches [38].
Another approach is to use a common specification of the system or the peripheral’s hardware and
software for driver generation. Termite [165] proposes an approach to driver synthesis based on
a device and OS specification. The specifications define communication or “access protocols” as
state machines used to create drivers that operate correctly and do not misconfigure the hardware.
It can be applied as an extension of DEVIL, and other register access generation approaches. The
Me3D [52] methodology addresses the problems faced by Termite, which models behavior using
only state machines, resulting in an explosion of states and a large code size. Me3D takes sev-
eral specifications, namely a model of the device properties, hardware specifications, an in-kernel
interface specification, libraries and driver configuration parameters, to create a device driver.

Even closer to the hardware and even more versatile is the generation flow DDGEN, which
is provided by Pendharkar and Kolathur [154]. It defines a domain-specific language called DPS
(Device Programming Sequence) that captures the details of device attributes and behaviors in
several device classes, e.g., interrupt specification and FIFO specification. A different solution is
taken by Tanguy et al. [203], proposing a generation flow that includes more information about
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the application to build drivers. Such an application-specific approach reduces the number of ab-
straction layers between the application and driver. In addition, it positively impacts performance
and memory footprint since it generates only the necessary behavior.

Many other approaches claim correctness-by-construction but offer only a semi-automatic ap-
proach [7, 38, 109, 128, 232]. Manual post-processing is always required, which in turn can lead to
errors in the design. For example, a template generator [7] that adapts to different embedded plat-
forms is a typical use case for reducing coding effort, leaving the behavior coding to the designer.
An exception is the tools [52, 154, 203], which claim to generate complete device driver code in
C automatically. However, they omit an intermediate abstraction layer and generate the target
code directly from the specification. This limits the generation capabilities and extensibility of
the tool.

Differentiation from related work: A driver generation flow, such as the one envisioned
in this work, must be able to create drivers that can be plugged directly into a compiler backend
without the need for manual post-processing R5, R22. In addition, this thesis proposes more than
one abstraction layer to enable platform-independent transformations and to be extensible in the
future. In this way, the generation flow can be tuned to specific design metrics and generate C
code and other target languages.

3.3.6 Application

The application code contains no driver code but has access to the hardware through the driver
layer interface, which hides the device’s details from the application developer. A model-based
approach for building applications is challenging since applications have a vast design space.
Conversely, the driver’s design space is constrained by the IP specifications. In general, all known
approaches assist in modeling applications and systems but do not offer complete generation
approaches, as this exceeds the complexity.

Panunzio and Vardanega [149, 150] mitigate the complexity by splitting the application into
reusable blocks. It considers a component-based software engineering approach [88], where the
application is created as a composition of application components interacting with each other.
This keeps the application modular and well-organized. Other approaches derive application code
from UML diagrams, e.g., activity diagrams [107].

A common approach of designers is to use graphical editing tools for UML to design appli-
cations. For example, Papyrus [121], Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect [11] or VisualParadigm
[151] enabled a more general way of modeling software behavior, which turns UML behavior charts,
e.g., sequence diagrams, activity diagrams or state machines, into software skeletons. In order to
also derive the complete behavior, the designer must specify the target code in UML artifacts,
e.g., state transitions and actions. Furthermore, the existing UML profiles are not tailored to the
embedded domain.

MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Systems) [80, 134] defines UML profiles that
capture detailed information about the application, the platform attributes and its architecture.
Thus, it covers the whole design flow and provides a model that supports the HW/SW code design
of complex embedded systems. The UML profile is suitable for modeling an application with
structural and behavioral aspects. MARTE specifies the execution platform as a set of connected
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resources, where each resource provides services to support the execution of the application [134].
MARTE can be used as a single-source specification to enable HW/SW code design activities

for complex systems [89]. The approaches in [58, 60] use MARTE profiles as input models for
the automatic generation of RTL code or software skeletons. [123] introduces a code generation
strategy that transforms MARTE’s application models into compilable C code. An approach
for building OpenCL from MARTE is proposed in [162]. gaspard2 [20] is a design environment
that follows MDA to design data-intensive applications and hardware platforms from MARTE
models. The use of MDA to design IPs and their application is further encouraged in [229]. The
MODES framework [61] uses UML/MARTE for the functional specification and generation of
the embedded application. MODES transforms UML models into internal models representing
the application, capturing the functionality using processes communicating through ports and
channels. The ENOSYS [43] project takes this one step further and presents a design flow that
generates hardware and software and explores the design space. The core behavior is defined
through activity diagrams and state machines, while an automatic partitioning step assigns the
behavior patterns to software and hardware components. Similarly, [157] presents a methodology
for automatically generating software and exploring different allocations of software components
in real physical platforms.

Differentiation from related work: The embedded software metamodel presented in this
work can be reused for application or library file generation in the same way it is used for device
driver generation. An application can be defined through various specification metamodels, while
generator templates handle the generation of the application, taking the driver interfaces into
account. The embedded system flow for the entire stack, hardware, HW/SW interface, driver
and application enables the automatic construction of embedded systems for FPGA, including
synthesizable hardware and compileable software. Consequently, it enables automatic validation
and design exploration R30 of various design decisions.

3.4 Safety in embedded software

Safety mechanisms repeatedly appear in safety-critical systems, and their automatic generation
can shorten the development time for such systems. The BMBF project SAFE4I 12 proposes ideas
to accelerate the development of functionally safe software. SAFE4I proposes a strict separation
between the design of the software functionality and the software safety measures.

Studies [201, 213] propose a metamodel with concepts and relationships for safety to facilitate
safety compliance. It consists of entities and relationships that abstract concepts common to dif-
ferent safety standards. In [51, 119, 131], a UML profile for developing of safety-critical embedded
systems compliant with the standard IEC 61508 [30] is proposed.

Some of the most applied safety patterns are documented in [63, 87, 115, 158]. Armoush et al.
[12] propose a template representation of the safety patterns. A model representation of some
selected safety design patterns can be found in [10]. The safety patterns contain all the required
information to construct the safety mechanisms, enabling the automatic application of the safety
measures through generators. Gleirscher and Kugele summarize the applied research on design

12https://www.edacentrum.de/safe4i/
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patterns for ensuring system safety [81].
A generative approach that is not relying on MDE is provided in [209]. It suggests a DSL

derived from AUTOSAR to formalize safety requirements and mechanisms and uses mbeddr’s [216]
functionality to customize and integrate safety mechanisms into the design. This approach makes
integration into other frameworks difficult. Several other approaches use standardized modeling
languages to design safety measures.

[155, 170] proposes a methodology for distributed run-time monitors based on UML and
design-by-contract [62, 138]. The main idea is to extend the interfaces of software components
with contract specifications (intended behavior) that have to be fulfilled at run-time. In [153], a
methodology to define run-time monitors is presented. A generative solution for software-based
memory protection is discussed in [39, 94, 152]. In general, many approaches focus on a specific
safety measure but do not provide a generic flow that supports diverse concepts.

A versatile framework that provides a set of code generators for various safety measures is
proposed by Huning et al.[93, 94, 95]. The framework supports the following categories of safety
measures: (1) Object protection, such as Cycling Redundancy Checksum (CRC), Triple Modular
Redundancy (TMR), Range Checks or time-based Update Checks. (2) Voting mechanisms, e.g.,
majority or plurality voting. (3) Time-based constraint monitors, e.g., watchdogs, to detect time-
related errors. In addition, the framework is designed to generate both software- and hardware-
implemented safety mechanisms and to enable the generation of error-handling procedures [93].

Differentiation from related work: In this thesis, the safety modeling is separated from
the functional modeling R2. The safety pattern can optionally be extended on the functional-
correct abstract embedded software model (FW-PIM). This framework is designed to simplify the
extension with further safety measures R6. This work proposes a highly configurable time and
control-flow-based safety patterns, which can be studied as design-by-example.
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Chapter 4

View Generator and Language Model

Code generation describes a mechanism that converts an abstract description (e.g., in UML)
into a target language source code. A well-deployed code generator increases productivity

since the generator is written with a one-time effort but can be reused indefinitely. It also increases
the target code’s quality: First, it reduces the risk of coding errors that are often introduced into
even the most repetitive code when manually written. Second, it preserves the consistency of the
code and its style between different projects and developers. Third, it increases consistency to
abstract specification models.

Model-driven architecture’s central concept is the separation between conceptual design and
a concrete implementation and automation by several transformation steps. MDA conceives the
code generation as the final model-to-text transformation step applied on the PSMs to complete
the end-to-end generation. A PSM, defined on the platform-specific layer, describes the PIM
extended by implementation artifacts tailored to the particular computing platform’s properties
(e.g., bit field or state machine schema). The presented framework defines a PSM as a language
model of, e.g., C or C++. This model contains all implementation details of the target view to feed
the code generator.

This chapter presents a novel approach that significantly simplifies code generation by moving
from a direct generation of target code with print-like statements to the view model’s assembling.
Furthermore, it introduces a domain-independent mechanism to construct any view generator con-
sisting of the platform-specific metamodel, its API and the model-to-text transformation template.
The view generator’s construction is triggered by a single source that captures the meta-syntax
of a formal language13, named as view language description (VLD). This approach simplifies the
construction of new code generators while coping with code generation’s two biggest challenges:
maintenance and complexity.

4.1 View Generator

Each step in the design process of an embedded system can be subject to different views, e.g.,
VHDL and Verilog for the HW and TeX or VBA for the documentation. In the embedded software
domain, common views are C, C++ or Rust. Each of these views has a specific implementation style
and is realized through its dedicated view generator. The principle of the view generator, shown

13A formal language encodes a grammar containing a specific set of production rules. It is, among others,
conceived to define the syntactical aspects of a programming language.
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in Figure 4.1, is to assemble a PSM of the target language. For this purpose, a platform-specific
metamodel (PSMM) is introduced to capture the target view’s meta-syntax. An instance of this
metamodel derives part (skeleton) or all of the source code.

The view generator relies on the metamodeling environment, which automatically provides an
API for each PSMM used to populate and read the PSM in a transformation script. This way,
the designer can employ an IP-independent transformation in Section Design Pattern to map
the PIM to the PSM. Furthermore, the view generator includes the Unparser that performs the
model-to-text transformation.

PSMPSM

API

Designer

Target
Code

IP-independent
transformation from PIM

to PSM

Automatically 
Generated from 

VLD File

Unparser

instance 
of

VLDPSMM

Statement

FirstExpression LastExpression

M
D

A G
eneration Flow

View Generator

Figure 4.1: Architecture of the view generator framework.

4.1.1 Construction of a View Generator

Each view generator supports a different target view in the MDA framework. The effort to provide
a view generator including all its components is low since it is automatically generated from a
single source. The designer only needs to specify the view language description in a one-time
effort. The individual components of the view generator are created without the necessity of
manual post-processing. A meta-syntax notation, such as the VLD, defines a formal description
of a formal language, emphasizing model constructs and targeting code formalities. A VLD defines
the structure of the source code through a set of production rules. Accordingly, it constrains the
hierarchical structure of syntactically correct views. In the generation of the view generator, the
VLD is mapped into a metamodel that allows describing any valid abstract syntax tree14 (AST).

Similarly, the framework generates the Unparser class, which contains methods to render each

14An abstract syntax tree represents the abstract syntactic structure of a language through constructs. However,
it does not represent any inessential details of the language.
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production rule. The methods of the class traverse a PSM recursively and output the source
code for each production rule. Thereby, the translation appends the model with language and
formatting details defined in the VLD.

struct_declaratoin

StorageClass: StorageClass[0..1]

Name: string[1]

type_doc

Doc: string[*]

type_definition

Value: string[0..1]

variable_doc

Doc: string[*]

1..*

0..1

identifier

Name: string[1]

Size: string[*]

<<enum>>
StorageClass

auto
register
static
extern
typedef

specifier_and_qualifier

StorageClass: StorageClass[*]

TypeQualifier: TypeQualifier[0..1]

TypeSpecifier: string[0..1]

<<enum>>
TypeQualifier

const
volatile
const volatile

0..1

1

0..1

Figure 4.2: Platform specific metamodel of a C-Structure.

4.1.2 Abstract Language Model

In the generation flow’s back-end, a designer can utilize different view generators. For the embed-
ded software domain, a designer constructs a valid PSM that describes part or all the software
architectural layer’s target. Each node of the PSM denotes a construct occurring in the target
code. For example, Figure 4.2 shows a part of the C view metamodel describing a C-Structure’s
essential constructs.

A struct_declaration of the C-PSMM defines a data type with an ordered sequence of one or
more type_definition. A type_definition specifies a list of structure members. Each contains an
identifier given by a Name and specifier_and_qualifier which is optionally assigning a default
Value. Furthermore, it can be specified as a static array member with a fixed Size. The designer
can optionally document the structure, but also its members.

:struct_declaration

StorageClass = typedef

Name = SPI_ChannelConfig

:type_doc

Doc = Handler to configure one SPI channel

:type_definition

:type_definition

:type_definition

:identifier

Name = ChannelID

:specifier_and_qualifier

StorageClass = const

TypeSpecifier = uint16_t

:identifier

Name = FIFO_Length

:specifier_and_qualifier

TypeSpecifier = uint16_t

:identifier

Name = TransferType

:specifier_and_qualifier

TypeSpecifier = SPI_TransferType

:variable_doc

Doc = Symbolic channel name

:variable_doc

Doc = Maximum number of data buffers

:variable_doc

Doc = Bit numbering - MSB or LSB

Figure 4.3: Platform specific model of the SPI_ChannelConfig handler.

Such a C-PSMM can take different manifestations by being instantiated as a function of a
more abstract model, the PIM. An instance of the struct_declaration is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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It depicts the device handler of an SPI channel derived from the SPI’s PIM, including the members
ChannelID, FIFO_Length and TransferType. In this way, a designer can populate any handler
structure and the complete AST of the target view.

4.1.3 Unparser

The PSM captures the essence of the view and neglects irrelevant elements (e.g., formatting
constructs or terminal symbols) of the language. The Unparser disassembles the PSM’s AST and
extends the syntax constructs, e.g., formatting directives, to generate the target file. For this
purpose, the Unparser provides a set of transformation rules, which are utilized to translate all
AST nodes.

Algorithm 1: Method of the Unparser for rendering a struct_-
declaration in C.
1 self = struct_declaration object from the PSM instance
2 print_list = String list that is written to the output file

/* Optional constructs of a C-Structure. */

3 if self.hastype_doc() then
4 print_list.extend(self.gettype_doc().unparse())
5 if self.hasStorageClass() then
6 print_list.append(self.getStorageClass() + " ")
7 print_list.append("struct " + self.getName() + "{\n")
8 print_list0 = []

/* List containing any number of variable declarations. */

9 for x0 ∈ self.gettype_definitions() do
10 print_list0.extend(x0.unparse())
11 print_list0.append("\n")
12 print_list.extend(cf.indent(print_list0))
13 print_list.append("}" + self.getName())

The Unparser’s method for rendering the class or the production rule of struct_declaration is
provided in Algorithm 1. The function utilizes the API to assemble the string list of a C-Structure
depending on the PSM, which is finally output as a section of the target file. The feeding of this
method with the PSM of the SPI_ChannelConfig results in the target code of Listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1: Generated device handler for the SPI channel
/**
* Handler to configure SPI channels
*/
typedef SPI_ChannelConfig{

const uint16_t ChannelID; /**< Symbolic channel name*/
uint16_t FIFO_Length; /**< Maximum number of data buffers*/
SPI_TransferType TransferType; /**< Bit numbering: MSB - LSB*/

}SPI_ChannelConfig;

For the generation, all members of this class are traversed in sequential order and combined
with terminal symbols (e.g., “struct” in line 7) and formatting rules (e.g., indent() in line 12)
to obtain a legal sequence. This process considers cardinalities. For example, the C structure
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optionally includes a type documentation (lines 3-4) and a storage class (lines 5-6) along with a
repeating list of structure declarations (lines 9-11).

4.2 View Language Description

The view generator framework’s central format is the View Language Description, which follows
the idea of Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) [175]. A VLD can be called a meta language
since it describes any formal language’s syntax. It provides a grammar that is substantially a list
of production rules that combines single constructs into significant structures [173, 222].

A VLD defines the grammar of a language and thus exclusively the syntactic validity and not
semantic correctness. In the MDA approach, the semantic validity is to a large extent guaranteed
by further constraints defined in the PIM-to-PSM transformation script. For example, it prevents
a struct_declaration from having multiple structure declarations with the same name.

Table 4.1: Symbol table for EBNF and VLD

Symbol Usage Symbol in EBNF Symbol in VLD

Rule definition = =
Rule termination ; ;
Concatenation , ,
Alternation | |

Terminal String "..." "..."
Repetition {...}* {...}

Repetition (at least one) {...}+ +...+
Grouped Elements (...) (...)

4.2.1 EBNF Distinction

A production rule of the EBNF standard ISO/IEC 14977 [192] defines a series of symbols, either
non-terminal production rules or terminal symbols. VLD utilizes many aspects of EBNF’s syntax
and notation, such as special symbols listed in Table 4.1. VLD adds new symbols and directives to
this notation to deal with formatting, which is a missing functionality of EBNF. The motivation
behind this extension is apparent when considering a subset of the C syntax in EBNF (grammar
adapted from [111]):

struct-specifier = "struct", <identifier>, "{", {struct-declaration}+, "}"
struct-declaration = {specifier-qualifier}*, struct-declarator-list
struct-declarator-list = struct-declarator | struct-declarator-list, ",", struct-declarator
struct-declarator = declarator | declarator, ":", constant-expression

The EBNF description only reflects a valid agreement on symbol order leaving out formatting
symbols. It, therefore, introduces abstraction since any number of whitespace, tab and newline
characters can be inserted between symbols. In most cases, this does not affect syntactic cor-
rectness but keeps the stylistic formatting abstract. This freedom can lead to unpretty-printing
and inconsistencies in the target code, prohibited in, e.g., [19, 98]. For example, an AST of the
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struct-specifier does describe multiple views and might result in a one-liner or a well-formatted
code, as shown in Listing 4.1.

4.2.2 VLD Notation

The VLD serves as the source for generating all components of the view generator: the PSMM,
its intuitive API and the Unparser. These requirements demand extensions to the EBNF notation
by additional syntax directives. The VLD for generating the components (PSMM in Figure 4.2
and Unparser in (Algorithm 1) of a C structure is shown in the VLD production rule struct_-
declaration.

It should be noted that VLD has high granularity compared to other formal languages. EBNF
specifies terminal symbols as a concatenation of alphanumerical characters. Instead, VLD defines
terminal symbols as common Python types added to the PSMM. By default, a symbol is of type
string. For assigning another type, the symbol is customized by a construct <name:type>. An
example is the symbol <first:expression> in arithmetic_expression. This notation has two
advantages: First, it restricts the type range and thus increases consistency. Second, it facilitates
the coding of the PIM-PSM transformation since variables can be directly assigned between mod-
els. For defining and referencing a custom enumeration15 in the PSMM, the designer adds @ as
a prefix to the symbol. For example, struct_declaration refers to an optional enumeration type
<@StorageClass>.

The VLD describes the formatting of production rules very precisely and specifies spaces,
tabs ("\t") and line breaks ("\n") as terminal strings in the production rules. Further, the VLD
provides special formatting directives included in the syntax, leaving for a source code that follows
any formatting convention.

One of these functions addresses a frequent problem of formal languages: index-based format-
ting for repeating symbols. In many views, the surrounding terminal strings of the first or last
instance of a repetitive sequence differ. For example, the EBNF production rule struct-declarator-
list recursively defines struct-declarators separated by a comma. It requires two hierarchical pro-
duction rules that invoke a recursive sequence of symbols, always adding a comma except for
the last one. This structure increases the effort to design the code generator and the PIM-PSM
transformation.

Instead, VLD defines a special formatting construct and stores such a recursive coding pattern
as a list in the model. Therefore, it reduces the total number of hierarchical production rules
significantly since it can handle such a pattern in a single production rule. The designer only has
to populate the list ignoring the index of the symbol. The Unparser then carries out different
formatting of each list item. For specifying item-based formatting, the list (either {...} or +...+)
is surrounded by the formatting construct %...%. Inside this notation, Python index operators can
be used to establish index-based formatting rules. A production rule that applies this formatting
construct is the variable_doc. In this example, all elements except the last one ([0:-1]) of DoC
are suffixed by a newline ("\n") operator.

Another issue of formal languages is the indentation and alignment of subsequent coding

15The UML specifies an enumeration type as a class with the stereotype «enum». The attributes of the UML
class are the values of an enumeration type.
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lines. For this reason, the VLD supports a modular approach to describe special functions to
handle different formatting needs. Such a function is describing a post-processing routine that
encloses part of the production rule with $<function_name>()$(...). A frequently applied
post-processor is the $indent()(...)$, which adds a tab character to each line generated by
the enclosed symbols. This notation is utilized within the struct_declaration to prepend an
indentation for the enclosed type_definition. In this example, the Unparser in Algorithm 1 calls
the post-processor print_list.extend(cf.indent(print_list0)) after resolving the enclosed
part of the production rule.

Since VLD focuses on un-parsing, the VLD rules cannot automatically be used to build a
parser. In particular, VLD does not care whether the rules form an ll(1) or ll(k) grammar or a
context-specific grammar. This is because the PSM is constructed by model transformation and
not by parsing.

4.3 C Code Syntax in VLD

A survey from EE Times and Embedded on embedded software in [71] indicates domination of
C in the embedded systems programming domain in 2019. C is the preferred choice in 56%
of the evaluated embedded projects as it neatly combines low-level functionality with modern
programming conventions. The described MDA flow for firmware generation can utilize various
view generators in the back-end. One of these view generators is the C generator.

This section introduces the C-VLD, which serves as the basis for constructing the C code
generator. The C-VLD is derived from the MISRA C guideline [19] recommended for software
development in embedded systems. MISRA C describes a subset of the ANSI-C language [99]
which defines rules constraining the language to increase reliability16. The guidelines focus on
coding practices that describe language usage but also formatting rules to improve readability.
The C-VLD production rules are designed to support these guidelines and to simplify the PIM-
PSM transformation. It provides consistent rules on the one hand and rules with appropriate
granularity on the other hand.

4.3.1 MISRA C Compliance

The MDA framework ensures compliance with a subset of the MISRA C rules listed in Table 4.2.
C-VLD handles formatting- and syntax-related rules, such as. MISRA D15.6, which obligates the
use of curly braces for the body of if, for, or while statements:

// Non-Compliant Code
if (condition)

execute_control_block();

// Compliant Code
if (condition)
{

execute_control_block();
}

These formatting rules have been extended with additional custom coding style and formatting
guidelines.

16Note that a formal language defines the language’s constructs but not how the compiler interprets them.
MISRA C improves reliability by avoiding error-prone language constructs as they might be interpreted differently
from compiler to compiler.
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• Indentation of control blocks initialized by loops or conditional statements.

• Surround expressions and operators with white spaces.

• Opening ({) and closing (}) braces grouping instructions shall be on their own line.

• Only one statement per line.

• No combination of a statement and a line comment // in one line.

Besides syntax, MISRA C also defines rules to ensure semantically clean code. These capture
essential aspects of program semantics that cannot be considered within a formal language, such
as the VLD. Most of these rules avoid programming errors that are not detected by the compiler
but lead to misbehavior. An example of misbehavior or undefined behavior arises with: Implicit
type conversion, values outside range, uninitialized variables or type mismatches.

Static code analysis is a common approach to ensure code compliance with most of the guide-
lines. There are different techniques available, such as AST walker analysis or data flow analysis,
which all rely on examining the source code AST. Each existing tool applies different techniques
to check MISRA conformance [73]. A tool such as PVS Studio [198] can be plugged into the
framework to perform static code analysis on the generated code.

Moreover, the MDA framework provides a built-in automatic checker to ensure compliance
with many of the MISRA C rules, listed in Table 4.2. The checker either forces compliance or
throws a warning within the PIM-PSM transformation. Instead of analyzing the source code AST,
the built-in checker processes the PIM, including the program control flow and the type system.
The analysis covers the rules that deal with semantic errors inside a single target file or function,
which requires no whole-program analysis17. Note that a program also references external libraries
not included in the PIM. For example, one rule within the scope of the built-in checker is D5.3:

// Non-Compliant Code
uint16_t var_1;
if (condition){

uint8_t var_1;
}

// Compliant Code
uint16_t var_1;
if (condition){

uint8_t var_2;
}

4.4 C VLD Constructs

The type system of C language consists of expressions, statements and blocks [111]. An expression
(x + y) is a construct that interconnects entities, e.g., variables and operators that yield a result
value. An expression is a fragment of a statement that describes a single identifier or a nested
expression tree. A statement can comprise multiple expressions to make up a complete execution
unit or action (a = b + c). Further, a block or control block is a region of the program grouping
multiple statements to a compound statement.

4.4.1 File structure

VLD specifies a syntactic file structure utilized to generate source (.c) and header (.h) files. The
root node representing the entire file is the source_text. Note that each VLD must have exactly

17The built-in static code analysis excludes all pointer arithmetic rules that require pointer analysis.
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Table 4.2: The firmware generation framework handles MISRA C guidelines for using C languages
in critical systems [19]. The rules are grouped into Mandatory(++), Required (+), Advisory (o).
The highlighted rules are respected through the C-VLD; others are handled within the PIM-PSM
transformation.

Category MISRA C rule Reference Title

++ D2.2 There shall be no dead code.
+ D3.1 The character sequences /* and // shall not be used within a comment.
+ D4.3 Assembly language shall be encapsulated and isolated.

+ D4.5 Identifiers in the same name space with overlapping visibility
should be typographically unambiguous.

+ D4.10 Prevent the contents of a header file being included more than once

++ D5.3 An identifier declared in an inner scope shall not hide
an identifier declared in an outer scope.

+ D8.1 Types shall be explicitly specified.
+ D8.2 Function types shall be in prototype form with named parameters.

+ D8.3 All declarations of an object or function shall use the same names
and type qualifiers.

+ D8.6 An identifier with external linkage shall have one external definition.

+ D8.12 Within an enumerator list, the value of an implicitly-specified
enumeration constant shall be unique.

++ D9.1 The value of an object with automatic storage duration
shall not be read before it has been set.

+ D9.2 The initializer of an aggregate shall be enclosed in braces.
+ D9.3 Arrays shall not be partially initialized.
+ D10.1 Operands shall not be of an inappropriate essential-type.
++ D10.4 Both operands of an arithmetic operator shall have the same type category.
o D12.1 The precedence of operators within expressions should be made explicit.
+ D12.3 The comma operator should not be used.
+ D13.4 The result of an assignment operator should not be used.

++ D13.6 The operand of the sizeof operator shall not contain any expression
which has potential side effects.

+ D14.1 A loop counter shall not have essentially floating type.
+ D14.2 A for loop shall be well-formed.
++ D15.1 The goto statement should not be used.
++ D15.5 A function should have a single point of exit at the end.

+ D15.6 The body of an iteration-statement or a selection-statement
shall be a compound-statement

++ D17.2 Functions shall not call themselves, either directly or indirectly.

++ D17.4 The exit path from a function with non-void return type
shall have an explicit return statement with an expression.

o D19.2 The union keyword should not be used

o D20.1 #include directives should only be preceded
by preprocessor directives or comments

+ D20.2 The ’, ” or \characters and the /* , // , or non-standard character
sequences shall not occur in a header file name in #include

+ D20.4 A macro shall not be defined with the same name as a keyword.
o D20.5 #undef should not be used.

+ D20.6 Tokens that look like a preprocessing directive
shall not occur within a macro argument.
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one root node without any brunches on top of it. An ifndef_description wraps the document with
preprocessor directives considering D4.10.

source_text = +description+;
description = normal_description | ifndef_description;

ifndef_description = "#ifndef ", <Name>, "\n#define ", <Name>,
"\n\n", normal_description, "\n\n#endif";

normal_description = "// AUTO GENERATED CODE // \n", [file_doc],
{preprocessor_statement, "\n"},"\n",
{type_statement, ";\n"},
{function_declaration, ";\n"},
{function_definition, ";\n"};

The file is organized into four sections. The file starts with a set of preprocessor_statements,
initializing an ordered sequence of C-preprocessors (D20.1). The section is followed by a list of
type_statements, which include type declarations and type definitions. Finally, the file first spec-
ifies a section with all function_declarations, followed by a section with all function_definitions.

Depending on the target file, the sections are assembled differently by the PIM-PSM transfor-
mation script. A header file collects all sections with declarations, such as macro definitions, type
declarations, and function declarations. So, it omits the function_definition section. On the other
hand, the source file includes all definitions and largely omits the sections of function_declaration
and preprocessor_statements.

4.4.2 Data Types

The C-VLD provides terminology for declaring and defining identifiers in the program. In general,
type declarations and definitions are intended to be within the type_statement section of the file,
but can also be moved to any other scope. A declaration introduces an identifier in the compilation
unit without allocating memory. It specifies the properties of the identifier and its storage type,
which can be either a C-primitive data type or a custom type. A typedef declaration specifies a
custom data type. According to D19.2, the VLD omits the union type and supports the following
type_statements:

type_statement = enum_declaration | struct_declaration | type_definition | array_definition;

The class type_definition performs a simple declaration or definition of a single identifier
(D12.3). A declaration specifies a named identifier with an enumerated list of declaration_-
specifier. The class can also be utilized as a pointer or array declaration. In contrast, a definition
allocates memory and instantiates a previously declared identifier according to its declaration.
It assigns a value to the memory area that was reserved through the identifier. The declaration
and definition can be split into two type_definitions, resulting in two lines of code, or it can be
handled in a single type_definition respecting D8.1.
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type_definition = identifier, [ " = ", <Value>], "; ", [variable_doc];
identifier = [specifier_and_qualfier, " "], <Name>, {"[", <Size>, "]"};
specifier_and_qualfier = {<@StorageClass>, " "}, [<@TypeQualifier>, " "], [<TypeSpecifier>];

The struct_declaration introduces a struct type into the compilation unit, which comprises
a list of various type_definitions. The properties of the struct_declaration have already been
discussed in detail in the previous sections of this chapter. It is only used for declaring a structure
with all its members. In contrast, the definition of a structure is carried out to other classes, as
shown in the following coding snippet:

// Initialization with type_definition.
struct SPI_ChannelConfig spi_ch_1; /* Uninitialized */
struct SPI_ChannelConfig spi_ch_2 = temp_spi_ch; /* Reference members from existing object */
// Initialization with array_definition.
struct SPI_ChannelConfig spi_ch_3 = { 3, 32, MSB }; /* Initialization of contiguous memberss */

C handles structure and array definitions in the same way since both initialize a list of members.
The MDA framework exploits this fact and specifies a uniform approach to construct both in a
single production rule called array_definition. This production rule allows the composition of all
kinds of nested structures or multidimensional arrays, respecting the rules of D9.2 and D9.3.

An enum_declaration introduces a new enum tag, describing a set of named integer constants.
The VLD notation always starts with the constant value 0 and does not allow implicitly specified
enumeration constants to prevent the issue mentioned in D8.12.

struct_declaration = [type_doc], [<@StorageClass>, " "], "struct ", <Name>, "{\n",
$indent()$(+type_definition, "\n"+), "}", <Name>;

enum_declaration = [type_doc], [<@StorageClass>, " "], "enum ", <Name>, "{ \n",
$indent()$(%+<Value>+ [0:-1]:",\n" [-1]:"\n}"%), <Name>;

array_definition = identifier, " = { ", %{array} [0:-1]:", "%, " };", [variable_doc];
array = new_array | value_array;
value_array = %{expression} [0:-1]:", "%;
new_array = "\n{ ", %{array} [0:-1]:" }, \n{ " [-1]:" }"% ;

It is important to note that the type_definition section of the PSM can instantiate type
declarations and definitions in an arbitrary order maintained in the generated target code. A
rigid mapping of the order derived from the PIM can cause forwarding declarations. Instead, a
built-in mechanism in the PIM-PSM transformation checks and corrects the order by analyzing
dependencies between declarations and definitions.

The function_declarations are dumped in a different file section. It specifies the name of the
function, the expected identifier and the return type. Moreover, an addon can extend a function,
allowing to specify special function attributes (__attribute__(...)) are handled by the compiler.
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Each function_declaration has an associated function_definition with function body in another
file section unless it is declared as an external function.

function_declaration = [function_doc, "\n"], [<@FunctionSpecifier>, " "], specifier_and_qualfier,
" ", <Name>, "( ", %{identifier} [0:-1]:", "%, " )", [" ", <Addon>];

4.4.3 Expressions

In a formal language, an expression is a fragment of code that evaluates to a return value. It may
consist of a single entity (operand), such as an identifier, or a contiguous combination of such
entities with C operators. The data type returned by an expression depends on the entities and
the operator.

<-

a

sizeof

ab a aa a aa

||>

&&

fedc

Figure 4.4: Abstract binary expression tree of the PSM.

Multiple sub-expressions can be combined to form a compound expression of certain execution
order. This is achieved by the recursive structure of the expressions in the C-VLD, which contain
either unary operator (e.g., logical NOT or sizeof()) or binary operators (e.g., arithmetic opera-
tion). In other words, the structure of expressions in the PSM resembles a binary expression tree.
Consequently, the VLD does not support a conditional expression (exp1 ? exp2 : exp3) as it
requires three expressions. Note that the function_expression is an exception to this rule.

In an expression tree, such as in Figure 4.4, each leaf is an identifier, while all internal nodes
of the tree represent operators invoked by a sub-expression. In order to prevent the execution
order, each expression defined as a production rule in the VLD is parenthesized. Accordingly,
the generator cannot produce an ambiguous compound expression with more than two identifiers
x + y + z. Instead, it always ensures an unambiguous order with parenthesis (x + y ) + z.
So, the Unparser always generates target code that matches the execution order of the binary
expression tree by applying the in-order traversal strategy (from left to right). For example, the
introduced expression tree result: ((sizeof(a) > (b - c)) && ((d < e) || f))

The C-VLD supports the following expressions.

expression = arithmetic_expression | rational_expression | logical_expression |
prefix_expression | postfix_expression | function_expression |
sizeof_expression | typecast_expression | pointer_expression |
identifier | assembler_expression | plain_expression

The VLD introduces three types of expressions that can be utilized as binary expressions:
arithmetic_expression, rational_expression, logical_expression. The structure of every binary
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expression is similar since both contain two operands and a specific operator. This uniformity
also simplifies the implementation of the PIM-PSM transformation.

The expressions differ only in the optionality of the first operand, which makes them also
applicable as unary operators. A typical unary arithmetic operation is the inversion (-) of an
expression. On the other hand, a unary logical operation is the NOT (!) operation that reverses
the logical state of an operand.

arithmetic_expression = "( ", [first:expression, " "], <@ArithmeticOperator>, " ", last:expression, " )";
rational_expression = "( ", first:expression, " ", <@RationalOperator>, " ", last:expression, " )";
logical_expression = "( ", [first:expression, " "], <@LogicalOperator>, " ", last:expression, " )";

Further, the C-VLD includes several other production rules that create unary expressions. The
postfix_expression and prefix_expression increment or decrement an expression. Other unary
expressions either extract information from the operand or cast the operand: sizeof_expression
retrieves the size of an operand with the C built-in function sizeof(); typecast_expression ex-
plicitly converts the value of the operand from one data type to another; pointer_expression is
used to either reference an operand (&) by taking its address or to dereference (*) an operand
that maps a memory address.

postfix_expression = "( ", expression, <@PostPreFix>, " )";
prefix_expression = "( ", <@PostPreFix>, expression, " )";

sizeof_expression = "sizeof( ", expression, " )";
typecast_expression = "( ", <Type>, " )( ", expression, " )";
pointer_expression = <@PointerOrAddr>, "( ", first:expression, " )";

The C-VLD provides unique expressions that may not follow binary or unary expressions and
may not yield a value. That is why they can be considered as statements and expressions. For
example, a function_expression realizes a function call containing any number of arguments, each
represented by an expression, which can appear as a stand-alone expression without returning a
value.

The assembler_expression is intended to express an obj_define_directive that describes an
ordered list of inline assembler instructions. It is not supported by the PIM-PSM transformation
to be called within a compound expression or compound statement D.4.3. A plain_expression is
a backup solution if the designer requests a particular coding pattern that is not supported by
the existing expressions. Both assembler_expression and plain_expression underlie no built-in
checks and have to be applied with caution as they might lead to an erroneous behavior.
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function_expression = <Name>, "( ", %{expression} [0:-1]:", "%, " )";

assembler_expression = "__asm__ __volatile__ (\\\n",
$indent()$( {"‘", <Instruction>, "\\n’ \\\n"},
$indent()$(": ", %{"=", <ROut>} [0:-1]:", "%, "\\\n"
$indent()$(": "), {<RIn>} [0:-1]:", "%, ")" );

plain_expression = %{<Text>} [0:-1]:"\n"%;

4.4.4 Statements

Statements are the smallest standalone fragment of a C program that forms a complete unit of
execution. It composes components like expressions to carry out a definite action. In the C-VLD,
statements are divided into preprocessor_statements constituting the starting section of a file and
basic statements that make up the body of a function.

The preprocessor_statement provides various directives invoked by the C preprocessor to
transform the program before actual compilation. The most common preprocessor is the include_-
directive, which is used to include system-defined or user-defined header files. The preprocessor
also handles conditional compilation through the ifdef_directive and ifndef_directive. The C-
VLD provides only a limited set of conditional compilation statements since these are hardly
needed in a model-driven generation framework. Such a framework already constructs the target
code specification-dependently using conditional transformations. For describing macro definitions
and extensions, the VLD provides object-like and function-like types of #define macros. The
obj_define_directive describes an object-like macro that replaces an identifier with a constant
expression in the compilation unit. The fct_define_directive can take additional arguments to
make the macro function-like.

preprocessor_statement = include_directive | obj_define_directive | fct_define_directive |
ifdef_directive | ifndefdirective | comment_line

include_directive = [type_doc], "#include ", <Name>;

obj_define_directive = [type_doc], "#define ", <Name>, " ",
$indent()$(expression );

fct_define_directive = [type_doc], "#define ", <Name>, "( ", %{identifier} [0:-1]:", "%,
" ) {\", $indent()$(+statement "; \\n"+), "}"

ifndef_directive = "#ifndef ", <Name>;
ifdef_directive = "#ifdef ", <Name>;

The function body is a control block made up of a compound statement which is initialized
within the function_definition considering D13.4. A statement can be grouped into a simple
statement, iteration statement, selection statement or jump statement. The simple statement, also
named expression statement, consists of an expression followed by a semicolon, such as a function
call using function_expression. The assignment_statement belongs to the simple statements
which assign an expression to an identifier.
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function_definition = function_declaration, "{\n", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "}";

statement = for_statement | if_statement | while_statement | dowhile_statement |
jump_statement | preprocessor_statement | expression | type_statement |
assignment_statement;

assignment_statement = <Name>, " ", <@AssignmentOperator>, " ", expression;

Another category are the iteration statements: for, do...while and while. The while_-
statement and the dowhile_statement have the same sub-components and are therefore initialized
by the same PIM-PSM transformation. Both contain a compound statement and a control expres-
sion, which is evaluated in a different sequence. The for_statement inherits a compound statement
but describes a loop proposed by D14.2 with a init-, a logic-, and an iterator-expression.

while_statement = "while(", expression, "){\n", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "}";
dowhile_statement = "do {\n", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "} while(", expression, ")";

for_statement = "for (", init:expression, "; ", logic:expression, "; ", [ iterator:expression], "){\n",
$indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "}";

The C-VLD covers one type of selection statement, the if_statement. The switch statement
is not supported since its characteristics can also be realized by other coding patterns. The if_-
statement contains one if_expression, multiple elseif_expressions and an optional else_expression.
Each of them also inherits a new control block as a compound statement. Additionally, the if_-
expression and elseif_expressions contain a control expression as well. The selection statements
and the iteration statements can be considered as control statements that influence the program
flow. They organize the program in a hierarchical control structure.

if_statement = if_expression, {"\n", elseif_expression}, ["\n", else_expression];
if_expression = "if (", expression, "){\n", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "\n}";
elseif_expression = "else if (", expression, "){\n", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "\n}";
else_expression = "else{", $indent()$({statement, ";\n"}), "\n}";

Furthermore, the C-VLD features jump_statements, limited to the three JumpOperator types
return, break and continue. The goto is omitted as it belongs to the unstructured control flow
statements and makes the code less readable and maintainable D15.1. For code documentation,
the comment_line is included as a statement enabling to insert comments between statements
considering D.3.1.

jump_statement = <@JumpOperator>, [" ", expression];

comment_line = "//", <Comment>;
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4.4.5 Documentation

Besides simple comment_line, the C-VLD is designed to support Doxygen [210] as a standard tool
for professional documentation. It includes specially formatted comments in the source code that
Doxygen extracts to generate clear documentation. Such documentation shows a well-structured
overview of the program and its constructs, e.g., (files, functions, variables ). Accordingly, the
VLD provides the following rules variable_doc, type_doc, function_doc, file_doc to document
all program elements.

variable_doc = "/**< ", %{<Doc>} [0:-1]:"\n" %, "*/";

type_doc = "\n**\n",
" * ", <Doc>, "\n",
"*/\n";

function_doc = "/**\n",
" * ", <Doc>, "\n",
{" * @param ", <Parameter>, "\n"},
[" * @return ", <Return>, "\n"],
{" * @see ", <Reference>, "\n"},
"**/";

file_doc = "/****************************************************/\n",
" * @file ", <FileName>, "\n",
[" * @author ", <Author>, "\n"],
[" * @date ", <Date>, "\n"],
[" * @version ", <Version>, "\n"],
{" * ", <Doc>, "\n"},
"*/\n";
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Chapter 5

Register Interface and Hardware Abstraction Layer

This chapter describes the implementation and integration of the register interface18 in the
design process. The register interface is a reoccurring module in SoCs that enables the

interaction between core and peripheral device (e.g., UART, SPI). It is required to operate the
peripheral and to share device information such as operating modes, configuration parameters
or data. This device information is stored in bit fields that are mapped to registers of an IP-
dependent address space. A bit field is a group of bits that contain a specific information of the
device. The allocation of bit fields in registers represent the memory layout of the device.

This chapter discusses the features of the register interface metamodel. An instance of the
metamodel is automatically created while generating the hardware of the peripheral device. So,
it defines bit fields depending on the specification model of the peripheral device. The register
interface metamodel is used as a single source specification for the generation of two layers of the
embedded stack. First, it generates the hardware of the register interface including the memory
layout of the memory mapped IP-device, as well as its connection to the bus architecture. Second,
the HAL is created from an instance of the register interface, which provides a higher-level layer
of the interface for the the device driver. This layer specifies register accesses to the IP-device on
the lowest embedded software architecture layer. The joint consideration of the software aspects
as well as hardware aspects in the model avoid specification inconsistencies.

This chapter gives an overview of the metamodel and the generation process to construct the
HW and the HAL. Furthermore, the chapter introduces an optimization step to optimize the
memory layout and discusses the advantages over standard specifications, such as IP-XACT [4]
or SystemRDL [97].

5.1 Abstract Model of the Register Interface

The abstract model of the Register Interface is shown in Figure 5.1. It is divided into two parts,
one covering the requirements for the hardware, such as the memory layout or the bus interface.
The other part is used to define access sequences to the registers of the peripheral device, relevant
for the software generation. The root node of the metamodel is the MetaRI that contains various
Interfaces. This feature allows the designer to connect the memory mapped device to multiple
busses. The Interface describes the bus architecture connected to the peripheral. It specifies the
bus protocol and the way the bus addresses the register of the peripheral.

18A distinction is made between the register interface and a HW/SW interface. A HW/SW interface describes
only the bus interface and not the memory layout of a memory mapped device.
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MetaRI

Name: string[1]
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Figure 5.1: The Register Interface Metamodel

Three different bus protocols are supported by the metamodel through the InterfaceType.
The AHB (Advanced High-performance Bus) specifies a common bus standard [187] from ARM
providing a piplined protocol which is frequently used in industry. In contrast, the SimpleBus is
an in-house protocol, presented in [224, 231], which is not supporting pipelined behavior. The
CSR interface is a standard designed exclusively for RISC-V architectures to support atomic CSR
instructions. In the CSR interface, the registers are defined as external CSR registers mapped to
the addresses of the custom CSR address range19.

The ByteOrder determines how the order of the byte array present on the data bus is resolved.
Accordingly, an interface with a big-endian configuration stores the most significant byte of the
byte array into the lowest memory address. In little-endian configuration the low-order byte is
stored in the lowest memory address.

The AddressWith and DataWidth reflects the width of the connected address and data bus.
The width of the data bus dw determines the maximum number of bits that can be transferred
with one bus access. The width of the address bus aw limits the number of memory addresses of
the peripheral to the maximum of 2aw . The smallest distance between two consecutive addresses
in bits is configurable by AddressUnit au. In contrast to the DataWidth, the DataUnit du defines
the smallest number of bits that can be transmitted with a single bus access. The ratio between
dw and au indicates the number of addressable units in the register and thus defines the supported
store/load instructions for the peripheral. For example, dw = 32 and au = 8 results in a register
containing four 8-bit long addressable units. Each register is addressable through byte (sb, lb),
half-word (sh, lh) and word (sw, lw) store/read instructions. In comparison, an interface with
au = dw supports only one access size. This gives the designer numerous options for optimization
and a high degree of freedom20.

19RISC-V maps the CSRs into a separate 12-bit address space for up to 4096 CSRs. In general, the different
CSR lists are implemented as standard register file within the execution stage of the core. The CSR specification
in [16] leaves an address range for custom uses.

20Notice: The RISC-V specification defines load and store instructions for access sizes from byte to double word.
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The designer must consider the following definition while creating an instance of the register
interface.

Definition 5.1. dw ∈ {x = 2n+1 | n ∈ N}

Definition 5.2. aw ∈ {x = n+ 1 | n ∈ N}

Definition 5.3. du, au ∈ {x = 2n+1 | n ∈ N ∧ n < log2(dw)}

5.1.1 Flexible Memory Layout

The flexible design of the memory layout is a significant advantage of the metamodel compared to
existing specification models described in 3.3.3. The Interfaces, Registers and Bitfields are decou-
pled from each other and can be arranged as preferred. An Interface contains multiple Registers
with the size dw, each addressable through a local Address21. Depending on the configuration of
the interface, the register is divided into dw

au
addressable units with adjacent addresses.

The MetaRI defines a set of nBF ∈ N Bitfields BF = {BF1, ..., BFn}, without specifying
the placement. In this way, Bitfields are not assigned explicitly to one of nR ∈ N registers. The
mapping of Bitfields to a certain Position of the Registers is achieved through the Contained
object. The Size of each Bitfield determines the required space of adjacent bits in the Register.
The total length of all included Bitfields must not exceed the size dw. So, it shall be entirely
within a Register. A valid mapping prohibits overlaps of Bitfields, but allows empty fields within
the Register. Consequently, each register r ∈ R = {R1, ..., RnR} allocates a multiset of n Bitfields
r = {bf1, bf2, ..., bfn}. This flexibility gives the designer control over many design choices.

However, the following design rules must be maintained.

Definition 5.4. ∀bf ∈ BF : ∃r ∈ R with bf ∈ r

The arrangement of the memory layout strongly influences the resulting hardware (see Section
5.2.1) and software design (see Section 5.2.2). A compact mapping is less performant but requires
a smaller logic area, while a loose mapping is faster and bigger in logic area. This is the trade-off
a developer must consider when defining a memory mapping.

5.1.2 Bitfield configurations

A designer configures each Bitfield in advance, either manually, or by a default configuration.
The placement is initially not considered since it is left to the generator to decide on the final
implementation, which gives freedom for optimizations. A chosen configuration for a Bitfield
applies to all position where it is finally mapped.

Each Bitfield supports two types of access privileges. First, a read (SwRd) or write (SwWr)
access via the bus. Without those, no software access from the HAL is possible. Second, it defines
the access rights through the IP core (HwWr and HwRd) where the register interface is placed.
A bf ∈ BF is specified by bfSw,Hw,Sr,Hr and satisfies the following definition.

For interfaces that allow further accesses, e.g. nibble or quadruple word, the instruction set must be extended by
customer-specific load/store instructions.

21The physical address is mapped to the local address of the peripheral device in a separate slave interface that
is connected in series.
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Definition 5.5. ∀bfSw,Hw,Sr,Hr ∈ BF : (Sw ∨Hw) ∧ (Sr ∨Hr)

The Virtual attribute determines the availability of the storage elements that represent the
Bitfield. A Virtual Bitfield indicates that the storage element is not created within the register
interface, but signals for addressing the Bitfield are forwarded to the core. This feature enables
individual modification of the read and write path of Bitfields.

Another feature is the ParityBit, which implements a safety measure by assigning a parity bit
to the Bitfield. For overwriting a Bitfield successfully, the parity bit must be activated during
the write operation. Accordingly, the size of the register is extended by one bit, which must be
considered in the mapping.

5.1.3 Hardware Access Sequences

Reducing the number of bus accesses increases performance. This is achieved by combining
hardware accesses into Sequences that are provided for the upper embedded software layer. A
Sequence defines a combination of Accesses of different Types, e.g., Write, Read or Clear, that
should be executed simultaneously in a single function. Each access in the Sequence references
a Bitfield independent of its location. A Write access optionally defines a constant Value or a
function argument that is written to the memory location. A sequence s is defined as:

Definition 5.6. s =
⋃
{(bf, a) | bf ∈ BF ∧ a ∈ {Clear,Write,Read}}

In addition, a designer can define a DontCareList for each Sequence, which references Bitfields
that may be modified during the access sequence without affecting the behavior. This can speed
up Sequences, since otherwise Bitfields of the same accessed address must be cached to prevent
them from being modified.

5.2 Register Interface and HAL Generation

The instantiation of the register interface is accomplished within the IP generation, as shown in
Figure 5.2. First, a default configuration of the CIM of the register interface is instantiated de-
pending on the chosen specifications. The required bit fields are derived from the IP specification,
while the bus information is extracted from the system specification22. For example, the CIM
of a communication device defines the availability of a FIFO as data buffer. This results in the
instantiation of bit fields such as FIFO_EMPTY, FIFO_FULL that would not otherwise occur.
The generator-backend builds the HW from the CIM using MetaRTL. A parallel HAL generator
constructs the access sequences and turns the CIM directly into a PSM.

Within the generation flow, the developer can manually refine the default memory layout of the
IP or use an optimizer for automatic refinement. The optimizer determines a mapping with the
best trade-off between performance, memory footprint and logic area, as shown in [178, 181, 182].

5.2.1 Register Interface Hardware

The generated SoC has a memory-mapped I/O architecture that uses a common bus for multiple
peripherals, including the data memory. The applied busses are CPU-external systems that map

22An IP that is created without reference to a system specification assumes a standard bus.
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Figure 5.2: The RI generation flow embedded in the generator-backend of the IP generation.

memory or peripheral accesses. The number of bus architectures connected to the peripheral is
unlimited. The intended design of different system bus architecture concepts is shown in Figure
5.3. This example illustrates a register interface connected to two bus systems (CSR and AHB).
Each system bus consists of a signal bundle, which is composed as follows.

AHB: The signal addr carries an unidirectional signal bundle from master to slave specifiying the
address of the addressed unit. The processor indicates with addr_size the size of the access
(e.g., byte, half-word, word) that range between the smallest possible addressable unit au

and the register size dw. The size and existence of the signal addr_size depends on following
definition:

Definition 5.7. length(addr_size) =

not generated, if dw = au

ceil[log2(log2(dw)− log2(au) + 1)], otherwise

The value addr_size = 0 determines the biggest possible access. Each increment of the
value halves the access size. The Table 5.1 lists the access options for a register interface
configuration with dw = 32 and au = 8.

The activation of a read or write access is triggered by the master, which enables the control
signals read_en and write_en. The two data bus bundles data_in and data_out transfer
the data between master and slave for the initiated operation.

CSR: The CSR bus is a specific bus for the RISC-V domain. A register interface of InterfaceType
CSR, defines registers of the IP as CPU-external CSRs. This allows faster accesses through
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Table 5.1: All access combinations of a register interface with the configuration dw = 32 and
au = 8. A register within the interface has four addressable units (Bytes).

All possible accesses Access Size
(addr_size)

Base Address
(addr) Access Mask

First Byte 0b10 0x0 0xFF000000
Second Byte 0b10 0x1 0x00FF0000
Third Byte 0b10 0x2 0x0000FF00
Fourth Byte 0b10 0x3 0x000000FF
First HW 0b01 0x0 0xFFFF0000

Second HW 0b01 0x2 0x0000FFFF
Word 0b00 0x0 0xFFFFFFFF

atomic CSR instructions. The RISC-V specification limits the address range23 designated
for custom use. Similar to the AHB, the CSR is addressed via the addr signal and the data
is transmitted via data_in and data_out.

All CSR instructions atomically read-modify-write a single CSR. The two-bit signal mode
references the type of operation, as shown in Table 5.2. Compared to the AHB, the CSR
interface offers bit field-accurate accesses through mask-based operations. For a CSRC or
CSRS operation, a mask applied on data_in defines all bit fields to be cleared or set. The
bit-mask must match the mask of the bit field. In contrast, a CSRW instruction overwrites
the entire register with the applied data_in. A CSR read instruction is encoded as a CSRRS
instruction that transmits an empty mask to avoid modification of bit fields.

Furthermore, each CSR interface provides an unidirectional error signal that reports illegal
accesses to the master. There are two reasons for this: The address is invalid; The applied
mask is not matching a bit field.

Table 5.2: The mode signal determines the CSR instruction. The bus applies the same mode for
the immediate instructions, as well as the pseudo instructions.

Access Type mode signal CSR Instruction

No Operation 0b00 -
[Read]-Modify-Write 0b01 CSRRW, CSRRWI, CSRW, CSRWI
[Read]-Modify-Set 0b10 CSRRS, CSRRSI, CSRS, CSRSI
[Read]-Modify-Clear 0b11 CSRRC, CSRRCI, CSRC, CSRCI

The hardware of the interface is defined with three sub-components, as shown in Figure 5.3.
The decoder control logic processes the bus accesses from the master to the IP registers. It controls
the relevant write and read control logic of the addressed register. These in turn activate single
or multiple bit fields (in HW: flip flop arrays) within the register. Since the same bit fields can be
located in different registers, they can be activated by different register control blocks. The two
control logic blocks, write and read block, process the incoming and outgoing data.

The following applies to the activated bit fields during write access via the bus: The bit
fields are within the addressed unit and are writable by software (SwWr=True); The parity bit

23The CSR Listing of RISC-V specification in [16] defines 192 addresses for custom read/write use in machine
mode. The address range is between 0x7C0-0x7FF and 0xBC0-0xBFF
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is set in data_in when the bit field contains a parity bit. The peripheral logic, however, can also
directly manipulate and read bit fields. For simultaneous access, the bus access is prioritized over
peripheral access.
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Figure 5.3: Circuit block diagram of the register interface in the peripheral connected to two bus
architectures (AHB and CSR).

5.2.2 Hardware Abstraction Layer

The usability of the peripheral devices requires that the internal registers of the device can be
read and written. The HAL is considered as an interface to the hardware that operates at the
register level. In terms of software architecture layers, it acts as the intermediate layer between
the register interface and the driver layer. The HAL maps device memory into address spaces and
provides methods for the higher FW layers to perform operations on the registers. These methods
are primarily bit manipulations on the peripheral registers of the interface.

The interaction between software and hardware can be achieved by different memory mapping
techniques. For example, a memory efficient approach of dealing with bit-wise data are the
C/C++’s bit field structs. However, this approach leaves a lot of responsibility to the compiler. A
safer way to deal with bit fields is to employ shift and mask operations. Other approaches provide
a generic HAL using customized data structures to describe the memory mapping. In industry,
generating memory maps is attractive as it saves the effort of writing repetitive structures while
reducing associated errors.

The framework includes the HAL generator, as shown in the RI flow of Figure 5.2. The HAL
generator transforms the RI CIM directly into the PSM. The PIM is omitted since the level of
abstraction between RI CIM and the target code is low. Compared to existing frameworks of
3.3.3, the generator allows to create different implementations of the mapping. Thus, the designer
has the power to make different design decisions on the HAL layout. This allows the designer
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to adapt the variant according to the application’s demands affecting: code size, performance,
portability. Two implementation variants are introduced in the following.

5.2.2.1 Implementation Variants

The generation of the HAL as a software architecture layer relies on the principal of R2 (Separation
of Concerns). The HAL is constructed independently of higher software levels using a separate
generator. The central FGC model provides individual control of the HAL generator for each
peripheral device. Thus, the configurations of the HAL respectively the implementation variant
can be adapted to the requirements of each individual system component. This impacts the
interface signatures.

The device driver layer describes these hardware accesses as abstract entities in the PIM model.
During transformation from PIM to PSM, these are replaced by the concrete signatures of the
interface. Thus, the transformation from CIM to PIM solely focuses on the functionality of the
peripheral driver without considering low-level properties (e.g., memory mappings and bit field
configurations). This simplifies the implementation of the device driver generators significantly,
considering the high proportion of hardware interaction. The following paragraphs present two
implementation variants.

5.2.2.1.1 Generic Bitfield Structures A portable implementation variant of the HAL is
generated using custom bit field structures. The structure’s definition, represented in Listing 5.1,
maps the position and length of each bit field within a register. The mask of each bit field can be
derived from the structure itself. This makes the HAL highly generic.

Listing 5.1: Type definition of the generic bit field structure.
typedef struct BitField{

uint8_t pos; /** Starting Position of the Bitfield */
uint8_t length; /** Length of the Bitfield */
uint32_t volatile* const Register; /** Pointer to the Register */

} BitField;

Bit field accesses can thus be realised by generic methods that reference the bit field structure
for clearing, reading or writing. The function to set a single bit field is shown in Listing 5.2. The
applicability of this implementation variant is limited and requires the following: Bit fields have
to be configured without parity bits: For all bf ∈ BF has to apply Sw ∧ !Sr = 0. If this does
not apply, the generator throws a warning about potential misbehaviour. This is due to the fact
that the structures and the generic functions only implement read-modify-write (RMW) accesses,
ignoring parity bits. However, bit fields that do not meet the requirements need individual access
strategies (e.g., with shadow variables).

Listing 5.2: Generic write function for BitfieldStructs.
static void bitfield_set(const BitField *bf, uint32_t val){

uint32_t msk= BIT_MASK(bf->length);
*(bf->Register)=((*(bf->Register) & ~(msk<<bf->pos)) | (val & msk)<<bf->pos);

}
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The generic HAL reduces the memory footprint to a minimum24 and defines a portable inter-
face layer. However, a generic implementation lacks flexibility and leads to the following disad-
vantages. The performance is lower since each access is performed as a costly RMW operation.
Furthermore, the implementation does not support all metamodel attributes. The biggest disad-
vantage of the approach is that it it fails to support bit field access sequences. Accordingly, there
is also no possibility of optimisation.

5.2.2.1.2 Specific Inline Accesses This implementation variant is a counter-design to the
previous bit field structures. Bit field accesses are individually designed and optimised in terms of
their memory position and configuration. Depending on this, bit field actions are executed either
by direct operation or through time-consuming RMW operations. The generation also includes
shadow variables in the function if required. Thus, each generated access function has different
costs.

The generated access functions are mapped into a function table, also called a function pointer
array. The structure of the function table is thus dependent on the generated access functions
and indirectly on the IP specification. A structure of the function table of the UART is shown in
Listing 5.3. Each channel of the device25 defines its individual entity of the function table.

Multiple entities are mapped into an array of function tables, which has several benefits. First,
it enables the implementation of loop-based or iterative accesses to channels through indices, as
required in initialisation and configuration functions, for example. Second, it increases portability,
simplifying the implementation of design patterns on higher software layers. However, the program
size also increases slightly and de-referencing requires extra CPU clock cycles.

Listing 5.3: Function pointer array of the UART HAL.
typedef struct UART_HAL_Config{

void (*TX_ENABLE_UART_WRITE) (bool TX_enable_UART);
bool (*TX_ENABLE_UART_READ) (void);
void (*TX_DATA_UART_WRITE) (uint16_t TX_data_UART);
void (*SEND_UART_WRITE) (bool send_UART);
bool (*TX_FULL_UART_READ) (void);
bool (*TX_EMPTY_UART_READ) (void);
...

}UART_HAL_Config;

5.2.3 Access Optimization

Hardware accesses comprise a major part of the overall behaviour. At the same time, they are
a main cause of misbehaviour. Following the approach of correctness-by-construction, the HAL
generator reduces error sources and improves code efficiency. Especially, when considering complex
access combinations (Sequences) as introduced in Section 5.1.3.

Algorithm 2 outlines the control flow of the transformation for determining the best access
function for a given sequence. It maximises performance by minimising the required number of

24The memory footprint is only reduced if the compiler leaves the function call for bit field access uninlined.
Otherwise, the advantage of the generic HAL is lost due to its function overhead.

25Each IP device features one or more modules. A module is also considered as a channel.
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Algorithm 2: Control flow that determines the generation of
hardware accesses from a given sequence.
1 bfactive = Set of bit fields to be modified in the sequence s.
2 ractive = Minimal set of addressable units containing all bfactive
3 for bfa ∈ bfactive do
4 if bfa with Parity = True then
5 Set parity bit of bit field
6 if bfa with SwRd = False then
7 Write value also to Shadow Variable
8 for ri ∈ ractive do
9 bfpassive = bf ∈ ri ∧ bf with Sw = True ∧ Parity = False

10 if bfpassive ̸= ∅ then
11 Direct access to bit fields;
12 else
13 for bfp ∈ bfpassive do
14 if bfp has Sr = False then
15 Write back Shadow Variable
16 else
17 RMW: Buffer current bit field variable

bus accesses and instructions for each sequence individually. The algorithm takes into account the
properties of bit fields and the registers to determine the best transformation. Consequently, the
generator realizes the sequence using one or more constructs of the following implementations:

Direct Modification: The value at the data input is written directly into the addressable
unit. This takes a single bus access. Direct modification is only permitted when all bit fields
in the unit are either modified or protected.

Read-Modify-Write: For an RMW access, the addressable unit is cached, modified and
written back. This function requires two bus accesses, but ensures that the bit fields within
the addressable unit retain the old value. This sequence is required unless all bit fields are
modified.

Shadow Variables: Shadow variables store the value of bit fields that are not readable
via the bus as a copy in the RAM. The value of the HW bit field and the shadow variable
must be consistent at all times. This must be considered for direct modifications, as well
as for RMW. This implementation affects memory costs and performance (time for loading
shadow variable).

According to these generator constructs, different memory layouts lead to different access
implementations. For example, two different memory layouts of the UART device, as shown in
Figure 5.4, affect the application’s efficiency greatly. An initialisation sequence applied to the
UART device is one of many sequences of the IP. It includes a single write access to TX_EN
and RX_EN. The generator transforms the initialization sequence in dependence on the memory
layout into different target code implementations, as shown in Listing 5.4. Processing the code
of the compact layout takes 17 clock cycles, while the code of the optimised layout requires less
than half of that (7 clock cycles)26.

26The results were accomplished with GCC RISC-V 9.2.0 and optimisation -01. The number of cycles is derived
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Figure 5.4: Two alternative memory allocations of a UART instance composed of a transmitter
and receiver module.

Listing 5.4: Implementation of the UART initialization access sequence for different memory
layouts.
#define UART_CTRL_8_0 *(volatile uint8_t*) (0x0 + _BASE_ADDR_)
// Compact mapping of Figure 5.4 a): Shadow variables and RMW access
void enable_uart_rx_tx(bool rx_en, bool tx_en ){

uint8_t tmp = UART_CTRL_8_0 & ~(TX_EN_8MSK | RX_EN_8MSK);
tmp |= ((rx_en << RX_EN_8POS) & RX_EN_8MSK) | ((tx_en << TX_EN_8POS) & TX_EN_8MSK);
UART_CTRL_8_0 = tmp | ((SEND_SHADOW << SEND_8POS) & SEND_8MSK);

}
// b) Optimized mapping of Figure 5.4 b): Direct access to register
void enable_uart_rx_tx(bool rx_en, bool tx_en ){

UART_CTRL_8_0 = ((rx_en << RX_EN_8POS) & RX_EN_8MSK) | ((tx_en << TX_EN_8POS) & TX_EN_8MSK);
}

Similarly, performance also depends on the transfer sizes supported by the interface. By
limiting the transfer size to 32-bit accesses (au = 32), the performance gain for the initialization
sequence of the optimised memory layout decreases. Since both memory layouts now have to
perform a time-consuming RMW operation to access TX_EN and RX_EN.

For further performance optimisation, the inclusion of parity bits is beneficial. For example,
to signal the UART device that the received data has been read, a read-acknowledge sequence
is defined. This sequence consist of a write access to D_AVAIL and clearing of the error bit
fields (P_ERR and F_ERR). For the optimised memory layout of the Figure 5.4b the following
applies: the generator ignores the bit field SEND since it is protected through a parity bit. The
implementation of this access is illustrated in Listing 5.5.

from the number of instructions. The RMW operation of Listing 5.4 requires an additional write-back cycle.
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Listing 5.5: Implementation of a write access to the D_AVAIL bit field and clearing of P_ERR
and F_ERR.
#define UART_CTRL2_8_0 *(volatile uint8_t*) (0x4 + _BASE_ADDR_)
// b) Optimized mapping: Faster accesses through parity bits.
void enable_send_(bool d_avail){

UART_CTRL2_16_0 = ((d_avail << D_AVAIL_16POS) & D_AVAIL_16MSK) | D_AVAIL_PARITY;
}
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Chapter 6

Embedded Software Modeling

The generation of embedded software is organized in hierarchical subsystems of different IP
components. In addition, each IP component is divided into several software architecture

layers. The previous chapter introduced the generator approach for the lowest layer consisting of
the Hardware Abstraction Layer. The generation followed a straightforward transformation from
a register interface CIM to its PSM. Above the HAL resides the device driver layer, which provides
hardware-related (respectively IP CIM related) functions. It is designed to enable interaction with
the hardware device, using the HAL as a communication interface layer. Compared to the HAL, a
device driver contains more complex elements to describe its control flow. The device driver layer
also uses the three-layer MDA approach to create the behavior and structures of the firmware.

This chapter introduces an intermediate model, the FW PIM, to formally specify the structure
and behavior of embedded software. It can also be perceived as an abstract firmware model
equivalent to the HW PIM in the hardware generation flow. It is defined by a metamodel and
can capture all relevant aspects of a particular subsystem to describe its device driver. However,
it omits implementation and platform details, such as hardware access implementations, driver
design and architecture, as MDA prescribes. The core structure of this embedded software model
resembles that of a UML 2.0 activity diagram [164]. However, it adds the following aspects:

• More explicitly modeled actions (e.g., flow monitoring nodes to describe a checksum-based
control-flow monitoring system) adapted to the embedded software domain.

• A firmware-specific type system (e.g., bit fields, device handlers).

• Combination of configuration attributes and behavior nodes in one model.

• Unified structure that simplifies the implementation of transformation scripts.

A designer can instantiate a FW PIM to create any embedded software subsystem, such as
an application, device driver, or external library. The automated embedded software flow is di-
vided in two generator stages: An IP-specific frontend and a generic, configurable backend. A
designer defines a transformation for a particular subsystem (IP) in the frontend, which maps one
or more CIMs27 to one FW PIM. In the generator backend, the designer can apply customizable

27The designer may also choose to write a generator without CIM dependency. The generation results in a
constant PIM, further translated into different PSMs.
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IP-independent transformations to realize different design decisions (e.g., safety mechanisms, ar-
chitecture and design styles). Both stages are not subject to fix transformation rules. Instead,
they are controlled by a generator specification model customized by the designer.

6.1 Embedded Software Generation Flow

An embedded system comprises multiple IP devices, each specified by a configurable CIM that
includes elementary features of the IP relevant for HW and FW development. Initially, a designer
only chooses the scope of features by configuring these CIMs. Based on the selected specifications,
the holistic embedded system generation process is performed. As shown in Figure 6.1, the
embedded design flow uses the IP specification (CIM) as a starting point to drive the different
generator flows. Thus, the entire flow is mastered by one entity, as described in the practice
of a single source of truth (R1 (Single-Source Principle)). The embedded software generator
is one of these generators that constructs the device driver for the particular IP design. Two
advantages arise for the embedded software from the single-source design principle: First, it can
be exploited to generate device drivers adapted or optimized to the HW. Second, it reduces the
risk of conflicting duplicate information, ensuring the consistent and design-correct generation of
hardware and firmware.
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Figure 6.1: Integration of the embedded software generation flow in the embedded design flow.
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The embedded software flow follows the same three-layered MDA approach as the HW genera-
tion flow of MetaRTL, outlined in Section 3.3.1. Both flows use device-specific generator frontends
to transform the CIMs into PIMs of their domain. In HW, the generator maps the specification to
a HW PIM that describes an abstract RTL architecture with various design primitives as build-
ing blocks. The high configurability of the CIM combined with a flexible HW generator enables
numerous hardware variants, which exponentially grow with the number of attributes in the CIM.

Following the same concept, the parallel firmware flow provides an abstract formal description
that combines the structural and behavioral view of the device driver defined by the FW meta-
model. It captures both aspects for specifying the device’s behavior and an object-type system
tailored to firmware development. An instance of this metamodel (FW PIM) is derived from the
CIM with device-specific transformations. In general, the implementation of firmware requires
detailed knowledge about the underlying hardware. Due to the single-source principle of the pro-
posed framework, the instantiated FW PIM automatically aligns to the respective generated HW
variant.
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Figure 6.2: SoC stack for different IP components.

The device-specific transformation belongs to the framework’s generator frontend, which the
designer implements for each IP component individually. Instead, the generator backend is ap-
plied to each instantiated PIM in the same way, regardless of the IP. Compared to the hardware
flow, the embedded software flow structures the first transformation in two steps: The first step
refactors and extends the PIM (PIM-PIM transformation) without changing the abstraction layer
or manipulating the actual firmware behavior. For example, it carries out the integration of
safety measures, performs coding guideline checks (e.g., suggested by MISRA in table 4.2) and
implements different driver design styles. In the second step, the PIM feeds different view genera-
tors (PIM-PSM-Transformation) proposed in Section 4 to realize different platform-specific target
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languages and custom styles.
These generator steps are the most significant advantage of such a framework since they can

be exploited to produce different manifestations of the firmware design for a particular IP con-
figuration. For this purpose, the generator steps provide configurable transformations (mainly
for the generator backend) to realize different design decisions controlled by a generator specifica-
tion (generator-spec). The customizable generator steps are ideal for building recurring memory-
mapped IPs in SoCs, such as SPI, UART, I2C, Timer, and Interrupt Controller. The designer
only needs to implement the generator frontend for each IP while reusing the generic generator
backend written in a one-time effort, as shown in Figure 6.2. The design effort for a device driver28

is thus limited, but the number of producible variants is enormous.

6.2 Abstract Embedded Software Model

The heart of the framework for firmware generation is the platform-independent metamodel for
firmware (FW PIMM), which is shown in Figure 6.3. An instance of the FW PIMM is constructed,
transformed, and forwarded to different view generators utilizing multiple generator steps. The
FW PIMM combines aspects to capture device attributes, software architecture and behavior
fully. So, it serves as an intermediate model of the embedded design flow that covers all relevant
features required to generate complete device drivers.

An instance of the metamodel, the FW PIM, resembles the complete structure of any firmware
target file. On the one hand, it captures the basic structural features (skeleton) of the device driver
consisting of variable and function declarations. According to the software layers, this structural
specification defines the application programming interface of the device driver to the upper ap-
plication or operating system layer. On the other hand, the FW PIM specifies behavioral features
inspired by UML activity diagrams to model processes’ control and data flow (Activities). A
designer defines an Activity as a programming sequence constructed by a procedural order of
Action nodes.29 In general, each action defines a subordinate behavior that cannot be further
decomposed within the activity. The FW PIMM provides actions either as control nodes (e.g.,
decisions, loops) or data nodes (e.g., object manipulations, arithmetic operations) that can be
arranged in any order. Conclusively, the FW PIMM covers two essential aspects to specify a com-
plete structural and behavioral abstract firmware model: A comprehensive type system (Objects)
and a large set of firmware-specific Actions. Both, Actions and Objects, are designed as templates
that can be easily extended by other entities in new versions.

All firmware’s target files are instantiated in the same single FW PIM in the embedded software
flow. An instance comprises each IP as a Driver, including one or more Modules, also called
channels. A module, in turn, specifies the structural and behavioral features of the device. This
general consideration simplifies the cross-referencing of variables and functions between different
scopes. Additionally, it allows performing further rule checks, e.g., concerning the visibility of
objects in the firmware as defined in D4.5, D8.3.

28The framework is not limited to device drivers. It can also create firmware libraries that do not have an
underlying hardware generator. In the following, the term device driver is used for all these kinds of the firmware.

29Compared to the abstract HW model, the FW model maps a sequential programming structure, similar to
programming languages such as C.
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Furthermore, a firmware component can optionally include a Statemachine. The state machine
structure is similar to UML’s state machine notation, consisting of Transitions and States.
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Figure 6.3: The FW PIMM (Metafirm) of the embedded software generation framework. The gray
classes depict the abstract object type system. The black boxes represent the action system that
can be assembled into sequences to describe the behavior of a device.30

6.2.1 Limitation

The FW PIMM is an abstract representation of conventional embedded software languages such
as Misra-C or Misra-C++. Thus, it covers a wide range of embedded language constructs on an
abstract level. The model is mainly considered for developing simple embedded software architec-
tures following simple control loops, cooperative multitasking or preemptive multitasking. For two
reasons, the FW PIMM is not recommended for embedded software that deals with sophisticated
kernels beyond simple microkernels. First, it supports no simultaneous behavior (parallelization),

30Note: All metamodel classes have a generalization relation to NamedElement, which contains the attributes
Name and Description. For simplicity, the generalization relationship has been neglected from the figure.
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which is mainly required for modeling multicore systems with complex synchronization efforts.
Second, the FW PIMM supports inline assembly capabilities only in a basic way. Accordingly,
systems demanding substantial assembly parts for complex resource management or speed-critical
behavior require further extensions or a special assembler submodule.

Compared to the UML activity diagram, the FW PIMM focuses on implementing synchronous
processes that define a process through subsequent actions. However, the UML notation provides
specific asynchronous events or invocation actions such as Send Signal Action, Timer Action or
Call Behavior Action. The FW PIMM, instead, implements asynchronous behavior as interrupts.
Furthermore, the FW PIMM defines some actions provided in UML as a conjunction of different
action nodes. For example, a Wait Action is implemented as a decision node in conjunction with a
timer call. A Send Signal Action is implemented as an IP-Transmitter call. However, the required
UML-functions are not needed for device driver generation and are therefore not supported.

6.2.2 Objects

The object-type system (classes in gray) constitutes the central element of the FW PIMM. Objects
define entities that can be referenced in various aspects of a firmware file. They serve as, e.g.,
arguments for functions or as input or outputs for various action nodes. Compared to EBNF or
C-PSM, an Object constitutes identifiers and also expressions. In a real application, an object
can be of any complexity. The FW PIMM provides a flexible scheme to create and reference all
possible variants of objects in the same way. In other words, it specifies no predefined type system
(e.g., int, char). However, it gives the designer the latitude to customize objects and types.

Table 6.1: A list of different access types and the corresponding type identifiers (example for the
language C) specifying objects.

Access type Qualifiers Remarks

None Object is stored in RAM and the cached value can be used.

ReadOnly const The variable is protected throughout the entire scope.
Cached values can be used.

Asynchronous volatile The compiler applies no optimization and access reordering.
Cached values will not be used.

Persistent static The variable remains in memory and preserves the value.
It limit the variable’s or function’s scope.

AsynchronousPersistent static volatile Forces different threads to read the variable each time.
AsynchronousReadOnly const volatile The code keeps the value, but it can be changed externally.

PersistentReadOnly static const A protected variable with internal linkage.

Object is a generic class in the metamodel that can take different variants and is easy to main-
tain due to consistency. Each manifestation of the object is declared, assigned and transformed
similarly. The most basic object is the Variable that describes a storage element of a specific type.
The type and scope of each variable and certain other objects are managed by the class called
ObjProps. This class provides a very abstract pattern to cover all needed data representations. So,
the FW PIMM does not specify concrete types. Instead, it defines the Type as a string attribute
for giving a hint that representations are the same. A variable can refer to any ObjProps instance,
with the object defined as both default type (e.g. int, boolean) or as a complex type structure. In
addition, the ObjProps can be used to declare the variable as Pointer. Furthermore the ObjProps
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contains one entry to declare the variable as Pointer. Another entry is used to specify the storage
and AccessType which can be obtained from the Table 6.1.

The objects demonstrate the essence of FW PIMM’s concept of reusing model patterns as much
as possible. Many other object types reuse the same attributes of (ObjProps) as the variable, which
keeps the design effort and the static checks for the transformation low. Furthermore, a variable
is defined to be assigned and reused in more complex storage elements like arrays or structures. In
the following, the other fundamental manifestations of the object besides the variable are discussed
in more detail:

• Bitfield: A device driver interacts with bit fields as objects. The FW PIMM describes a
Bitfield object only with device driver-relevant attributes, including its name, software read-
write capabilities and size. When instantiating the FW-PIM, a framework automatically
loads all bit fields from the device-associated RI-CIM (cf. Figure 5.1), ignoring driver-
irrelevant information31. A bit field, which is used as an entity of actions, automatically
employs the functions and macros defined in the HAL. So, each Bitfield object’s address,
offset, and read and write functions can be cross-referenced.

Each Driver contains a list of Bitfields, while a single module allocates only a subset of those.
This limitation increases the robustness since each module can only address its designated
bit fields. The absence of a bit field for a certain device configuration can either be exploited
in the generator for describing alternative control flows or cause an error.

• GroupBitfield: The FW PIM automatically groups bit fields with the same context but
different modules in GroupBitfield. Each group represents a pointer array for a common bit
field that exists among IP modules. Groups reduce the coding effort for transformations
and simplify dealing with different generator and device configurations. They comprise
important information for the generation steps, which can be exploited in the generator to
examine the presence and number of bit fields of a particular context.

Listing 6.1: Three different device driver implementations for activating timer channels. Note:
The code snippets show the generated driver code for a HAL that follows the implementation
variant of Specific Inline Accesses of Section 5.2.2.1.2.

// a): Enabling a specific timer channel via specific driver function.
void enable_timer_channel0(){

BF_ACTVAL_CH0_WRITE(MAX_VALUE[0]); // HAL: Reset actual counter value.
BF_STATUS_CH0_WRITE(TIMER_READY_ENUM); // HAL: Status of the timer channel.
BF_ENABLE_CH0_WRITE(1); // HAL: Enables the timer channel.

}

// b): Enabling a specific timer channel by function argument via generic driver function.
void enable_timer_channel(TIMER_CHANNEL_ENUM CH){

Timer_HAL[CH].BF_ACTVAL_WRITE(MAX_VALUE[CH]); // HAL: Reset actual counter value.
Timer_HAL[CH].BF_STATUS_WRITE(TIMER_READY_ENUM); // HAL: Status of the timer channel.
Timer_HAL[CH].BF_ENABLE_WRITE(1); // HAL: Enables the timer channel.

}

31The designer of a transformation script can also directly reference the complete RI CIM with all bit field
attributes. In this case, however, the designer has to utilize the API of the register interface metamodel to access
its attributes.
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// c): Enabling all timer channels via loop.
void enable_timer_channels(){

for (int i=0; i<TIMER_CHANNEL_MAX; <++){
Timer_HAL[i].BF_ACTVAL_WRITE(MAX_VALUE[i]); // HAL: Reset actual counter value.
Timer_HAL[i].BF_STATUS_WRITE(TIMER_READY_ENUM); // HAL: Status of the timer channel.
Timer_HAL[i].BF_ENABLE_WRITE(1); // HAL: Enables the timer channel.

}
}

A designer describes the behavior in the transformation by referring to the bit field type (e.g.,
CHANNEL_EN) rather than a specific bit field (e.g., CHANNEL_0_EN). This simplifies
the design of generator patterns and enables the handling of different device driver designs in
a single transformation, as shown in Listing 6.1. In a), the specific device driver implementa-
tion addresses particular bit fields of the groups directly. In contrast, the implementation b)
generically (e.g., via a subscript) writes the bit fields of the group. Furthermore, Listing 6.1
shows addressing the bit fields of all groups via loops as provided in the code snippet c).

• Config: A Config is comparable with a structure in C. It contains a list of various Objects
that recursively may contain further Configs. Thus complex hierarchical structures can be
defined, necessary, e.g., for the specification of device handlers.

• Array: The Array describes a multidimensional list of objects. All entries of the array have
the same ObjProps type as the array type itself. In general, the structure of the array
resembles that of the Config. Nevertheless, an array additionally references a list of objects
to describe its dimensions. Accordingly, an object as an array entity is either intended to
define the array Size or an entity of the array (In). The objects that specify the array’s
dimension sizes can be of any type, e.g., a bit field. All other objects are subject to static
type checks that verify the array criteria of matching component types.

• TypeCast: The TypeCast is a special object mostly considered an expression in a target
language. However, it is treated as an object in the FW PIMM since it has no impact as a
standalone action. It converts an object of one data type into another. A TypeCast takes a
single object as input and defines an explicit conversion to the new type given by ObjProps.

• ObjExtract: Similar to the TypeCast, the ObjExtract takes one object as input. This object
is applied for two different purposes. First, for indexing specific elements of an array. The
indices reference a list of objects to access the array element (in FW PIMM: Index ).

Second, the ObjExtract is used to reference or de-reference objects. Referencing, i.e., set-
ting the attribute Address to True, means taking the address of an object. De-referencing
(Address is False), on the other hand, takes the value pointed to. Exemplary for C code,
the reference operator (&) or de-referencing operator (∗) is thus inserted into the generated
code.

• Condition: A Condition is primarily a part of a conditional statement, e.g., if-statement. The
FW PIMM handles the Condition as a non-standalone entity that can only be referenced
within actions. An object defined as a condition is always evaluated as either true or
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false. A designer can define a unary condition by referencing a single object, as shown for
n_full_cond in Listing 6.2. Alternatively, a condition may be described by two objects
linked through an Operator, defined in count_cond. For more complex conditions involving
more than two objects, e.g., spi_write_cond, the designer must specify condition trees
using recursive references to other conditions.

Listing 6.2: Specification of a nested condition from the SPI driver generator.
// Expected/Generated Code: ((! bitfield_get(BF_FIFO_FULL)) & (i < max_count))
count_cond = sCondition(Ins=[i, max_count], Operator="<"); // ( i < max_count)
n_full_cond = sCondition(Ins=[BF.FIFO_FULL], Not=True); // (! bitfield_get(BF_FIFO_FULL);
spi_write_cond = sCondition(Ins=[n_full_cond, count_cond], Operator="&");

• Activity: An Activity as an object specifies a function defined within the scope of the FW
PIM. In case the activity is defined as a Pointer, the object provides the pointer to the
function. Otherwise, the object is interpreted as a function call.

All introduced objects are processed equally within the framework. For example, actions
always define operations taking predefined objects as entities independent of their type. The
decomposition of the objects into target code is hidden from the designer and takes place in
the generator back-end. Object construction is accomplished utilizing the auto-generated API as
shown in Listing 6.3. On top of the API, object handling (e.g., instantiating and static checks) is
extended and optimized by the FW DSL detailed in Section 7.2.

Listing 6.3: A set of examples demonstrating the initialization of objects utilizing the automatically
generated API. Note: The FW-DSL provides simplified functions serving the same purpose.

/*Example Variable: uint16_t *rx_data */
rx_data = sVariable(Name="rx_data", Pointer=True, Type="uint16_t");
/* Example Array: uint16_t rx_data_array[bitfield_get(BF_FIFO_SIZE)] */
data_array = sArray(Name="rx_data_array", Sizes=[BF.FIFO_SIZE], Type=rx_data.getType());
/* Example ObjExtract: rx_data_array[2] */
data_array_idx2 = sObjExtract(In=data_array, Index=[2]);
/* Example TypeCast: (uint8_t) tx_data_array[2] */
data_reduced = sTypeCast(Type="uint8_t", In=data_array_idx2)
/* Example Activity: ctrl_uart(); */
ctrl_uart = sActivity(Name="ctrl_uart", Type="void")
/* Example Config: UART_Config_t UART_Config = {data_reduced, *rx_data} */
config_data = sConfig(Name="UART_Config", Type="UART_Config_t");
config_data.addObject(data_reduced);
config_data.addObject(rx_data);

6.2.3 Activities and Actions

The second part of the FW PIMM deals with functions and their behavior. A target file repre-
sented as a Driver entity provides a list of n-ary functions (in FW PIMM: Activity), taking n

objects as arguments. Each function is perceived as a self-contained activity within the scope
specified by the AccessType. Note: One activity specifies the function header, while all activities
of a driver entity provide the complete driver API.
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The structure of the behavior follows the structured programming paradigm since it maps the
abstract behavior in the same order in which it is created and also executed. Considering the FW
PIMM, the behavior or control flow of an activity is given by the ActivityGroup, which symbolizes
a cohesive basic building block with a sequential list of action nodes. An ActionNode also called
an action, is a single step within the control block that is not further decomposable at the PIM
layer. The FW PIMM defines actions as a template class that can take various types, similar
to objects. In order to realize a variety of different behaviors, these action nodes can be freely
arranged to a coordinated flow of actions. In other words, the FW PIMM maps a control flow
as a flexible arrangeable list of actions. This list notation has two significant advantages: First,
Python’s built-in functions for list population or list manipulation can create or transform the
control flows. Second, a list reflects an exact sequence of behavior with a start and end node and
enables the control flow analysis at an abstract level.

The structure of all action entities (classes in black) has some common characteristics since
they always reference a set of objects to realize a certain behavior.32 Considering the FW PIMM,
an action references an object as an incoming (In-) or outgoing (Out-) object. As a straightforward
analogy: An In-object serves as the input of action and typically retains its value, e.g., operand
on the right-hand side of an assignment. Out-objects, in contrast, are modified by the action
(left-hand side).

In general, the actions are clustered into two different groups. One group comprises control
flow actions that coordinate the flows through alternative sub-control blocks. The other defines
object actions that purely map the data flow.

6.2.3.1 Object Actions

A list of object actions is treated as an ordered sequence of successive behavior steps without
branching (An exception is the Return action). The sequence must be strictly maintained through
the different transformation steps. In other words, manipulating the list by injecting action
patterns is legal unless it changes the order of the existing actions.33

An object action in the FW PIMM describes the smallest single step, which can not be further
subdivided. Such a step describes an action on an object, e.g., Write, Clear, Create, Operate.
The notation of all actions is uniform, thus reducing the complexity of the abstract language and
leading to more usability and less implementation effort for transformations. All these actions
share an optional composition to objects, which is the key aspect of object-based actions. This
freedom allows referring to an object that is not in the scope of the FW PIM or is not instantiated,
e.g., a constant or an external object. In addition, each action refers to one or more objects,
depending on the action’s type. At this point, the action can associate its composite object or
any other object in the scope.

As shown in the examples, the structure of all object actions is similar, thus increasing usability
and reducing the implementation effort of generators.

32This consistent characteristic of the template-based design of actions in FW PIMM is suitable for extensions
so that new actions, e.g., safety-related actions, can be easily added to the FW PIMM.

33However, the binary code or the final execution sequence may differ. A compiler can rearrange the order,
guaranteeing that the optimization does not change the functionality.
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Listing 6.4: A set of examples demonstrating the implementation of object actions utilizing the
generated API. Note: The FW-DSL provides simplified functions serving the same purpose.
1 //Variable declarations from Listing 6.3
2 /*Example: Create */
3 group.addCreate(Out=rx_data); // uint16_t *rx_data;
4 group.addCreate(Out=rx_data_array); // uint16_t rx_data_aray[bitfield_get(BF_FIFO_SIZE)];
5 /*Example: Write */
6 group.addWrite(Out=rx_data, In=rx_data_array); // *rx_data = rx_data_array;
7 group.addWrite(Out=rx_data, In=BF.RX_DATA); // *rx_data = bitfield_get(BF.RX_DATA);
8 /*Example: Clear */
9 group.addClear(Out=rx_data); // *rx_data = 0;

10 /*Example: Return */
11 group.addReturn(Out=rx_data); // return *rx_data;
12 /*Example: Operation */
13 group.addOperation(Out=rx_data, Operator="++"); // *rx_data++;
14 /*Example: Compound Operation: data = data << (32-data_width);*/
15 group.addOperation(In=[data, dummy], Out=data, Operation="<<"); // data = data << dummy;
16 group.addOperation(In=[32, data_width], Out=dummy, Operation="-"); // dummy = 32 - data_width;
17
18 /*Example: Instruction */
19 // __asm__ __volatile__( "mv %0, %1" : "=r"(rx_data_aray[2]) : "r"(*rx_data));
20 group.addInstruction(In=[rx_data], Out=[rx_data_array[2]], Operator = "mv");

The implementation of several actions is demonstrated in Listing 6.4. All examples reuse
objects constructed as shown in previous Listing 6.3. An essential object-action class is the
Create action, which declares an Out-object in the sequence. In lines 3 and 4, the Create action
initializes a pointer variable and an array. However, it can be applied to any other object type.
Optionally, the node can be extended by an In-object that pre-initializes the Out-object.

However, the Write action overwrites an existing Out-object with an In-object. As stated in
lines 6 and 7, it is mandatory to specify exactly one incoming and outgoing object. Keep in mind
that the generated code for a Write actions automatically adapts to each object combinations,
e.g., ObjectBitfield = ObjectActivity, ObjectV ariable = ObjectConfig. In contrast to the Write, the
Clear action refers only to the Out-object being deleted or destroyed. Similarly, the Return action
serves as an output node for the activity or action sequence that returns an optional Out-object.

Operations are arithmetic or logical calculations with one operator and an arbitrary number
of input objects. So they can appear as an unary operation without an incoming object (line 13)
or as an n-ary operation with n In-objects. In this context, complex operations with multiple
operators can be constructed as compound operations complying with the expression system of
the VLD (see 4.4.3). An example of a compound operation is shown in lines 15 and 16. Note that
the DSL simplifies the construction of compound operations in a single function.

Existing UML specifications for embedded development have ignored the unification of low-
level and high-level code in abstract models. The FW PIMM solves this shortcoming and supports
a low-level Instruction action that follows the same structure as the Operation. The Instruction
allows embedding special low-level code segments into the control flow, which is important for
two reasons: First, it can result in more efficient or safer code than the compiler might otherwise
create. Second, particularly in the domain of RISC-V systems, processor-specific instructions can
be incorporated into the control flow.
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6.2.3.2 Control Flow Actions

The activity’s control flow actions are executed in the order in which they appear in the action
list. Control flow actions or control nodes, however, break this linear control flow into alternative
execution orders. The FW PIMM considers an action as a control node if it inherits one or more
sub-control flows as basic blocks. Often, this is also associated with branching and enables the
design of conditional executable basic blocks. The three most frequently used control nodes (while,
do-while, if-else) are shown in the control flow graph (CFG) of Figure 6.4.

If condition Else

A[x]
(Decision)

A[x].If

A[x+1]

A[x].Else

A[x-1]

(a) if-else

A[x]
(While)

While condition

A[x].While

A[x+1]

A[x-1]

(b) while

A[x].DoWhile

While condition

A[x]
(DoWhile)

A[x+1]

A[x-1]

(c) do-while

Figure 6.4: The control flow graphs for three standard control nodes available in the FW PIMM.

A Decision or if-then control node specifies a nested control block executed once under a certain
condition. In the FW PIMM, an if-decision comprises a Guard (If), which contains a Condition-
object and the conditionally executed action list (ActivityGroup). Furthermore, a decision node
can be extended by a set ng ∈ N of various guards, each providing a different execution path. In
this case, the if-guards gif = {1...ng−1} must contain a condition. At the same time, the last
guard gn = {ng} can optionally be specified as an alternative Else-guard without condition. The
CFG in a) illustrates such an if-then-else scenario. In this example, an action list A contains a
control node at position x that branches into two distinct execution paths. Each comprises an
action list A[x].If and A[x].Else as a child.

Compared to the Decision, a Repeat or loop node continually executes one building block
recursively. In FW PIMM, the Repeat is specified by a single Guard and thus by a unique
ActivityGroup and Condition. The class can be instantiated in different ways to create several
types of loops. However, all loops have one thing in common: once the condition is no longer met,
the loop terminates and continues executing the parent action list.

The CFGs in b) and c) show two characteristic loop structures, a while loop (same control
flow as a for-loop) and a do-while loop. Both loops have identical structures but have either the
attribute Do enabled or disabled. Following the graph, a do-while loop at position x of an action
list A comprises a block A[x].DoWhile, which must be executed at least once before executing
A[x+ 1]. A while-loop instead can directly jump to the action A[x+ 1]. In contrast, the for-loop
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requires additional attributes. Besides the end condition, a for-loop declares an In-object as a
loop control variable and an Iterate that defines the increment of the control object.

Listing 6.5: Initialization of a control flow with multiple branches.
// if (SPIConfig.Receiver){
if_group = group.addIf(Condition=self.Receiver) // Child list "if_group"
if_group.addCreate(...) //if_group[0]

// while(!bitfield_get(BF_FIFO_EMPTY)){
while_group = if_group.addRepeat(Condition=[BF.FIFO_EMPTY], Operator="!") // Child list "while_group"
while_group.addWrite(...) //while_group[0]

// if(!(bitfield_get(BF_FRAME_ERROR) | bitfield_get(BF_PARITY_ERROR))){
frame_parity_error = sCondition(Ins=[BF.FRAME_ERROR, BF.PARITY_ERROR], Operator = "|")
not_error_group = while_group.addIf(Condition=[frame_parity_error], Operator = "!")
act_search = not_error_group.addWrite(...) //not_error_group[0]
// }}}

A complex device driver function with many alternatives to support may contain multiple
nesting levels, each providing a new action list as a leaf and thus resulting in an action list
tree. Regardless of the nesting level, the designer uses the same API to assemble, analyze, and
transform the particular action lists of the tree. An abstract implementation example for such
a code with multiple nested branches is shown in Listing 6.5. An action list or individual ac-
tions within this tree can be accessed via index operators since the framework supports easy
handling of multi-nested control blocks by exploiting Python’s NumPy array indexing. Thus,
the action named act_search from the example can be accessed from different tree perspectives,
e.g. not_error_group[0], while_group[0][0], if_group[0][0][0] or group[0][0][0]. This
makes the implementation of the generators more straightforward.

The FW PIMM provides two other control blocks named VerificationWrapper and Perfor-
manceWrapper, presented in detail in sections: 9.3.2 Performance Analysis and 9.3.1 Firmware
Verification.

6.3 Generator Specification Model

A generator frontend is implemented to not include any specific implementation feature into the
FW PIM. Accordingly, the transformations focus purely on the functional aspects of the firmware.
Nevertheless, there is a strong demand to support different system and application requirements
by different design choices. For this purpose, the generator specification metamodel is introduced
in Figure 6.5.
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<<enum>> 
ErrorHandlerType

 Hardware: ErrorHandlerType
 Application: ErrorHandlerType
 Driver: ErrorHandlerType 

0..1

*
*

*

*

<<enum>> 
StatemachineType

 FunctionPointer: StatemachineType
 IfElse: StatemachineType

0..1

<<enum>> 
HALStyle

 BitfieldStruct: HALStyle
 InlineFunction: HALStyle

<<enum>> 
MonitoringVerification

 BeforeReturn: MonitoringVerification
 Continuous: MonitoringVerification
 BasePath: MonitoringVerification 

<<enum>> 
MonitoringFingerprint

 CRC: MonitoringFingerprint
 ValueInc: MonitoringFingerprint 

1

<<enum>> 
Architecture

 Generic: Architecture
 SpecificOne: Architecture
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Interrupt
ModuleName: String = ALL
Priority: int
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Watchdog
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Mode: WatchdogMode
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NonBlocking
ModuleName: String = ALL
Type: Type
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ErrorHandler

DriverStyle
XMLpath: string
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InstructionMonitoring
Type: FingerprintType = CRC
Verification: MonitoringVerification
Level: int

ErrorSource
Type: ErrorHandlerType = Hardware

SystemConfig
CompilerPath: string

Application
Type: StatemachineType
Analysis: bool
Path: string

Template

RegisterInterface
BaseAddress: int
XMLpath: string
Style: HALStyle

Function

Blocking
ModuleName: String = ALL
Type: Type

Basic
ModuleName: String = ALL

BlockMonitoring
Type: FingerprintType = CRC
OptimizedRange: bool
Verification: MonitoringVerification
Balance: bool
Level: int

PAD
changeDirection: Basic [*]
toggle: Basic [*]

IODevice
control: Basic [*]
write: Basic [*]
read: Function [*]

Timer
close: Basic [*]
start: Basic [*]
stop: Basic [*]
setCCU: Basic [*]
setDelay: Basic [*]
getTicks: Basic [*]
getValue: Basic [*]

PWM
Channel: string = 'CH0'

Period: int = 0

StartRising: bool = True

StopFalling: bool = True

setDuty: Basic [*]

getPulse: Function [*]

CommunictionDevice
transmit: Function [*]
receive: Function [*]
close: Basic [*]
open: Basic [*]
control: Basic [*]

RiscVCore
XMLpath: string

UART I2S
start: Basic [*]
abort: Basic [*]

SPI
active: Basic [*]
start: Basic [*]
full: Basic [*]
empty: Basic [*]

InterruptController
DynamicContext: bool
Tail_Chain: bool = False

SafeWrite
Bitfields: string [*]

Blocking, NonBlocking, Interrupt, Basic
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UART, SPI, DMX, InterruptDevice, RiscVCore ...
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WatchdogCH
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start: Interrupt[0..1]

stop: Interrupt[0..1]

feed: Function[*]

expire: Interrupt[0..1]
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Line: int
Value: int
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Line: int
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CFile
Path: string

Generator
Path: string
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1
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1 <<enum>> 
WatchdogMode 

 Start: WatchdogMode
 Stop: WatchdogMode
 Reset: WatchdogMode

<<enum>> 
WatchdogPosition 

 Start: WatchdogPosition  
 End: WatchdogPosition
 Wait: WatchdogPostion

Figure 6.5: The generator specification metamodel (generator-spec) controls the generator steps.
The metamodel organizes the software architecture (gray classes) and includes optional safety
features (black classes). The figure shows the reduced metamodel, which contains a subset of all
available templates.
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This metamodel serves as a user interface whenever a designer customizes a new software
architecture. A single instance of this metamodel is called a generator-spec, which drives the entire
generation process with all generators involved. It primarily specifies the software architecture
with all its components. Respectively, it stipulates those IPs that have to be built, respectively,
those IP generators that have to be executed. Furthermore, the generator-spec defines the design
options and the API of these components. The design options include features to customize the
implementation style and optional non-functional transformations (e.g., safety patterns) for each
component.

The next two chapters discuss the transformation implementations of all these settings, while
the generator specification metamodel is discussed in more detail below.

6.3.1 Organization of the Software Architecture

An SoC assembles multiple IPs provided by the framework. The generator-spec organizes all
IPs and firmware components used in the embedded system through the SystemConfig class. In
general, it manages the Paths to all CIMs (given as XMLPath) and transformation scripts of
the project. Accordingly, it executes all required generators to implement the desired embedded
system, consisting of the following sub-components.34

• The Application describes the main routine of the embedded system. It is referencing the
transformation script that assembles the FW PIM. Especially in polling-based designs, the
application defined as a state machine main routine. The generator-spec provides two Types
of state machines. First, a function-pointer-based state machine containing a state transition
matrix or an if-else-based state machine.

A designer must be aware that the preferred solution largely depends on the application and
system requirements. An if-else-based state machine has more overhead with the conditional
statements for an increasing number of events and states, as stated in [8]. Accordingly, it is
not intended for time-critical applications. The table-based design, however, leads to more
memory overhead.

• The RegisterInterface controls the HAL generator. It defines the implementation style of
the generated HAL as either (Specific Inline Accesses) or (Generic Bitfield Structures). In
addition, the generator manages the address ranges through BaseAddress for each interface
to avoid overlapping address spaces.

• A Template can define either a component specified through an IP CIM or a fixed firmware
file (e.g., a library file) that is not configurable by an abstract specification. In the Figure 6.5
of the metamodel, these classes are highlighted in grey. An IP CIM can describe a hardware
module of the SoC which is subject to an HW generator that results in a device driver when
executing the generation flow.

Each component, e.g., I2S, SPI, PAD, is adaptable to a set of requirements. For example,
a designer can configure not only the Style of the driver but also each function individually.

34The metamodel is designed so that further generators for IPs or software components can be easily added.
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For instance, the I2S features a set of functions such as receive, transmit, open, start and
others, which altogether constitute the driver interface of the I2S.

Likewise, a template can also be a CIM that only feeds the firmware generator and not
a hardware generator. In other words, it is a pure software component, such as a ring
buffer or a data scrambler. Additionally, the generator-spec is flexible as it provides further
generic templates to enable a wide range of applications. First, it can include Generators
that have no CIM as input resulting in a non-configurable and static PIM instantiation.
Second, a designer can incorporate CFiles as external libraries which can be referenced by
the generator, see 9.3.

6.3.2 Generator Configuration Settings

A main advantage of the framework is its ability to generate different design and architecture
variants for the same embedded system and software architecture. The generator-spec model
provides several options to create a wide variety of implementations. Note that each variant
retains the underlying behavior. This design flexibility offers two advantages. On the one hand,
the generator and the resulting firmware design can be adapted to different application and system
requirements. On the other hand, the design diversity enables analytical methods to examine
variants by SW cost, e.g., memory footprint.

6.3.2.1 Device Driver Architecture and Design

Firmware can be designed and implemented in many different ways. Every design decision can
impact not only the efficiency of the firmware but also the real-time behavior and memory footprint
of the system. The driver Architecture is one design principle that must be chosen individually for
each device driver. Architecturally, a generic and specific implementation style is distinguished.

A generic architecture provides a driver implementation that supports all instantiated modules
of the IP MoT. Such a driver is designed in a minimalistic way to take every potential behavior into
account35. In other words, the driver can be reused for every module of the peripheral type in the
system. However, a generic device driver may not be as efficient as a specific device driver. More
control blocks are generated with increasing diversity between modules, slowing down the generic
design’s performance. Indeed, a specific driver adapts to one specific module variant and therefore
requires less time-consuming conditional control flows in the implementation. Nevertheless, as a
consequence, more instruction memory is occupied (.text section) since each module requires a
specific implementation. The generator-spec provides two options: SpecificMul creates a separate
driver target file for each module, while SpecificOne packs all module-specific entries into one file.

A second design decision concerns the architecture of the individual driver functions. Certain
functions that mainly interact with external components, e.g., I/O functions, can be implemented
in the following modes, as shown in the sequence diagrams of Figure 6.6:

• A blocking architecture blocks the CPU until the process completes. A blocking function
may enter a busy-wait, waiting for a specific hardware event to continue the operation.

35A generic device driver created for a specific set of modules of a certain IP MoT is valid for this set. However,
this does not imply that it can be applied to any other IP MoT configuration since the generator optimizes the
generic design for the specified CIM.
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During this time, the driver is continuously polling a register, which consumes power and
devours cycles that could be used for other operations. For example, for a communication
device like the SPI, the execution time of the blocking function is thus dependent on the
baud rate of the SPI interface.

• A non-blocking driver function returns immediately once the hardware is unable to con-
tinue the execution. When the driver function is left, the driver status is returned to the
application to be resumed later. In the meantime, other portions of the application can
access the microprocessor. In fact, this increases the application’s performance but causes
non-deterministic behavior, which may pose a hazard.

• An interrupt-based driver function is called an ISR (Interrupt Service Routine). A function
can only be generated as an ISR if the SoC provides an InterruptController. The detailed
implementation of the ISR is strongly dependent on the interrupt controller’s specifica-
tion (e.g., non-vectorized or vectorized, nested interrupts ...) detailed in Section 8.1.2.2.
Interrupt-driven drivers can be more efficient because they spend no time waiting for a de-
vice to be ready. Apart from the HW overhead, the firmware’s complexity also increases
since the CPU has to do additional work to process interrupts and to continue the previous
execution of programs (e.g., Context Switch).

Application Blocking driver

HW event

(a) blocking

Application Non-blocking driver

HW event

(b) non-blocking

Application Interrupt driver

HW event

(c) interrupt

Figure 6.6: The sequence diagrams for a blocking, non-blocking and interrupt based driver function.

Every design decision has its legitimation. Selecting the perfect configuration for a particu-
lar application and system involves a trade-off between memory requirements and performance.
Time-critical applications benefit more from a specific architecture with interrupt-based functions.
In contrast, a generic design with blocking or non-blocking functions is preferable for memory-
constrained software.
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6.3.2.2 Device Driver API

A driver API is an application programming interface that defines the high-level interface of the
IP’s behavior and capabilities. In general, an API should be designed so that it is generic and
implementation-independent. An application developer does not focus on the hardware details
and the function behavior but on the inputs required to achieve the desired results. CMSIS [83]
and AUTOSAR [23] provide two important standards that describe vendor-independent interfaces
for processors and peripherals. However, these standards impose a significant overhead for many
applications [33, 160] and do not offer the capability for fine-tuning.

In contrast, a generator-based design is intended to reduce the overhead while supporting dif-
ferent specifications. The generator-spec combines these two requirements. It provides a standard
API skeleton, which can be further customized to meet specific requirements.

The API of each IP driver depends on several factors. First, the choice of the desired routines
from an existing collection. Second, on their design and architecture. Third, on an input type
that acts as a function argument influencing the behavior of the function. Thereby, the type setup
is limited to the basic data types (uint8_t, uint16_t and uint32_t) and their array or pointer
representation (uint8_t *, uint16_t * and uint32_t * ). An array type is mostly associated with
an iterative process in the driver. In contrast, a basic data type leads to a single iteration.

Depending on the configuration of these settings, the behavior is enormously changed, whereas
the interface description is only slightly adjusted. For example, a UART’s transmit function can
result in different APIs, as shown in Listing 6.6.

Listing 6.6: Initialization of a control flow with multiple branches.
// Blocking and specific architecture with uint16_t as input argument.
UART_STATUS uart1_transmit_uint16_blocking(uint16_t data);

// NonBlocking and generic architecture with uint8_t* as input argument.
UART_STATUS uart_transmit_uint8ptr_nonblocking(UART_ENUM idx, uint8_t *data);

// Interrupt with uint8_t as hidden input argument.
void __attribute__((interrupt)) uart_transmit_uint8_isr(void);

6.3.2.3 Safety in Embedded Software

Embedded systems operate in a variety of environments that can cause undesirable interference
and malfunction. These failures can be detected or even corrected by safety measures. The
framework’s strategy is to provide a set of safety measures as configurable design patterns that
can be incorporated into any function or activity within a FW PIM. Each safety mechanism
targets a specific type of failure and can be individually configured for each software component.
Since the mechanisms are implemented as model transformations on the abstract layer, they
are function-agnostic and more resistant to implementation errors. Furthermore, the modular
approach simplifies development because the designer of a new generator can focus solely on
implementing the functional behavior.

The generator-spec defines a SafetyPattern as an optional extension of a function that can
take various forms. SafeWrite, Watchdog, Monitoring are three of many safety measures that can
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be integrated into the design. The details of the transformations and the attributes of the safety
patterns are discussed in Section 8.2. The SafeWrite is a simple but efficient method that verifies
the correctness of a hardware register or bit field manipulation through a subsequent cross-check.

The watchdog timer is a crucial component in safety-critical systems to protect the time-
related program flow [22, 143]. A watchdog in the generator-spec is linked to a timer channel
of the general-purpose timer or the RISC-V counter, which raises an error (interrupt) when it
expires36. An activity including the watchdog triggers an event that may reset, start or stop the
watchdog channel. A designer can thus schedule different application tasks.

Program Flow Monitoring (PFM), however, is devised to check the correct execution of a
function. Two PFM concepts are distinguished, block BlockMonitoring (Block-PFM) and In-
structionMonitoring (Instruction-PFM). Block-PFM is a software-based approach that executes
checksum calculations (e.g., CRC) via software commands across different control blocks. This
approach ensures the correct execution sequence of the control blocks. However, the sequence of
instructions within a control block may be incorrect. An instruction-PFM can handle this fault
model since it calculates the checksum on each executed instruction via a hardware PFM module.
In general, the instruction-PFM requires more hardware resources but is more efficient and has
a lower memory footprint. Both concepts verify the executed path by comparing the resulting
checksum state against the expected one. A corrupt sequence (e.g., missing checksum) will raise
an error. Depending on the configuration of the PFM, the diagnostic coverage and the cost may
vary.

Each safety pattern also references an ErrorSource grouped in a central ErrorHandler. An
ErrorSource defines the course of action for faulty behavior. Multiple safety patterns can thus
refer to the same error handler source, respectively fault handling response. The details of the
safety pattern concepts and their implementation are covered in Section 8.2.

6.3.2.4 Analysis and Verification

Before the release of an embedded system, it has to pass detailed analysis and verification steps.
The generator-spec includes a switch called Analysis that activates the debugging and analysis
mode. In this mode, predefined analysis and verification nodes are injected into the application
to examine the embedded system’s correctness and performance.

Verification nodes are used as data monitors that record the status of objects and memory
locations. This status is compared with a golden data set, which may result in a deviation that
is treated as erroneous behavior. Also, profilers are used as analysis nodes to measure the time
spent by the CPU on individual sub-behaviors. In this way, the developer can identify bottlenecks
in the application for the respective SoC.

On the one hand, invoking the debugging mode helps the designer to verify different software
concepts generated by the generator-spec for a given SoC. On the other hand, it eases design
exploration to identify best-performance software design variants for the system configuration.

36A watchdog pattern requires a SoC with an interrupt controller and a general purpose timer or RISC-V counters.
Otherwise the watchdog implementation will fail.
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Device Specific Generator Frontend

The generator front-end serves as a translator, specified as transformation rules that turn a
CIM IP, which is part of a system, into the corresponding abstract firmware model. Based

on the IP’s specifications, the transformation rules specify a control flow that constructs different
manifestations of (e.g., functions) the FW PIM based on the IP’s specifications. It makes up the
generator part that is implemented for each IP.

For building the generator frontend, the designer implements a list of transformations, gener-
ating different parts of the driver file. The transformations are specified in such a way that they
can cope with different hardware characteristics. In general, this means that the IP front-end
designer cannot focus on a single design but must cover all possible combinations of IP specifi-
cations. This way of programming is called meta-programming, which is more demanding than
manual programming of a single variant. Additionally, the coding effort increases with the number
of adjustable parameters.

This framework, however, reduces the overall implementation effort. On the one hand, by
adhering to the single-source principle and the idea of separation of concerns. On the other hand,
it offers an innovative FW DSL [86] as well as a design pattern library, as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: The device specific generator frontend flow.
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The FW DSL is a partially automated extension of the automatically generated API of the FW
PIMM. While the API exclusively provides standard functions for instantiating and evaluating
UML class models, e.g., getter and setter, the DSL provides more advanced methods. The DSL
uses the API to represent methods that describe more complex access sequences. For example,
a DSL function may specify a combination of actions to realize advanced sub-behaviors, e.g., a
busy-wait, read-modify-write, or conditional-return.

Instead, a design pattern describes a parameterizable transformation, utilizing the API and
DSL to describe cohesive software fragments. These fragments are more complex software con-
structs that are typically subject to a hardware sub-component of the IP, e.g., FIFO, ring buffer
or CRC. Accordingly, a design pattern must define a coherent hardware transformation (CIM IP
to HW PIM) and software transformation (CIM IP to FW PIM) to include the pattern in the
IP design. As the design pattern is intended to be derived from the IP CIM and reused across
different IPs, two key considerations must be met. First, the attributes of the design pattern
must be consistently incorporated into the different CIMs. Second, the design pattern must be
incorporated into the design without further transformations or modifications.

Due to the innovative FW DSL and elegant use of design patterns, the framework significantly
reduces the complexity of meta-programming. Indeed, for some IPs, the effort between generator
coding and manual HDL coding remains comparable.

7.1 Template of Embedded Software

An SoC consists of various IPs, including I/Os-, system-, memory-, or communication devices such
as Watchdog, Timer, I2C and ADC. Each IP is specified through its respective computational
independent metamodel (CIMM), as shown in Figure 7.2. These metamodels include numerous
configuration parameters that define the elementary features of the design. With an increasing
number of parameters, the number of configurable variants even grows exponentially. So, the
CIMM for the UART device, as shown in Figure 7.2c, contains a wide range of attributes for
defining, e.g., the communication protocol, transmit/receive logic and internal storage.37.

Writing reliable and efficient device drivers require an in-depth understanding of the underlying
behavior and structure of the generated hardware. In order to cope with all variants, the framework
includes the firmware generator frontend, a template designed in the same manner as the template
for hardware modeling. For example, it uses similar coding patterns, such as the type system,
to model the generator’s control flow. This consistent way of implementing the templates across
different domains contributes to the designer’s learning curve and avoids inconsistencies.

Like the HW generator, the FW generator frontend consists of a set of transformation rules
translating every potential CIM of an IP into an FW PIM. The transformation rules primarily
describe a control flow driven by the characteristics of the IP’s CIM. This way, attribute-specific
fragments of the abstract firmware model are assembled into a complete firmware model. Two
aspects of the generator frontend and the resulting firmware model need to be emphasized: First,
the resulting PIM contains all components required to generate the ready-to-use driver. Second,

37Note that the CIM feeds the HW as well as the FW generator. For this reason, some attributes can be
considered as hardware-only attributes that affect the resulting HW and not the driver generator, e.g., the clock
Prescaler.
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the generator builds the FW PIM in a minimalistic way exclusively tailored toward the particular
CIM.
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Figure 7.2: Examples of computational independent metamodels of communication and I/O IPs.

Generally, each generator frontend is divided into two parts, one dealing with the structure and
the other dealing with the behavioral components. Both aspects address all relevant driver parts,
as shown for the UART in Listing 7.1 and 7.2. To recap Chapter 6, the fundamental entities of the
FW PIMM to achieve this are objects- and action-nodes expressing the structure and behavior of
the firmware.

The generator defines the driver structure by introducing objects required for the driver’s
operation or interface. These include macros, constants, variables, enumerated lists, types, and
more. One essential entity of the structural view is the CIM-dependent device handler that
specifies hardware capabilities or configurable run-time attributes. These structural entities serve
as the driver’s interface and objects that constitute the data and control flow. This leads to the
second purpose of the generator front end, which is to construct behavior. The generator provides
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transformation rules that arrange actions in a CIM-dependent sequence. For example, a sequence
that describes a control function or an I/O activity.

Listing 7.1: UART.h.
/************** Include Files **************/
#define Uart_hal.h
#define System_config.h
/************ Constants & Macros ***********/
#define UART_LEN = 2;
/****************** Types ******************/
// IP specific enumerated lists
typedef enum {

MODULE1;
MODULE2;
MAX_UART_LEN;

}Uart_Module_t;
// Device handler declarations
typedef struct{

uint8_t Databits;
uint8_t StopBits;
uint8_t ParityBits;

} Uart_Framesetting_t;
/*********** Function Prototypes ***********/
uart_init{Uart_Module_t module};
uart_transmit_blocking_uint8(

Uart_module_t module, uint8_t data);

Listing 7.2: UART.c.
/************** Include Files **************/
#define Uart.h
/******************* Data ******************/
// Initialization of Variables and Handlers
Uart_Framesetting_t Uart_Module1_Framesetting{

.Databits = 8,

.Stopbits = 1,

.Paritybits = 1
};
// Initialization of the configuration array
Uart_config_t uart_config[2] = {

{<Module1 handlers>},
{<Module2 handlers>}

};
/************** Functions **************/
uart_init{Uart_Module_t uart_module}{

// Initialization sequence
}
uart_transmit_blocking_uint8(

Uart_Module_t module, uint8_t data){
// Transmit sequence
}

7.1.1 Device Driver Structure

The device driver’s structure defines the driver’s basic skeleton, e.g., the driver interface and the
data objects appearing in the driver. An essential part of the structure is the device handler. The
device handler structures hardware attributes into data structures to operate driver functions in
a way that keeps details behind the scene. A cleverly designed handler that follows a common
standard for different variants simplifies the integration of generated drivers into the application
layer. Further, it improves the portability of the generated code between different applications.

But back to the definition of a device handler. A device handler, e.g., the Uart_Receiver_t in
Listing 7.3, specifies a data structure that describes the properties of a module. Furthermore, it is
responsible for the data exchange between hardware and firmware. A handler generally includes
constant hardware characteristics and features that can be configured at run-time. A handler
always refers to a specific module. In contrast, a configuration table defines a handler array
covering all module characteristics and features. A configuration table offers more implementation
options. For example, it allows designing simplified initialization functions or batch processes.
Device handlers linked in an acyclic graph are called device trees.

Inspired by the OpenFirmware-style of [127], the generator approach defines a configuration
table with device trees. A firmware function that passes a pointer to this array can access any
attribute of the module. This structure facilitates the implementation of different driver architec-
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tures and increases portability and configurability.38

The mapping of the device tree is similar to the structure of the IP CIM. However, the
generator only maps the firmware-relevant attributes in the device tree and neglects attributes
that are purely relevant for hardware generation. When assembling the handler, the generator
identifies those attributes across different modules. These include run-time configurable attributes
and hardware capabilities that vary between modules of the IP. So, the generator tunes the device
handlers depending on the IP’s capabilities and attributes.

A device tree that adheres to one coding standard is easier to integrate into applications
and facilitates behavioral modeling. The framework maintains a particular structure for different
CIMMs, as shown in Figure 7.2, which ensures a consistent structure of the extracted device trees.
For example, all CIMMs reuse the same pattern for organizing different IP modules. For example,
the IP CIMMs in Figure 7.2 can contain any number of Modules, each managed by an individual
device tree.

An important aspect of device tree generation is optimization to keep the memory footprint
small. For this purpose, the generator evaluates the relevance of each attribute (is relevant if it
is run-time configurable or varies between modules). Otherwise, it is omitted. Listing 7.3 applies
to a particular CIM but may become invalid or inefficient for a different CIM. For example,
disabling DynamicFrame and specifying identical frame settings for all modules would make the
Uart_Framesetting_t handler obsolete.

Listing 7.3: Structure of the UART source.
//Uart Frame Settings.
typedef struct Uart_Framesetting_t{

const uint8_t Databits; /**< Number of transferred data-bits */
const uint8_t StopBits; /**< Number of transferred stop-bits */
const uint8_t ParityBits; /**< Number of transferred parity-bits */

}Uart_Framesetting_t;

//The receiver handler.
typedef struct Uart_Receiver_t {

struct Fifo_t FIFO; /**< Handler for fifo pattern */
Status_t Status; /**< Receiver status */

} Uart_Receiver_t;

//The transmitter handler.
typedef struct Uart_Transmitter_t {

struct Fifo_t FIFO; /**< Handler for fifo pattern */
Status_t Status; /**< Transmitter status */

} Uart_Transmitter_t;

//The root structure of the Uart device tree
typedef struct Uart_Config_t {

uint16_t * Prescaler ; /**< Handler for data transmission baudrate */
struct Uart_Framesetting_t * FrameSetting; /**< Protocol frame settings */
struct Uart_Receiver_t * Receiver; /**< Module has Receiver */
struct Uart_Transmitter_t * Transmitter; /**< Module has Transmitter */

} Uart_Config_t;

38A pointer array can result in additional overhead being required to dereference the pointer [127].
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7.1.2 Device Driver Behaviour

Besides the structural components, the generator frontend template contains transformation rules
for creating the driver behavior. Once again, the transformation creates no general-purpose be-
havior but a fully functional behavior tailored to the specification. Thus, this generator addresses
typical drawbacks of FW generator approaches, summarized in Chapter 3. The framework pro-
vides features to specify the control and data flow and a flexible modeling language to describe
the device driver behavior in detail.

In order to describe a function or an activity as a transformation rule, the designer specifies
the function’s requirements. These requirements are satisfied when generating the function. For
example, a UART- or I2S-transmit function cannot be built unless the CIM covers a module with
a transmitter. Furthermore, the designer has to identify all attributes of the CIM which influence
the function’s behavior. These attributes impact the generator’s control flow. This control flow is
essential as it ensures diversity and adaptability to the CIM and, thus, to the hardware of the IP.
The generator’s designer provides for each generator’s control node a certain sub-behavior. Each
sub-behavior is defined as a group of actions which is also considered a basic block. Once the
generator is executed, it assembles the sub-behaviors into an overall behavior, the final activity.

Listing 7.4: The transformation rule inside the SPI generator frontend that generates the
spi_control function.
1 def ActionControl(self):
2 activity = self.addfunction(Name="spi_control", Type="bool")
3 group = activity.createGroup()
4
5 master_group = group.getIfGroup(self.Master)
6 if master_group[0]:
7 transmission_group = master_group[0].getIfGroup(self.Master & self.DynamicFrame)
8 if transmission_group[0]:
9 transmission_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.POLARITY, Value=self.Polarity)

10 ...
11 transmission_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.HOLD_CS, Value=self.HoldCS)
12
13 prescaler_group = master_group[0].getIfGroup(self.Master & self.DynamicPrescaler)
14 if prescaler_group[0]:
15 prescaler_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.PRESCALER, Value=self.Prescaler)
16
17 slave_sel_group = master_group[0].getIfGroup(self.Master & self.DynamicSlaveSel)
18 if slave_sel_group[0]:
19 slave_sel_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.SLAVE_SEL, Value=self.SlaveSel)
20
21 data_width_group = master_group[0].getIfGroup(self.Master & self.DynamicWidth)
22 if data_width_group[0]:
23 data_width_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.WIDTH, Value=self.DataWidth)
24
25 group.addReturn(Name="True")
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Listing 7.4 shows a template that instantiates an activity of the FW PIM. The activity de-
scribes the spi_control function, configuring and initializing a SPI module at run-time according
to the parameters stored in the associated device handler. It includes several action groups for
setting different bit fields. Lines 8-10 of the template generate the code for configuring the trans-
mission settings, line 14 the Prescaler, line 18 the slave-select and line 22 the data-width. However,
each action group is only generated for a specific set of CIM attributes. For example, an SPI CIM
that feeds the generator template may result in the target code of Listing 7.5.

The FW template language provides a conditional generator node defined as getIfGroup

with an argument for a generation condition. When instantiating the activity, the generator
distinguishes between the following three scenarios at these nodes.

• No module supports the generation condition. Consequently, the whole activity group is
not created. For example, the SPI CIM that results in the provided target code contains
no module being a master with run-time configurable slave selection. Accordingly, the
generation condition in line 16 of the template is not fulfilled, and the associated action
group is not created.

• Not every module supports the generation condition, but at least one module does. In this
case, the action group is enclosed with a conditional statement. For example, this applies to
the transmission settings in lines 8-12 of Listing 7.5 since some modules provide no hardware
support to configure the transmission settings dynamically.

• All modules support the generation condition. So, no conditional statement is required. The
associated activity group is added to the group (see data width and Prescaler configuration
in lines 14-15 of Listing 7.5).

Listing 7.5: A potential spi_control function generated for a particular SPI CIM.
1 /**
2 * Control function to configure the SPI module.
3 * @param modIdx defines the selected modules via Enumeration index
4 **/
5 bool spi_control(SPI_Enum modIdx){
6 SPI_Config_t *module; /**< Load device handler.*/
7 module = &SPI_Config[modIdx];
8 if (SPI_Config.Master_Config->TransmissionSettings){
9 SPI_HAL[modIdx].POLARITY_WRITE(SPI_Config.Master->TransmissionSettings->polarity);

10 ...
11 SPI_HAL[modIdx].HOLD_CS_WRITE(SPI_Config.Master->TransmissionSettings->hold_CS);
12 };
13
14 SPI_HAL[modIdx].PRESCALER_WRITE(SPI_Config.Master->Prescaler);
15 SPI_HAL[modIdx].WIDTH_WRITE(SPI_Config.Master->DataWidth);
16 return True;
17 }

The template of spi_control demonstrates that the template language is abstracted from the
target languages. However, the level of abstraction remains very close to the target languages.
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For example, the entities (e.g., variable widths) are described more abstractly, while the behavior
is specified in detail. This facilitates the best possible use of the language while maintaining a
wide range of variants without implementing platform-specific target code directly. This diversity
is already evident in this simple spi_control function. Moreover, the coding effort for the shown
template is comparable with the generated code. With increasing function complexity, the coding
effort for the template may increase. However, the framework keeps the design effort low since it
provides a FW DSL and a simplified interface for design pattern reuse.

7.2 Domain Specific Language and Design Pattern Reuse

The auto-generated API of the FW-PIM is used to specify the transformation rules of the em-
bedded software template. However, mapping between IP CIM and FW PIM solely based on the
API requires a non-negligible amount of effort when implementing the template since each model
feature must be instantiated individually. A benefit of the proposed methodology is reducing the
effort by including an advanced FW DSL and design patterns.

The FW DSL generally performs tasks that go beyond the simple standard API derived from
the metamodel. A DSL function specifies a sequence of API calls to construct more complex
patterns of the underlying metamodel, as shown in 7.1. Furthermore, as described in [85], the FW-
DSL simplifies the construction of the PIM by providing more object-flow-driven programming
constructs. In addition, the DSL combines several aspects of the abstract firmware model in a
single function. In this way, more advanced modeling sequences can be performed in a single call,
e.g., conditional assignments, data transformations, and loop-based initialization.

A firmware design pattern implements a sub-behavior of the driver as a sub-template. Like the
generator frontend, a sub-template provides transformation rules that can be included in different
IP driver templates39 or functions. A design pattern mainly implements recurring tasks, such as
initialization sequences, status monitoring, or IP controls.

Both the DSL and the design patterns reduce template design effort, minimize coding errors,
and increase consistency between IP drivers. Note that a designer can customize the FW DSL by
configuration and keeps the freedom of introducing new design patterns.

7.2.1 Domain Specific Language

Automatically generated APIs, such as those provided in this framework, define standard building
blocks for instantiating and analyzing classes or attributes of a metamodel. An API provides for
each class and property access method. When writing a template solely with API functions,
each object and attribute must be treated individually. The DSL is considered an API extension
that specifies domain-specific building blocks. In [85], an automated approach is provided that
generates an expressive python-based DSL by combining building blocks of the API into domain-
specific routines40.

39A firmware design pattern is only suitable for different IPs if they are subject to the same HW. The best way
to ensure portability is to use a corresponding HW design pattern for the HW generator as a counterpart to the
FW pattern. An example of an HW and FW design pattern is the register interface, which is reused in various IPs.

40The DSL automation approach can be applied to different domains. In addition to the FW generation frame-
work, it has been applied, for example, to the HW modeling framework and the formal verification framework.
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The firmware framework uses the approach of Han et al., which relies on a metamodel that
includes all API functions. An instance of this metamodel employs the metadata of a target
domain, e.g., the FW PIMM. It maps all entries of the metamodel and their API functions. Within
this model, the designer can assemble API functions into more advanced assignment sequences.
These constitute the source of the DSL, which is generated in an automatic process. The example
in Listing 7.6 demonstrates the use and capabilities of different FW DSL routines to construct a
square root function template.

Listing 7.6: A square root function template
1 function = sActivity(Name="square_root", ObjProps(Type="float") // "Babylonian method"
2 function.value = sVariable(ObjProps=ObjProps(Type="float") // "is the radicand."
3 group = function.createGroup()
4 group.y = sVariable(Name="y", ObjProps = function.getOptProps()); // "square root result."
5
6 // value >= 0
7 preCondition = sCondition(Ins = [function.value, 0], Operator = ">=")
8 // y*y == value
9 postCondition = sCondition(Ins = [y * y, function.value], Operator = "==")

10
11 sub_group, post_group = group.addContract(In=preCondition, Out=postCondition)
12 sub_group.addAction(...) // "Approximating the square root through Babylonian method."

Object-oriented languages such as Python allow polymorphism and, accordingly, operator
overloading. Operator overloading reduces coding overhead and moves potentially complex API
routines into an object method that is called using standard operator syntax. lines 2 and 4
demonstrate the use of a DSL function for simplified instantiation of a Variable as an FW PIM
object. The standard way of instantiating the variable is to use the API function createVariable

(generally: create<ClassName>) and then use other API calls to set the variable’s properties. In-
stead of utilizing the API, the DSL overloads the built-in __setattr__ routine to invoke the
createVariable function under the hood and to set all properties. Thus, the designer can in-
stantiate the object by a simple object assignment.

Similarly, the designer defines comments in the template assigned to the target code, as shown
in lines 1,2,4 and 12. However, for commenting, the DSL overloads the “//” operator. In other
words, the __floordiv__ function is overloaded to call the API function setDescriptions(), as
shown in Listing 7.7. Likewise, the multiplication __mul__ or other arithmetic expressions are
overloaded in order to create PIM internal expression nodes. An application is shown in line 9
(see y * y) of the square_root template. The listed example depicts a more object-flow-oriented
programming approach of the DSL.

Listing 7.7: The FW DSL with operator overloading for the variable class.
1 class sVariable:
2 def __floordiv__(self, other):
3 self.setDescriptions(other)
4
5 def __mul__(self, other):
6 self.addOperation(Operator="+", Ins[self, other])
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A more concrete example of a DSL function is given by addContract() in line 11. A contract
describes a run-time check through a pre-condition, post-condition, or both of a sub-routine. The
DSL specifies a contract as an entity of an ActivityGroup manifested by one or two conditions
(see lines 6-9). The pre-condition of the square root is that an argument is a natural number.
As a post-condition, the square of the calculated result must be equal to the argument. This
behavior is achieved by the DSL that invokes a sequence consisting of an if-statement (in FW
PIM: Decision) enclosing the contracted sub-routine, followed by another if-statement. The result
of the discussed template using the C-generator is shown in Listing 7.8.

Listing 7.8: The generated C target code obtained from the square root template in Listing 7.6.
1 /**
2 * Babylon method
3 * @param value is the radicand.
4 * @return square root result.
5 **/
6 float square_root(float value){
7 float y = 0; // square root result.
8 // Contract: Pre-condition
9 if (value >= 0 ){

10 // Approximating the square root through Babylonian method.
11 ...
12 }
13 //Contract: Post-condition
14 if (y * y == value) {
15 return value;
16 }
17 return -1;
18 }

Further on, Han et al. [86] introduce the self-verifying DSL, extending the DSL generation
framework with automated complementary tests. These tests describe various test inputs to
verify the DSL functionalities and thus assure the quality of the DSL, such as the FW DSL.

7.2.2 Design Pattern

Design patterns in the FW modeling framework are well-established generator templates for solv-
ing recurring design problems across different IPs. Like the generator frontend, a design pattern
depicts transformation rules for problem-solving that can be used in a specific context, such as
communication IPs. Accordingly, a design pattern is implemented through API and DSL func-
tions. Compared to a DSL routine, a design pattern can be further populated by a sub-structure
of the IP CIM. Note that all IPs applying the design pattern must share the same sub-structure
in the CIM, as is the case for the FIFO structure (in UART, SPI and I2S) in Figure 7.2.

The FIFO pattern describes alternative generation flows as subject to the CIM configuration,
as discussed in Section 7.1.2. Depending on whether the HW module includes a FIFO logic or
provides a simple register buffer, the generator constructs the correct code for reading. There are
two possible solutions: Either it is resolved as simple register access to read the single data register
RX_DATA or as a loop of accesses to read the whole FIFO. Listing 7.9 shows the generator that
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is able to construct the FIFO design pattern depending on the availability of the FIFO in the HW
module.

There are no limits to the complexity of the design patterns. The only limitation to each design
pattern is that they must construct a valid inherent sub-structure of the PIMM, e.g., a partial
behavior of the driver function. The use of design patterns in various generators is recommended
since design patterns are more robust through continual improvements.

Listing 7.9: The design pattern for reading a FIFO or buffer.
1 def FifoBufferRead(self, Group=None, SetVar=None, ReturnVar=None, Style=None):
2 """
3 :param Group: The current activity group which is extended by the FIFO/buffer.
4 :param SetVar: The variable that stores the read data.
5 :param ReturnVar: Return value in case something went wrong (NonBlocking)
6 """
7 # Buffer space is available?
8 fifo_group = Group.getIfGroup(Name=[self.FifoReceiver, None])
9 if fifo_group[0]:

10 fifo_group[0].addBlocking(Name=BF.RX_EMPTY, Style=Style, Return=ReturnVar)
11 if fifo_group[1]:
12 fifo_group[1].addBlocking(Not=True, Style=Style, Name=BF.DATA_AVAIL, Return=ReturnVar)
13 # Read Data from FIFO
14 Group.addWrite(Name=SetVar, Value=BF.RX_DATA) // "Read data from buffer"
15 # Send notification that data was read.
16 fifo_group = Group.getIfGroup(Name=[self.FifoReceiver, None])
17 if fifo_group[0]:
18 fifo_group[0].addWrite(Name=BF.BYTE_READ, Value=1) // "FIFO: Data is available?"
19 if fifo_group[1]:
20 fifo_group[1].addClear(Name=BF.DATA_AVAIL) // "Buffer: Data is available?"
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Device Generic Generator Backend

The scope of device driver variants that the generator frontend can construct depends on
the number of IP requirement combinations. However, the framework increases flexibility

through the generator backend, providing further customizable cross-IP transformations on the
abstract firmware model. This generator backend phase is IP-independent. It performs endoge-
nous transformations to realize various design decisions, such as software architectures for a given
IP. So the development effort reduces as these transformations are implemented in a one-time
effort and can be reused for all peripheral components. Thus, the generator remains hidden from
the developer of a new IP.

The generator backend performs horizontal transformations that do not affect the essential
characteristics of the assembled abstract firmware model. Consequently, the underlying core
behavior is unchanged. Some of these transformations incorporate additional features into the
abstract design, e.g., safety patterns or debugging nodes. Others are intended to realize various
firmware design and architecture decisions. Note that all these transformations are driven by the
generator-spec metamodel discussed in Section 6.3.

Another task of the backend is the translation of the PIM into the PSM. For this purpose,
the abstract firmware constructs are mapped to the chosen language model, e.g., C, Rust or C++,
which feeds the code generator described in Chapter 4. The framework extends this step with
a subsequent compilation step that builds the binary. For this, the backend feeds the generated
code into a customizable compiler flow, including a range of optimization flags based on GCC.
Due to the transformations on the platform-independent level, the different language generators
and the configurable compiler flow, the backend can create a large number of IP variants that
form the design space.

A designer benefits from model-based development by selecting a target instance from this
design space. In addition, it enables trade-off analysis [166] that assists the designer in filtering
suitable variants of that space. A trade-off analysis in an embedded context is about determin-
ing the impact of different factors on various design objectives (costs) such as performance, code
segment size (.text), data segment size (.data), and fault coverage. Note that no design decision
simultaneously optimizes all objectives. Instead, it deteriorates one cost parameter while improv-
ing another. Conclusively, the trade-off analysis based on the Pareto principle41 provides variants

41The Pareto principle addresses the multi-objective optimization problem and identifies a set of non-dominated
solutions. A solution is considered optimal if no objective can be improved without degrading other objectives
[139].
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that meet the system’s non-functional cost requirements [124, 211].
This chapter details the backend and introduces two examples of trade-off analyses. One deals

with optimizing compiler flags, the other with register interface optimization.

8.1 Design Decisions

Design decisions, such as the Device Driver Architecture and Design, are defined in the generator-
spec introduced in 6.3.2.1. All design decisions are legitimate and can be applied to any existing
or future IP. For example, the designer can define the driver architecture of the IP as either
generic or module-specific. When choosing the generic implementation, the generator creates a
generic function, while a specific implementation is tailored to each module. Moreover, a designer
can define the IP design to realize a driver function following an interrupt-, blocking- or non-
blocking-based design. As approved by Yang et al., each of these settings has its advantages.
Their work in [228] gives empirical evidence for and against polling42- and interrupt-driven I/O
in terms of performance. The paper in [169] provides similar results, pointing out the advantages
and disadvantages of purely synchronous RTOS-based and interrupt-based designs.

Overall, these driver configuration options and the IP configuration lead to an enormous
number of driver variants. Design exploration becomes possible since the backend automatically
executes the architecture and design transformations. This capability is essential since each design
decision is a legitimate choice that significantly impacts performance and memory requirements.

8.1.1 Driver Reusability

A designer’s choice in the generator-spec is whether the driver architecture follows a generic or
specific implementation. A generic driver design considers the properties of all modules of a device
in a single driver. So, it provides a driver reusable for various modules of the IP. In contrast, in
a module-specific design, the generator tailors the driver design to the characteristics of a single
module. Accordingly, each module is specified by a unique set of functions.

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 3 shows a snippet of the spi_receive function dependent on the
generator-spec. The example demonstrates that a generic architecture results in a higher number
of branches and control blocks, which slows down the performance of the design. However, a
module-specific solution omits those control blocks, such as the termination conditions in lines 7-
10. In particular, a generic function may inflate due to hardware-dependent alternative control
flows, as shown in lines 13-17. This increasing complexity is especially prevalent whenever there
are many hardware dissimilarities between the modules.

Furthermore, the bitfield accesses, as well as the function declaration, adapt to the architecture
style. Both are optimized in the module-specific implementation and are more performant using
direct accesses and less de-referencing. For example, a generic variant can only be executed with
a device handler de-referenced in advance (lines 2-4). This handler determines the control flow
of the module through the device driver. A handler may become obsolete in a module-specific
implementation since it does not need to capture the hardware settings to determine the control

42Polling is another wording for blocking. It specifies a synchronous I/O realized by a busy-wait loop that keeps
the CPU busy while waiting for completion.
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Algorithm 3: Pseudocode of a blocking SPI receive function as generic or module-
specific variant.
/* Function declaration */

1 if generator-spec == Generic then
2 SPI_RESULT receive_spi(SPI_Enum modIdx, uint16_t len, uint32_t *rxbuf){
3 SPI_Config_t *spi; /**< Load configuration from the modules config list*/
4 spi = SPI_Config[modIdx];
5 else
6 SPI_RESULT receive_spi_module1(uint16_t len, uint32_t *rxbuf){

/* Leave Condition: Only generated if at least one module meets the condition. */

7 if generator-spec == Generic then
8 if(( spi.Master & !spi.MISO ) | ( spi.Slave & !spi.MOSI )){
9 return NO_HW_SUPPORT;

10 }
11 while(len){

/* FIFO or Buffer available? */

12 if generator-spec == Generic then
13 if (spi.FIFO){
14 while (SPI_HAL[modIdx].RX_EMPTY_READ()){};
15 } else {
16 while (SPI_HAL[modIdx].RX_WORD_READ()){};
17 }
18 else
19 while (SPI_HAL[module1].RX_EMPTY_READ()){};}

/* Read data. */

20 if generator-spec == Generic then
21 uint32_t cache = SPI_HAL[modIdx].DATA_RX_READ();
22 else
23 uint32_t cache = SPI_HAL[module1].DATA_RX_READ();
24 ...
25 }

path.
As noted, the control flow of a generic architecture considers all possible modules of one IP and

therefore differs in complexity. In contrast, the module-specific variant is tailored to the respective
instance. So, depending on the IP CIM, either the generic or module-specific architecture can be
beneficial. Table 8.1 summarizes the data for different device driver architectures, such as generic
device drivers to handle multiple modules in one function or module-specific driver functions. The
average number of instructions for each function of a generic driver is significantly larger than
the number of instructions in the specific driver. There are several reasons: First, the function
includes more conditional branches and control blocks to handle the different modules. Second,
the device handler and hardware registers are accessed generically. So, the choice of architecture
is a trade-off between performance, memory footprint, and program size.

On average, each device driver requires 55% more instructions per function for four randomly
assembled modules when the generic design is chosen over a specific design. Also, this implies
deviations in performance (number of clock cycles). Contrary, the generic design reduces the
.bin size by an average of 11% compared to the specific design. However, with an increasing
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similarity of the modules, fewer control blocks are in the generic design. This results in a minor
performance deviation (-36%) and higher memory footprint reduction (24%) between generic and
specific designs. As highlighted in Table 8.1, a generic solution should be contemplated if the
configurations of the modules within the IP differ only slightly.

Table 8.1: Comparison of different device driver implementations using no compiler optimization.
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UART 8373 (8) 78,9 8781 (28) 26,4 10448 (8) 57,3 12744 (32) 32,3
DMX 7626 (8) 93 8734 (26) 39,0 7080 (8) 62,4 10156 (32) 39,4
I2S 8296 (7) 102,3 7740 (20) 29,2 5924 (5) 45,6 7300 (20) 28,6
SPI 8556 (11) 71,2 8804 (30) 27,9 10936 (9) 51,7 13540 (36) 31,4
PAD 3464 (7) 52,3 3968 (18) 27,7 2268 (3) 42 3108 (12) 28
Timer 13324 (13) 57,1 18836 (52) 40,7 12524 (13) 57,1 18036 (52) 40,8

8.1.2 I/O Driver Design

The type of synchronization for each I/O module can be chosen from a set of alternatives. As
described in Section 6.3.2.1, a distinction is made between blocking, non-blocking and interrupt-
based I/Os. A blocking driver is the easiest to implement, as it requires no additional hardware
and no additional synchronization at the application layer. Instead, a blocking-based driver is
synchronized by a synchronization or polling flag in the driver function.

A non-blocking process, as the name implies, does not block the CPU from executing other
processes. Instead, a non-blocking driver immediately returns from the function if the condition
for continuing the process is not met. The biggest challenge and the most important aspect of a
non-blocking I/O function is the task of maintaining the function status. So the operating system
or application layer can thus continue executing the process from the previously stored state. This
design requires no additional hardware but further attributes in the device handler to store the
state.

When the system includes a programmable interrupt controller HW, an interrupt-based device
driver can be implemented. In addition, the IP must supply interrupt wires that the interrupt
controller gathers. An interrupt signal from an I/O IP is set when the IP hardware triggers
a specific event, e.g., a task is completed, or an error occurs. The I/O module reports the
interrupt through this signal, which causes the processor to stop the current process and to
execute the exception handler. The exception handler determines the cause of the asynchronous
or synchronous exception and invokes the associated interrupt service routine (ISR). The ISR
processes the operation for the module that triggered the interrupt. After returning from the
routine, the CPU restores the system’s state before being interrupted.

The main benefit of the interrupt-based design is that the CPU can work continuously on a
task without permanently checking the I/O devices. The IPs themselves can interrupt the CPU
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when necessary, which might prove to be more efficient. When using such a design, it is important
to keep two aspects in mind. First, an ISR should be short and compact since an interrupt service
routine prevents other lower-level interrupts from occurring. Second, an interrupt-based design
adds additional complexity to hardware and software, e.g., event handling, context switches or
interrupt nesting. This additional complexity defines the interrupt latency, the delay between
triggering the interrupt and executing the first instruction of the ISR. The framework offers
various settings for configuring the complexity and latency of the interrupt-driven design. In the
following subsections, common choices are presented, e.g., vectorized or non-vectorized.

Table 8.2: Evaluation of coding effort for different driver designs. (blocking, non-blocking and
interrupt

Peripheral Generated device driver (SLOC) Template (SLOC)interrupt non-blocking blocking

UART 232 236 226 302
DMX 192 196 187 377
I2S 312 321 303 489
SPI 360 364 348 471
PAD 430 430 422 440

A comparison between the three supported variants by source lines of code (SLOCs) is provided
in Table 8.2. A blocking driver generally requires fewer resources but can become inefficient
for poor throughput. An interrupt-based routine is usually faster but can become complex as
the number of IPs working together increases. Ultimately, the design decision must be made
considering all application requirements (e.g., time constraints and functional safety requirements).
However, in many applications, a blocking driver is sufficient.

8.1.2.1 Synchronous Driver

The generation of the different driver designs is done by endogenous transformations. The main
idea is to identify the parts that differ between the designs and offer alternative transformations
based on the design decision. These parts are defined in the abstract model by artifacts resolved
differently in the generator backend.

The pseudocode in Algorithm 4 points out these parts and shows the resulting code generated
depending on the generator-spec. The behavior of the receive_uart function between the non-
blocking and blocking variants is quite similar. However, depending on the design choice, the two
differ in a single control node labeled to be resolved. As shown in line 11, the blocking variant
resolves this node as a waiting queue used to synchronize the driver. A while loop stops the process
until the exception conditions (e.g., TX_FULL) are met. In contrast, the non-blocking variant
resolves the node into a simple conditional statement, as shown in lines 13-15. The function is
aborted, and the intermediate result is returned unless the operable condition is met. Therefore,
the higher software layers must proactively call the function again later to complete the process.
This behavior differs from asynchronous design, which uses an interrupt to invoke a function if
the device fully satisfies the operating condition.
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Algorithm 4: Pseudocode of the generated receive function for different driver architec-
tures in a module-specific implementation.

Input: Type = Device driver architecture [blocking, nonblocking, interrupt]
1 receive_uart_<Type>(
2 if not Type==interrupt then
3 uint8_t* data, uint16_t len // Function arguments for non-interrupt

4 )
/* Arguments can not be passed within interrupt service routine. */

5 if Type==interrupt then
6 interrupt_pre_function(); // Interrupt controller dependent actions

7 uint8t data = rx_data_uart;
8 uint16t len = FIFO_SIZE_UART;

/* Core behavior of receive function */

9 while (length > 0){
10 if Type==blocking then
11 while(bitfield_get(RX_EMPTY_UART)); // Busy-loop

12 else if Type==nonblocking then
13 if(bitfield_get(RX_EMPTY_UART)){ // Process is queued

14 return len;
15 }
16 *data = bitfield_get(RX_DATA_UART);
17 bitfield_set(BYTE_READ_UART);
18 *data++;
19 len=len-1;
20 }

/* Return from function */

21 if Type == interrupt then
22 interrupt_post_function(); // Interruptcontroller dependent actions

23 return;
24 else
25 return len;

8.1.2.2 Asynchronous Driver - Interrupt Service Routine

According to the RISC-V Privileged Architecture Specification [16], the term exception refers to
an unusual condition that occurs synchronously at run-time with executing an instruction in the
RISC-V CPU core. An exception that occurs asynchronously to regular program execution and
disrupts the control flow is called an interrupt. In other words, an interrupt is an event caused
by a component other than the CPU. Note that the term exception is used for asynchronous and
synchronous events in the following.

The software consists of two parts in order to handle exceptions. First, an exception handler,
also called a trap handler, determines how the program behaves in case of an exception. Second,
an ISR serves the interrupt. There are different modes for handling interrupts and exceptions.
Through the MDA approach and configurable CIMMs, different variants of the exception unit
and a fitting interrupt controller can be defined and generated. Depending on the configuration,
this may also affect the I/O driver functions. The general exception handling flow according to
the RISC-V specifications is outlined before describing these two key hardware components and
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enumerating their configurable modes. Figure 8.1 shows the different phases processed from an
exception’s occurrence until completion.

Exception  
Entry

Exception  
Address Fetch

Save Context ISR Load Context

Indicate  
Completion

Exception 
Return

Return to main programException occurs

1

4

2

3 5

6

7
Pending Exception

Figure 8.1: The phases of exception handling according to the RISC-V standard.

1. The processor receives a request to handle an exception. The request is prioritized depending
on the appearance of other exceptions with higher priority and the CPU status.

2. Once the request is accepted, the processor disables the interrupts and invokes the trap
handler, which handles the requested exception.

3. Upon entering the handler, the processor must save its state by context switching. The state
information to be stored includes all relevant resources used by the interrupted program that
the exception handling routine may also use.

4. The processor services the exception by executing the interrupt service routine assigned to
the exception.

5. Once completed, the processor returns to the regular program running when the exception
occurred. Thus, the program’s context is restored.

6. A mret instruction43 is executed after handling the exception to indicate the completion.
This instruction notifies the processor to re-enable the interrupts to receive new requests
from the interrupt controller.

7. Before returning, the processor checks whether exceptions are pending. If this is the case,
the exceptions are chained, and the pending exception is serviced. Otherwise, the processor
continues with the regular program.

These phases may vary depending on the configuration of the interrupt controller and the
exception unit. The most significant types of exception handling are discussed in the following.
However, first, the interrupt controller and the exception unit are introduced.

Exception unit and interrupt controller The hardware components required for exception
handling in a RISC-V SoC are the Exception Unit (EU) and the Programmable Interrupt Con-
troller (PIC). The EU is the central control unit for handling exceptions and is implemented inside

43The RISC-V specification defines specific instructions for returning from a trap handler. Each privilege level
has its own trap handler return instruction: MRET (machine mode), SRET (supervisor mode), and URET (user
mode). The framework’s generated SoCs only require the machine mode trap handler return (mret).
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the instruction fetch stage of the processor’s pipeline. This position allows the EU to set the pro-
gram counter to the address of the prioritized exception handler. Besides, it can stall or flush
the CPU pipeline and directly modify specific CSRs related to exception handling (e.g., mstatus,
mtvec, mepc). For this reason, the EU is configured and maintained in the CIM of the RISC-V
core.

The second component, the PIC, is implemented outside the CPU core and is responsible for
handling external interrupt events. The unit collects and manages all available interrupt sources
from different peripherals of the SoC. Its main task is to process all those and forward the relevant
interrupt request to the CPU. Next, the CPU accepts the interrupt when no other exception with
higher priority is currently running or stacked. Otherwise, the interrupt waits until all stacked
higher priority exceptions are processed.

The PIC created by the framework is specified by a highly configurable PIC-CIMM shown
in Figure 8.2, providing many variations. Like other I/O IPs, its instances (PIC CIMs) also
feed a dedicated HW and a FW generator that constructs both HW and FW, depending on the
specification. The designer can configure the general behavior of the interrupt controller and each
IRQ (interrupt request).

 

InterruptController
Name: string [1]

Configuration
IrqHandling: HandlingType [1] 

NestedInterrupt: bool[1]

IRQ
Name: string [1]

Maskable: bool [1]  

DynamicPriorityType: bool [1]

DynamicSensitivity: bool [1] 

Priority: int [1] 

Preemptible: bool [1] 

Sensitivity: SensitivityType [1]  

 

*

1

<<enum>>
SensitvityType

RaisingEdge: SensitivityType
FallingEdge: SensitivityType
BothEdges: SensitivityType
LowLevel: SensitivityType
HighLevel: SensitivityType

<<enum>>
HandlingType

nonVectorized: HandlingType
VectorizedBus: HandlingType
VectorizedDirect: HandlingType

Figure 8.2: The CIMM of the interrupt controller.

A IRQ is triggered by a signal event that defines edge-based or level-based Sensitivity. Dynam-
icSensitivity can change this sensitivity via a bit field at run-time. Furthermore, each IRQ can be
defined as Maskable and Preemptible. A maskable hardware interrupt can be disabled via CPU
instruction, while a non-maskable interrupt is always enabled and never ignored. Meanwhile, a
preemptible interrupt defines a critical task that another IRQ cannot disrupt. Besides, a Priority
is assigned to each IRQ to determine the order between different IRQs. Also, the priority level is
configurable via a bit field when activating DynamicPriority.

Further, two attributes are included to shape the essential behavior of the PIC independent
of the specific interrupt channels. One feature is the IrqHandling which influences the exception
address fetch stage of the exception handler (see Figure 8.1). Second, the choice of NestedInterrupt
determines whether the interrupt controller can handle the preemption and nesting of interrupts
inside its core. The impact and trade-off of both features on the system are elaborated in the
following paragraphs.
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The PIC includes a register interface, introduced in Section 5, assembled depending on the
PIC configuration. Figure 8.3 shows the generated registers addressed by the firmware to control
the interrupt device.

A P ENMPRIO

R R RW RW

31 01234161819 15

RW

(a) IRQx_CTRL

IRQ_ADDR

RW

31 0AW AW-1

(b) IRQx_ADD

ADDR_OUT

R

31 0AW AW-1

(c) ADDR_OUT

Bitfield Size Type Description

EN 1 RW
IRQ source enable
0 DIS: The IRQ channel X is disabled.
1 EN: The IRQ channel X is enabled.

M 1 RW
Mask interrupt channel
1 MASK: The interrupt channel X is masked.
0: UNMASK: The interrupt channel X is unmasked.

P 1 R
Pending interrupt
0 RESOLVED: The interrupt X is resolved.
1 PENDING: The interrupt X is taken and has not yet been finished

A 1 R
Active interrupt
0 INACTIVE: The interrupt X is not executed.
1 ACTIVE: The ISR of interrupt X is currently executed.

PRIO 3 RW Priority
The priority level of the interrupt X.

IRQ_ADDR AW RW Interrupt jump address
Stores the address of the ISR associated with interrupt X.

ADDR_OUT AW R Interrupt active address
Stores the address of the ISR associated with the active interrupt.

Figure 8.3: Definition of the register layout of the interrupt controller specified within the register
interface model discussed in Section 5.

Vectorized and non-vectorized interrupts The PIC offers three types of interrupt handling,
defined by the PIC CIM. These modes are grouped as non-vectorized or vectorized, while vector-
ized is further classified as vectorized-bus or vectorized-direct. The generated firmware required
to resolve an interrupt for each handling mode is shown in Figure 8.4.
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non-vectorized vectorized-bus vectorized-direct

void __irq__  mei_handler(void){ 
   // Pre-Actions, e.g., enable interrupts 
   if (bitfield_get(IRQ1_ACTIVE){ 
      jumptohandler(&receive_spi); 
   } else if (bifield_get(IRQ2_ACTIVE){ 
      jumptohandler(&watchdog_expired); 
   } ... 
   // Post-Actions, e.g., disable interrupts 
}

void __irq__ receive_spi(void){ 
   // Pre-Actions, e.g., enable interrupts  
   ...
   // Post-Actions, e.g., disable interrupts 
}

void __irq__ mei_handler(void){ 
   // Pre-Actions, e.g., enable interrupts 
   jumptohandler(ADDR_OUT) 
   // Post-Actions, e.g., disable interrupts 
}

void receive_spi(void){ 
 ... 
}

PIC
(CIM)

 
- Interrupt
Handling

 Designer

Figure 8.4: Interrupt handler generation flow.

In the non-vectorized interrupt handling, the PIC jumps to the same destination address (vec-
tor entry) for each interrupt source. The firmware defines the location of the vector entry in the
mtvec CSR44 during the initialization phase of the PIC. In general, this destination address spec-
ifies the location of the interrupt handler that contains the interrupt vector table. The interrupt
handler resolves the active interrupt source by looping through all available interrupt sources of
the table and invokes the corresponding service routine. Compared to a vectorized PIC, a non-
vectorized PIC entirely shifts the task of identifying and invoking the correct interrupt address to
the software domain.

In vectorized-bus mode, the interrupt address is resolved within the PIC, not by firmware. In
this mode, the PIC generator creates for each interrupt source IRQx an additional register called
IRQx_ADDR, which specifies the destination address of the interrupt service routine. Thus,
these registers populated by firmware instructions constitute the interrupt vector table. When
an interrupt occurs, the hardware resolves the interrupt request and writes the associated ISR
address from the vector table to the ADDR_OUT register. Like the non-vectored mode, the CPU
again triggers a jump to the interrupt handler for each interrupt. However, the interrupt handler’s
complexity is reduced since it only needs to retrieve the address from the ADDR_OUT register
to invoke the specific ISR. So, there is no need to loop through all the different interrupt sources
anymore.

The vectorized-direct mode offers the fastest concept as it delegates the whole handling of the
specific interrupt service routine from the firmware to the hardware. The address is resolved within

44The machine trap-vector base-address (mtvec) stores the destination address that overwrites the program
counter in case of an exception.
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the PIC and propagated to the CPU. For this purpose, the ADDR_OUT register is replaced by
a direct connection to the CPU. So, the address of the interrupt service routine is calculated and
propagated directly to the hardware structure that sets the program counter. Accordingly, the
CPU calls the interrupt service routine without an intermediate step using an interrupt handler.

Hardware areaInterrupt latency

Code size Portabilty

non-vectorized

vectorized-bus

vectorized-direct

Figure 8.5: Comparison between different interrupt modes on binary size, hardware area and
interrupt latency.

Figure 8.5 compares the different interrupt modes and points out where they are best deployed.
The efficiency, measured by interrupt latency, refers to the time that elapses from the occurrence
of an external interrupt until interrupt processing begins. Software primarily causes this latency
during interrupt processing, e.g., semaphores, context switches, or the interrupt vector table
processing. A non-vectorized PIC has performance penalties and requires more code size. This
code size45 increase is mainly because expensive bus accesses are required to resolve the interrupt
vector table. However, the hardware footprint of the non-vectorized PIC is significantly smaller
because the vectorized PIC requires additional registers and combinatorics to process the interrupt
vector. A vectorized PIC has decreased portability since additional software wrappers are needed
for specific design choices, e.g., generic driver architecture. For example, different interrupts may
refer to the same generic ISR, as shown in Listings 8.1 and 8.2.

Listing 8.1: Generic driver architecture with
non-vectorized PIC.
/************ Interrupt Handler ************/
void __irq__ mei_handler(void){

if(bitfielde_get(IRQ1_ACTIVE){
receive_uart(UART1);}

else if (bitfielde_get(IRQ2_ACTIVE){
receive_uart(UART2);}

}
/***************** UART ******************/
void receive_uart(UART_Config_t UART_Config);

Listing 8.2: Generic driver architecture with
vectorized PIC
/***************** UART ******************/
void __irq__ receive_uart1_irq_wrapper(void){

receive_uart(UART1);}

void __irq__ receive_uart2_irq_wrapper(void){
receive_uart(UART2);}

/***************** UART ******************/
void receive_uart(UART_Config_t UART_Config);

45A larger code size also causes a higher memory requirement, i.e., it contributes to larger memory size.
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Interrupt nesting A PIC that supports nesting temporarily disrupts a currently running ex-
ception by another one. So, the processor can faster serve higher priority exceptions. When a
nesting interrupt occurs, the processor preempts the higher priority exception before finishing the
current exception. Preemption is only possible if the interrupt is in a non-critical phase. A critical
phase of a running interrupt is, e.g., during the context switches.

In RISC-V, the critical phase of the interrupt is protected by the global interrupt enable bit
mie held in the mstatus CSR. The bit field controls whether an interrupt of a higher priority can
be taken or not. The generated ISR routines set the mie bit after the context save phase to allow
nesting of the ISR main task. Before entering the context load phase, it is cleared again. Special
handling is required for critical ISRs, defined as non-preemptible, as they must be protected
throughout execution regardless of their priority. Therefore, the generated critical ISR keeps the
mie bit cleared for the entire process until the interrupt is returned. All interrupts that appear
meanwhile wait until the interrupt is returned.

The performance of a PIC with nesting is purely application-specific and can be advantageous
or disadvantageous. The main problem that nested interrupts may cause is that the CPU spends
more and more time processing interrupts instead of doing other tasks. However, for many time-
critical systems, nesting is essential to respond quickly to events. Another criterion that should
not be underestimated is the complexity of the hardware. For example, a PIC that supports
nesting requires about 250 more LUTs (3508 LUTs without nesting to 3766 LUTs with nesting)
when defining four interrupt sources (increases with the number of interrupt sources).

8.2 Safety Pattern

Functional safety seeks to mitigate the level of risk in a function or the system. A functionally safe
system identifies potentially hazardous situations and assures correct behavior despite systematic
or randomized errors. As described in AUTOSAR [21], faults can be grouped into execution- and
timing-related faults (e.g., deadlocks, incorrect execution sequence) caused by the processing unit.
This framework introduces safety measures like watchdogs or PFMs (Program Flow Monitors) to
verify the correct logical and temporal execution sequence.

Functional safety is commonly a neglected aspect of firmware generation frameworks. How-
ever, safety measures are best suited for model-driven generation systems as they usually define
recurring structures. One of the reasons is that most safety measures require hardware support
and are not software-only mechanisms, e.g., watchdog, redundancy checks, and assertions. Most
firmware generation frameworks cannot deal with this. However, in the featured holistic HW/FW
generation framework, the firmware generator is aware of all HW details and can thus create such
HW-dependent safety patterns.

In order to include safety measures in the design, the generator backend deploys an endoge-
nous safety transformation (also named safety pattern generator) on the abstract firmware model
[221]. A designer can customize this safety transformation through safety patterns defined in the
generator-spec introduced in Section 6.3. Figure 8.6 shows a snippet of the generator-spec used
to instantiate safety patterns. On generation, the generator backend applies the safety transfor-
mation on the FW PIM as a function of the instantiated safety patterns. The result of this safety
transformation is again an instance of the FW PIMM, but now containing the safety measure.
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Note that this step of embedding safety patterns in the design preserves the previously-assembled
functionality.

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning again that the safety transformation only extends the
abstract firmware model in a device- and compiler-independent way. Accordingly, a safety pattern
is not bound to implementation details and is reusable for different software layers, devices and
compilers.

0..1

Watchdog
Position: WatchdogPosition
Value: int
Mode: WatchdogMode

Monitoring

SafetyPattern

ErrorHandler

InstructionMonitoring
Type: FingerprintType = CRC
Verification: MonitoringVerification
Level: int

ErrorSource
Type: ErrorHandlerType = Hardware

BlockMonitoring
Type: FingerprintType = CRC
OptimizedRange: bool
Verification: MonitoringVerification
Balance: bool
Level: int

SafeWrite
Bitfields: string [*]

BlockMonitoring, InstructionMonitoring

0..1

InitValue
Line: int
Value: int

VerificationValue
Line: int
Value: int [*]

0..1

1

**

*

1

Function
Blocking, NonBlocking, Interrupt, Basic

*

<<enum>> 
WatchdogMode 

 Start: WatchdogMode
 Stop: WatchdogMode
 Reset: WatchdogMode

<<enum>> 
WatchdogPosition 

 Top: WatchdogPosition  
 Bottom: WatchdogPosition
 Loop: WatchdogPostion

<<enum>> 
ErrorHandlerType

 Hardware: ErrorHandlerType
 Application: ErrorHandlerType
 Driver: ErrorHandlerType 

<<enum>> 
MonitoringVerification

 BeforeReturn: MonitoringVerification
 Continuous: MonitoringVerification
 BasePath: MonitoringVerification 

<<enum>> 
MonitoringFingerprint

 CRC: MonitoringFingerprint
 ValueInc: MonitoringFingerprint 

WatchdogCH
...

Figure 8.6: Snippet of the safety relevant classes from the generator-spec metamodel of Figure 6.5.

This section describes the concept of incorporating safety measures into an abstract model
using three abstract safety patterns as examples: Watchdog, PFM, and redundant register check-
ing. All those examples illustrate the framework’s strength, which is its flexibility. Because of
the pattern’s configurability, designs with different safety measures can be generated. This di-
versity enables cost analysis (e.g., diagnostic coverage, hardware area and performance) and the
adaptation of safety measures to the system requirements.

8.2.1 Redundant Register check after modification

A safety pattern protecting registers, suitable for introducing the principle of safety transforma-
tions, describes the redundant register check (in generator-spec: SafeWrite). This measure aims
to control a write transfer to a register with subsequent read access and evaluation of the data.
A potential error on the bus and the affected flip-flop inclusive access logic can be detected.

To deploy the safety measure, the designer specifies the list of Bitfields in the SafeWrite pattern
that should be protected. During generation, the safety transformation is executed to apply the
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redundant register check to the design. In the first step, the transformation traverses the entire
behavior, all action nodes of the function, to find the particular write event to the bit field.

If such an event appears, it is replaced by a combination of action nodes, as shown in Listing 8.3.
The safety pattern generator implements this safety measure only under the following conditions:
The bit field must also be readable by software as well as the read access may not trigger a side
effect.

Listing 8.3: Cross check of register write accesses.
uint8_t value_parity = 3;

setBitfield(PARITY_BF, value_parity);
uint8_t safe_write = getBitfield(PARITY_BF, value_parity);

if (safe_write != value_parity){
error_handler(parity_check_error);

}

Following the idea and implementation of the redundant register check, other safety mech-
anisms can be added to the framework. A designer can implement various safety mechanisms
through special safety pattern generators. A safety pattern generator wraps safety mechanisms
around artifacts of the model. Such a generator approach is made in two steps: First, a de-
tector identifies artifacts enveloped by safety measures, e.g., the protected register. Second, a
safety transformation extends the abstract model with safety-relevant aspects, e.g., the write ac-
cess is extended by a redundant check. In the following, this method is applied to further safety
mechanisms.

8.2.2 Watchdog

The watchdog timer is a crucial component in safety-critical systems to protect the time-related
program flow [22, 143]. A watchdog monitors the chronological behavior of the system and thus
increases the system’s resilience. The watchdog measure in software aims to prevent the watchdog
timer from elapsing by resetting it at certain event-based checkpoints. A checkpoint may not be
reached in a corrupted system (e.g., deadlock, blocking of executions), so the watchdog timer
expires, triggering a reset or recovery mechanism.

A configurable Watchdog safety pattern is provided in the generator-spec. The system must
contain a general-purpose timer46 and an interrupt controller for implementing the watchdog.
Both components can be customized and generated by the MDA framework. The WatchdogCH
defines the channel of the general-purpose timer referenced by the watchdog that triggers an
interrupt when it expires. The software controls the watchdog and resets its counting value at
certain events. The system must ensure that the watchdog does not expire at any time.

A designer needs to define a timing sequence that maps all events that trigger a watchdog
timer action. The generator-spec defines the time sequence as a list of functions, including a
watchdog Watchdog event. Each watchdog event references a specific behavior triggered on the

46The RISC-V internal timer and instruction counter can also be used for the watchdog implementation instead
of the general-purpose timer.
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chosen watchdog channel. The configurable attributes of the watchdog are Mode, Position and
Value.

The Mode specifies the type of action that controls the watchdog incorporated into the func-
tion. The list of modes to be selected includes: Start, which enables the watchdog and starts its
execution; Reset feeds the watchdog with a new Value; Stop disables the watchdog. Furthermore,
the designer can define the Position of the watchdog action in the function. The watchdog can
be handled at function Entry or function Return. Additionally, the watchdog can be configured
as Wait to be handled within the labeled control node. As shown in Section 8.1.2.1, this may
result in the watchdog action being included in the busy-wait loop (blocking architecture) or be-
fore returning (non-blocking architecture). This setting makes the watchdog independent of the
hardware performance, e.g., the baud rate of a communication device.

Watchdog  
Timer

CH0

CH1

UART

T_Sensor

+ Blocking: receive

P_Sensor

+ Interrupt: receive

SPI

LED_Display

+ NonBlocking: transmit

GMR_Sensor

+ Interrupt: receive

GPIO

Button

+ Interrupt: receive
<reset> 

limit_time

<reset> 
limit_time

<start> 
t1

<reset> 
t2

<stop>

Figure 8.7: Configuration of watchdog patterns in a generator-spec instance.

Figure 8.7 illustrates an example with two watchdog timer channels (CH0 and CH1) while
Listing 8.4 shows the generated code. With both channels, two separate time sequences can be
defined for watchdog patterns. The first watchdog pattern referencing channel CH0 monitors
whether data is received periodically via the UART interface from the pressure sensor (P_Sensor
and temperature sensor T_Sensor. The UART’s receive function resets the watchdog when data
is successfully received and prevents the timer from elapsing under regular operation. In the
example, the activation and termination of the watchdog are left to the application layer.

The CH1, meanwhile, is referenced by the watchdog pattern added to the GPIO and SPI
functions. A button event triggers the initialization (V alue = t1) and the watchdog’s activation.
Within period t1, the system must receive data from the GMR_sensor to reset the watchdog
(value = t2). Subsequently, the data must be transmitted to the LED display within t2. Using
the approach, the designer can specify any timing sequence by linking the functions of the firmware
model and the timer channel.

Listing 8.4: The generated code from the watchdog configuration of Figure 8.7.
// UART.c
void receive_uart_P_Sensor_interrupt(){

watchdog_reset(CH0); // Reset Watchdog
...

}
void receive_uart_T_Sensor_blocking(uint16_t* data){

watchdog_reset(CH0); // Reset Watchdog
...

}
// PAD.c
void receive_GPIO_Button_interrupt(){
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watchdog_start(CH1, 20000); // Start Watchdog
...

}
// SPI.c
void receive_spi_GMR_Sensor_interrupt(){

watchdog_reset(CH1, 20000); // Start Watchdog
...

}
void transmit_spi_LED_Display_nonblocking(uint16_t* data){

watchdog_stop(CH1); // Stop Watchdog
...

}

8.2.3 Signature-based Program Flow Monitor

Execution-related errors such as control flow errors (CFE) are anomalies in the control flow,
such as incorrect execution orders, skipped or suppressed instructions, or additional instructions.
Figure 8.8a shows a control flow graph (CFG) with nodes vn and edges en and three potential
types of CFEs. Signature-based program flow monitors (PFMs) are common safety measures to
alleviate such CFEs, as described in [13, 54].

A signature monitoring technique embeds signatures into the program during code generation
or compile-time and verifies them during run-time. So, a PFM safety pattern extends the nodes of
the control flow graph with two routines named “Signature Update” and “Signature Verification”,
as shown in Figure 8.8b. As the name implies, the “Signature Update” sr+1 = U(sr, u(vn))

calculates the next run-time signature sr+1 based on the preceding run-time signature sr and a
basic-block specific signature constant u(vn) assigned to the node vn. The update routine specifies
a signature function47 such as CRC or MISRA. The “signature verification” V (s, prior(vn)) verifies
the correctness of the run-time signature. In this step, the run-time signature is compared with
all compile-time pre-determined signatures of all potentially preceding nodes prior(vn). If no
pre-determined signature matches the run-time signature, the PFM pattern reports a CFE.

In general, a PFM monitors control transitions among the execution path to assure the correct-
ness of the logical program flow and, thus, system resilience. However, PFMs can occur in various
forms grouped into three granularity levels. The levels are defined by [13, 14] as inter-procedural
PFM, intra-procedural PFM and instruction-stream PFM.

At the highest level of granularity is the inter-procedural PFM. That verifies the correctness
of the calling relationships (represented as call graph) among functions. Such a measure aims
to ensure that procedures are called and returned correctly according to the call graph. In this
way, invalid function calls and returns can be detected. In order to build a call graph, detailed
knowledge of the entire application behavior is required. This is beyond the scope of a framework
that focuses on generating embedded software below the application layer.

The intra-procedural PFM, also called inter-block PFM, is a more fine-grained scheme that
verifies the correct execution of basic building blocks48 inside a function [227]. This measure is

47Werner et al. analyzed in [220] the functional requirements of signature functions and performed an evaluation
on different signature functions for instruction-stream PFMs.

48A basic block describes a part of consecutive instructions with a single entry point as well as a single exit point
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(a) Control flow graph with potential CFEs.
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if V(s, s(prior(vn)) != 0: error 
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(b) Extension of a node by a PFM pattern.

Figure 8.8: Program Flow Monitoring concept in a control flow graph.

a logical succession of the inter-procedural PFM, which examines the validity of execution using
the function’s CFG. It monitors the correct flow between building blocks by assigning signatures
to each building block. This measure does not detect CFEs at all instruction levels, e.g., illegal
jumps within the basic building block.

The instruction-stream PFM or intra-block PFM [174, 184] can deal with such errors and
ensure the executed instructions’ integrity. A building block contains an arbitrary number of
sequential instructions. The instruction-stream PFM monitors that all instructions of the building
block are properly sequenced at run-time. This granularity level requires that each instruction
is assigned a signature. Compared to the two previous PFMs, the software does not trigger the
“Signature Update” routine. Instead, the signature of each executed instruction is calculated in a
dedicated module of the processor, as proposed in [220]. Finally, the calculated signatures can be
verified, e.g., at the end of each basic block or function block.

There are several factors to consider when selecting the proper monitoring approach. In
general, a pure software PFM such as [146] does not require additional hardware but causes a
significant overhead in execution time to update the signature. Conversely, a hardware-assisted
scheme such as the instruction-stream PFM requires special post-processing of the compiled binary
[219, 220]. Furthermore, when choosing a PFM, it is important to note which error is a threat
and needs to be handled.

8.2.3.1 Model Extensions

Figure 8.6 distinguishes between two PFM (Monitoring) concepts in the generator-spec that can
be generated. The designer can apply either an intra-procedural PFM (BlockMonitoring) or a
hardware-assisted instruction-stream PFM (InstructionMonitoring) to a function. In addition,
depending on the safety requirements, the designer can further tailor the monitoring pattern, e.g.,
the monitoring depth or the hash function. These configuration options are discussed in the next
sub-sections.

and only one execution path. All instructions within a basic block are always executed sequentially from start to
finish, without branches or jumps.
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In general, each function of the abstract firmware model is considered as CFG. To recap: In
the FW PIMM of Figure 6.3, a function specifies an activity group as a control block, also named
a basic block, which contains a list of actions. An action node can be a control node, which
inherits another control block. Signature-based flow monitoring pattern generation is carried out
in two phases. In the first phase, the pre-processing phase, the abstract function of the FW PIM
is extended by a special flow monitoring artifact named FlowMonitoring node. The FW PIMM
specifies a generic FlowMonitoring action node that can be inserted into any position within the
activity. The node is treated as any other action node. It describes one of the following three
manifestations:

• Signature Initialization: The initialization node pre-initializes the run-time signature with
a specific signature constant. Upon this point, the signature can be updated along the
execution path of the function. The initialization node is inserted at the beginning of the
first basic block of the monitored activity.

• Signature Update: The update node calculates the next run-time signature based on the
current run-time signature and a unique block signature constant.

• Signature Verification: The run-time signature is compared with the expected compile-time
signature list.

The pattern generator inserts these action nodes into the control graph, ensuring coverage of
all possible paths through the function. It considers each control block as a separate execution
unit and places “Signature Updates” in each according to a defined set of rules.

In the second phase, the post-processing phase, the PFM generator determines all paths of
the modified function’s control flow graph that can be traversed from an initialization node to a
verification node. In this way, a set of paths is obtained, with each path containing a different
sequence of traversed update nodes. Together with the initialization node, the signature for each
path can thus be calculated. Finally, the pre-computed signatures are appended as the compile-
time signature list to the verification node.

8.2.3.2 Hardware Requirements

The PFM relies on a signature function such as the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to calculate
the run-time signature. In general, software computation of signature functions is feasible but
involves significant performance costs. Therefore, a hardware PFM module shown in Figure 8.9 is
added to the system, permanently active to compute the signatures. This HW unit is required to
realize the PFM software pattern. The PFM is specified within the CPU generation framework
and can be configured similarly to other IP components, e.g., by type of signature function.

The PFM module resides within the RISC-V core as the RISC-V pipeline controls it. The
PFM module is accessed via the CPU’s CSR interface. In particular, the instruction-stream PFM
needs the pipeline status and the executing instruction as inputs to calculate the signature and
to ensure the instruction stream’s integrity. So, the PFM has to be connected to the execution
stage of the processor’s pipeline. In addition, the PFM registers, such as the real-time signature
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register, are placed within the fast RISC-V CSR interface49. This location allows access to the
registers by privileged atomic instructions and avoids slower multi-cycle bus accesses.

The intra-procedural PFM is integrated into the write paths of the following two CSRs, as
shown in the architecture of Figure 8.9. First, the register CSR_STATE stores the run-time
signature. This register is updated with the value of csr_state_in when initializing the signature
via software command. Second, the virtual register CSR_HASH is used to compute the signa-
ture_nxt. While in intra-procedural PFM, the signature update event is triggered when writing
to the CSR_HASH register via a software command. In the PFM instruction stream, this is
triggered by an HW event. This event occurs for each instruction accepted and processed by the
core. Both events cause the signature function to calculate the next CSR_STATE based on the
csr_hash_in and the current value stored in CSR_STATE .

While checkpoints are calculated selectively in the intra-procedural PFM, they are calculated
permanently in instruction-stream PFM. Accordingly, the PFM instruction stream architecture
performs more hash calculations and therefore requires more power but can also handle more
error cases. Moreover, the permanent calculation is faster since it is executed simultaneously with
the processor’s execution stage. However, the instruction-stream PFM needs more logic due to
additional control signals.

signature function

MUX

32-bit  
CSR_STATE

signature_nxt

signaturedata_in

data_out

data_in

EN
csr_state_en

csr_hash_en

csr_state_in

CSR logic

csr_hash_in

Figure 8.9: The PFM hardware module included in the RISC-V core.

8.2.3.3 Intra-procedural PFM

The safety transformation of an intra-procedural PFM pattern follows transformation rules that
automatically extend the functional model with flow monitoring actions. The implementation
details of this PFM are determined by the designer’s configuration of the BlockMonitoring pattern
in the generator-spec. With the MDA approach, a wide variety of intra-procedural PFMs can thus
be generated. The intra-procedural PFM features the following options:

• Type: The Type defines the applied signature function.

49The custom CSRs for the PFM are specified in the user section of the CSR address range.
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• OptimizedRange: The RISC-V CSR specification supports r-type (register operand) and
i-type (immediate operand) instructions, as shown in Listing 8.5. An i-type write instruction
(CSRRWI) uses a zero-extend unsigned 5-bit immediate. In contrast, the r-type write
instruction (CSRRW) first loads the value to be written from the internal register, which
requires additional instructions to be set. The designer can choose between both options,
which affect the signature size used at each signature update node. Larger signature values
are less efficient but provide higher coverage due to the larger bit-wise distance between
values, reducing the likelihood of false negatives.

Listing 8.5: The generator applies the register or the immediate operand depending on the
PFM configuration.

// Swap value in the CSR Register (csr) and the internal register (src_r)
#define CSRRW(csr, src_r) __asm__ __volatile__("csrw %0, %1" :: "i" (csr), "r" (src_r));
// Write constant value (val) into CSR Register (csr)
#define CSRWI(csr, val) __asm__ __volatile__("csrwi %0, %1" :: "i" (csr), "i" (val));

• Level: Each function specifies a hierarchically nested control block. The Level specifies the
depth of the nesting level that the PFM should protect. Adjusting the level can reduce the
number of paths through all flow monitoring nodes. The signature path sp is defined as:

Definition 8.8. sp = {{v0, ..., vn}, {v0, ..., vn}, ...} where {v0, ...vn} is a sequence of flow
monitoring nodes starting at the initialization node v0 and ending at the final node vn.

For example, Figure 8.10a shows a CFG with three nesting levels. Note that each control
node introduces a further nesting level. Only the base path is monitored if the designer sets
the level to 1; level 2 also includes the first nesting hierarchy. The whole list of paths for
each level spli of the example is:

Level1 : spl1 = {{v0, v1, v6, v7}};
Level2 : spl2 = {{v0, v1, v2, v6, v7}, {v0, v1, v5, v6, v7}};
Level3 : spl3 = {{v0, v1, v2, v3, v6, v7}, {v0, v1, v2, v4, v6, v7}, {v0, v1, v5, v6, v7}};

As the level increases, the number of valid paths through the CFG grows. This increases the
granularity of the monitoring and, thus, the diagnostic coverage. In return, the time spent
by the CPU in the verification node to compare the run-time signature with each path’s
signature increases.

• Balanced: The Balanced setting aligns the signatures of different execution paths, improv-
ing the PFM pattern’s performance. The objective of the approach is to match signatures
to produce the same signature regardless of the execution path. Thus, only a single compile-
time signature must be checked in the signature verification node.

As discussed in the preceding bullet, the CFG in Figure 8.10a yields three execution paths
spl3, i.e., three valid signatures. Balancing the “signature updates” reduces the number of
valid signatures to a single one without changing the execution paths, as shown in the CFG
of Figure 8.10b. While the balancing approach improves verification effort, it also reduces
diagnostic coverage since illegal jumps to parallel control blocks may not be detected.
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• Verification: The PFM pattern supports three Verification options that affect the position
of the verification nodes and thus the fault-tolerance latency (FTL50).

– BeforeReturn: The generator builds a design, as shown in Figure 8.10a, which verifies
the signature at a single point when leaving the function. This setting has a high FTL
for complex functions.

– Continuous: The signature is verified along the execution path after each signature
update, as shown in the CFG of Figure 8.10c. Continuous verification minimizes the
FTL.

– BasePath: The BasePath is a trade-off between the previous two approaches. The
verification nodes are distributed along the function’s base path after each control
node of its root group.
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Figure 8.10: Different flow monitoring concepts are generated from the safety pattern configuration.

Figure 8.11 shows the transformation steps for generating the intra-procedural PFM according
to the designer’s design choices. The transformation steps are explained in the following, taking
the generated sample code of Listing 8.6 as a reference.

First, the generator must instantiate a random number generator (RNG) which populates the
monitoring nodes. In particular, the “signature initialization” in line 3 and “signature update” in
line 8, 12 and 15 utilize the RNG to write random constants to the registers. The RNG supplies
integers according to the chosen maximum allowed integer size given by the ReducedRange setting.

50Fault Tolerance Latency (FTL) is defined as the total time taken from the occurrence of a fault to system’s
recovery. The FTL, according to [112], includes different fault-handling stages as error detection, fault location,
system reconfiguration.
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Figure 8.11: Transformation steps to integrate a configurable intra-procedural PFM.

The reduced range limits the random integer to 5 bits, while the long range allows all 32-bit
integers.

The subsequent steps are performed in the first traversal phase, where the pure CFG is analyzed
without monitoring nodes. In this phase, the generator adds monitoring nodes to the abstract
model. The signature is initialized (CSR_STATE_WRITE) at the beginning of the function, while
signature updates (CSR_HASH_WRITE) are included along the control path. The “signature update”
is generally included in each control block before branching to a new control block, considering
the configured level. The “signature verification” is optionally inserted at the end of each control
block as defined by the Verification setting.

The signatures are balanced in an optional step that analyzes the CFG, including the moni-
toring nodes. The balancing step modifies the CFG to ensure that each execution path hits the
same signature update nodes. This may imply that the signature constant for specific nodes needs
to be adjusted or that additional “signature update” nodes must be included. In addition, minor
changes to the graph may be required to satisfy the balancing requirement, e.g., a standalone
if-statement must be extended by an else statement:

// Before balancing: Standalone If-Statement
if (condition){

...
CSR_HASH_WRITE(325755)

}
...

// After balancing: Update in Else-Statement
if (condition){

...
CSR_HASH_WRITE(325755)

} else {
CSR_HASH_WRITE(325755)

}
...

The modified model is analyzed in the last step, and the compile-time signature list of all paths
is calculated. This calculation is done in a second traversal step that iterates over the graph of
the modified function to determine all signature paths sp between a signature initialization node
and a signature verification node.

Together with the signature function, the compile-time signature list can be calculated51 and
included in the signature verification node, as shown in lines 17-26. This verification node processes
the compile-time signatures and calls the error handler in case of a mismatch.

51Note that the signature function used by the generator to determine the compile-time signatures must follow
the same concept as the one used in the hardware.
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Listing 8.6: Target code with a block-PFM pattern generated by the safety transformation template.
1 void receive_uart(uint16_t len, uint16_t *data){
2 uint32_t _signature;
3 CSR_STATE_WRITE(2473823); //Signature is initialized with random value.
4 /* Behaviour of the function on the first control block level. */
5 CSR_HASH_WRITE(3463452); // Signature update before branch.
6 if (Condition){
7 /* Behaviour of the function on the sub-control block (if). */
8 CSR_HASH_WRITE(123482); // Signature update in if-branch.
9 }

10 else{
11 /* Behaviour of the function on the sub-control block (else). */
12 CSR_HASH_WRITE(456323); // Signature update in else-branch.
13 }
14 /* Behaviour of the function on the first control block level. */
15 CSR_HASH_WRITE(325755);
16
17 /* Verification of the correct control paths.
18 1. Path: 2473823->3463452->123482->325755 = 1910696930
19 2. Path: 2473823->3463452->456323->325755 = 3535675038 */
20 CSR_STATE_READ(_signature);
21 static const uint32_t _valid_signatures[] = {1910696930, 3535675038}; // Calculated paths
22 static const uint8_t _valid_signatures_len = 2;
23 bool _valid = verify_signature(_signature, _valid_signatures_len, _valid_signatures);
24 if (False == _valid){
25 /* Error Handler */
26 }
27 }

A special handling in the transformation steps is required for non-deterministic loops in the
CFG, as shown in Listing 8.7. The control block within the non-deterministic loop is considered a
standalone CFG that is transformed independently of the previous and subsequent program flow.
To this end, the same transformation steps are applied again to the loop only. Furthermore, the
run-time signature is buffered when the CPU executes the loop.

Listing 8.7: Transformation of a non-deterministic loop for an intra-procedural PFM.
CSR_STATE_READ(_signature); // Store signature
while (condition){

... // PFM pattern applied on the CFG of the non-deterministic loop.
}
CSR_WRITE_Write(_signature); // Load signature

8.2.3.4 Instruction-stream PFM

Instruction-stream PFM differs from intra-procedural PFM because it is a hardware-assisted
methodology. The “signature update” routine is not triggered by a software event (writing to
CSR_HASH_WRITE) but runs concurrently with the program execution. Instead of a random
constant value, the HW PFM module uses the instruction encoding of each executed instruction
from the CPU pipeline to calculate the next signature. However, the initialization of the signatures
and the verification remains further under the control of the software.
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8.2.3 Signature-based Program Flow Monitor

Indeed, the compile-time signatures of each execution path can no longer be derived from
the abstract firmware model. The execution paths and, thus, the compile-time signatures are
obtained from the disassembly file of the compiled target code. Therefore additional steps in the
PFM pattern generator are required.
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Figure 8.12: Transformation steps to integrate a configurable instruction-stream PFM.

The transformation flow of the instruction-stream PFM is shown in Figure 8.12. Note that
the transformation steps specified in the flow are performed in two iterations. In general, each
run is similar to the intra-procedural transformation, except that no signature update nodes are
inserted into the model, and thus the balancing step is skipped. Also, the state of the signature
is buffered for any non-deterministic event in the control flow graph.

In the first iteration, the steps are performed according to the chosen configuration follow-
ing the previous flow of the intra-procedural PFM. When calculating the number of paths from
initialization to verification node, the generator considers the abstract model, as shown in Fig-
ure 8.13a. The number of paths indicates the number of compile-time signatures to be checked at
the verification node. Those compile-time signatures are initially not subject to any calculation
and are populated as dummy values.

The target code has to be generated and compiled with predefined compiler settings to derive
the correct verification values. The control paths with all included instructions are reconstructed
from the disassembly file.

The extraction is done by a parser that determines the control flows based on the instruction
encoding, as described in [14, 204, 212]. The parser extracts all paths starting with the “CSR_-
STATE_WRITE(...)” instruction that initializes the PFM and ends with the verification node:
“CSR_STATE_READ(...)”. The enclosed instructions are dropped if the state is buffered due to
a non-deterministic event. In this way, all possible sequences of instructions from initialization to
verification are obtained, as shown in Figure 8.13b.

From these sequences, the compile-time signatures can be calculated. Each signature is cal-
culated based on its initialization value and the encoding of all instructions in the sequence using
the signature function of the PFM module. The calculated signatures and the initialization values
are stored in a temporal file.

In the second iteration of the safety transformation, the initialization and verification nodes
are filled with the values stored in the temporal file and not with random values. Thus, the same
transformations are executed in both iterations resulting in the same target code but different
compile-time signatures. As a final step, the instruction sequences and the correctness of the
previously determined paths must be verified after another generation and compilation step. If
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Figure 8.13: Compilation flow of the instruction-PFM pattern.

the paths differ from the determined ones of the first iteration, the generation has failed, and the
designer will be notified.

A crucial factor is that the firmware model and the compiler configuration are identical for
both iterations. In addition, the CFG of the abstract function and the assembler must match to
ensure that the correct number of valid paths can be determined. Otherwise, an error occurs, e.g.,
due to aggressive compiler optimization.

8.2.4 Error Handler

Each generated safety pattern refers to an error-handling routine invoked upon an error occur-
rence. The generator-spec defines the ErrorHandler as a group of different ErrorSources. An
ErrorSource specifies the appropriate course of action upon an error detected by the safety pat-
tern, as demonstrated in line 25 in Listing 8.6. In this context, multiple safety patterns can thus
refer to one error source, accordingly one error response.

Listing 8.8: An enumeration of all error sources associated with the system’s safety patterns.
typedef enum error_source_t{

ERROR_HANDLER_NONE,
ERROR_HANDLER_SPI_rx,
ERROR_HANDLER_UART_rx,
ERROR_HANDLER_I2S_tx,
ERROR_HANDLER_I2C_tx,

}error_source_t;

The generation of the error handler is defined in a separate transformation template. This
generator constructs an enumeration in Listing 8.8 containing all possible error sources. In addi-
tion, the generator builds skeletons that manage those error sources, leaving it up to the designer
to implement the best method to deal with the error manually. The following ErrorHandlerTypes
define the implementation detail of the error handler:
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• Hardware: The hardware layer handles the error and triggers a system reset in case of an
error source. This reset can be caused by an illegal instruction or an architecture-specific
reset such as the “EBREAK”52, which is inlined into the safety pattern’s error response:

inline static void error_handler_hardware(error_source_t err_src){
__asm__ volatile ("EBREAK"::)

}

• Application: When an error occurs, a global variable is written by the safety pattern to
indicate the source of the error error_source_t error_source. Instead of executing a
direct error handling routine, this routine is moved to the application layer. On this layer,
the error_source can be queried permanently to ensure the system’s integrity. However,
this increases the FTL.

error_source_t error_source;
inline static void error_handler_application(error_source_t err_src){

error_source = err_src;
}

• Driver: This handler is also intended for the application developer to decide on the error
response. Unlike error-handling in the application layer, this approach reduces FTL since
the error handler is called immediately after the error occurs. The generator builds the error
handler as an if-else skeleton with all error sources, which is called by the error routine of
the safety pattern.

void error_handler_driver(error_source_t err_src){
if ((err_src == ERROR_HANDLER_watchdog_uart_sensors))

// Fill manual code here
else if ((err_src == ERROR_HANDLER_watchdog_button_display)

// Fill manual code here
}

The designer can individually choose each function’s safety pattern approach and thus provide
multiple error-handling methodologies in the system. Note that the designer must consider the
FTL when taking a particular approach.

8.2.5 Results

Safety-critical designs should be rigorously verified to ensure functional correctness and safety as
outlined in the ISO-26262 standard [98]. This standard recommends fault injection as an essential
technique for the safety verification of safety-critical designs. As defined by [114], fault injection
can be defined as the deliberate insertion of faults into the system. There are various fault injection
techniques such as hardware-based, simulation-based and emulation-based. The proper system’s
response to an injected error can prove the reliability of the safety patterns.

52In general, the “EBREAK” instruction in RISC-V was primarily designed to cause an execution stop by the
debugger. However, the “EBREAK” is also used to mark code paths that should not be executed leading to an
hard reset.
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Safety patterns increase diagnostic coverage but also influence cost requirements. The following
detailed analysis measures the cost impact of each safety pattern, including performance, memory
footprint, and diagnostic coverage.

8.2.5.1 Fault Injection

Proving the reliability of safety patterns requires introducing a fault injection mechanism. Simulation-
based techniques are a standard method for demonstrating diagnostic coverage. Kaja et al.
[103, 104] present a fault simulator that extends Verilator53 [186], an open-source hardware sim-
ulator with fault injection capability. This extension of Verilator simplifies fault injection and
captures the system’s response.

A fault simulator [196, 200] generally manipulates the values of internal signals during sim-
ulation time by applying fault models. Accordingly, the system can be put into a state as if a
hardware error has occurred. After that, the system can be observed to determine the impact of
the introduced error on the safety pattern report. In order to verify the resilience of the system
and its safety patterns, thousands of randomized failure models have to be applied. Verilator’s
strength lies in the fact that it is a cycle-based high-performance simulator.
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Figure 8.14: A SoC including the CPU pipeline stage with the fault injection concept.

In order to verify each safety pattern, various errors in hardware are examined that manipulate
the program counter (PC). Therefore, different fault models are injected into the design, such as
permanent (stuck-at) and transient faults (bit flips). Correct behavior increments the PC value by
four if no control flow instruction is present. A fault model weaved into the PC register, as shown
in Figure 8.14, leads to an incorrect execution order in simulation and, thus, faulty behavior.

For example, to validate the PFM and watchdog, a fault model is weaved into the CPU
pipeline to manipulate the logical behavior and temporal execution order. More precisely, the

53Verilator employs a cycle-accurate behavioral model that computes the logical state once per clock cycle.
Compared to event-based simulators, Verilator is super-fast but cannot observe intra-period glitches.
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hardware logic responsible for calculating the PC is manipulated. The framework, as described in
[104], allows the injection and definition of different fault models, such as permanent (stuck-at)
and transient faults (bit flips). Figure 8.14 shows the SoC with the fault injection concept in
the pipeline stage. With this concept, the error is inserted into the feedback loop of the address
calculation. As a result, the next retrieved instruction address (IA) changes, and the execution
order deviates from the expected order. If no fault is fed in, the PC is incremented unless a jump
instruction is present.

For example, suppose the PC has the value 0x000C, and a bit flip is injected in the next clock
cycle (CC). In normal behavior, the PC takes the value 0x0010 in the next clock cycle; error
injection takes an erroneous value instead, e.g., 0x0110. A PFM or a watchdog is intended to
detect such an error.

8.2.5.2 Diagnostic coverage and overhead

The fault simulation is performed at the RTL level of the SoCs described in the next chapter 9. The
applications executed on the system, including the safety patterns, were compiled with RISC-V
GCC 9.2.0 using optimization level -01. For a good indication of diagnostic coverage, an analysis
was performed with 3000 fault models. Each fault model is simulated, and the result of each
simulation is stored in a dump file. This data is further analyzed to determine the proportion of
detected faults and the FTL.

First of all, the implementation of the watchdog is evaluated. A watchdog implementation
requires a general-purpose timer IP in hardware and a small overhead in device drivers. The
binary size increases, and performance decreases due to the instructions required to initialize,
reset, and stop the timer. Compared to the PFM, the watchdog has limited configurability. The
watchdog’s reliability and diagnostic coverage have been measured using stuck-at-fault models on
the PC register. A stuck-at-fault is critical when it results in an execution loop that updates a
watchdog in each iteration. However, employing multiple watchdog channels can avoid this kind
of fault scenario. The watchdog implementation achieved an average diagnostic coverage of 95.7%
for a single watchdog channel, while five watchdog channels achieved more than 99.9% coverage.
The FTL between watchdog expiration to execution of the error handler depends on the interrupt
controller design introduced in Section 8.1.2.2.

8.2.5.2.1 Transformation capabilities The strength of this approach, similar to the driver
design, is that a safety pattern is configurable and can result in various variants. The designer
can customize 18 variants of instruction-stream PFM and even up to 72 intra-procedural PFMs.
The effort to realize all variants is limited to the one-time implementation of the safety transfor-
mation (337 SLOCs for intra-procedural PFM and 631 SLOCs for instruction-stream PFM). The
generator frontend remains untouched. Thus the developer can focus exclusively on implementing
the functionality of a new IP component without worrying about safety details.

Therefore the generator approach saves much development time compared to manual coding.
More importantly, it is more reliable since the manual implementation of PFMs is a very repetitive
and thus error-prone task. Table 8.3 shows the average number of SLOCs generated for different
IP devices. The overhead for manual implementation of the intra-procedural PFM is the largest,
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as it takes care of initializing, updating and verifying the signature by FW. Instruction-stream
PFM neglects the signature updates but requires more SLOC to buffer the signature for non-
deterministic events. The difference between the IPs’ overhead arises from the number of IP
options that lead to more execution paths.

Table 8.3: Evaluation of the effort required to code safety patterns for different IP instances.

Peripheral Generated device driver (∅ SLOC) Device-specific
Transformation (SLOC)Block-PFM Instruction-PFM Without

UART 929 869 760 302
DMX 1055 993 859 377
I2S 667 649 549 489
SPI 1026 956 820 471
PAD 630 430 548 440

8.2.5.2.2 Memory and performance overhead Table 8.4 shows the achieved result for
each configuration of the block-PFM using the CRC as a hash function. The results describe the
average result of the safety pattern applied to all driver functions of various SoCs.

Each PFM configuration incurs different overhead in terms of binary size (ranging from 20,0%
to 48,2%) and performance (ranging from 12,2% to 31,1%). The largest contributor to overhead
is the verification node, which iteratively compares the run-time signature with all compile-time
signatures. The evaluation reveals that configurations resulting in more compile-time signatures
or adding more verification nodes have significantly more overhead.

For this reason, the overhead between instruction-stream PFM and intra-procedural PFM
differs slightly since both verify the signature via firmware commands. However, there are different
hardware costs: A CPU without the PFM concept requires 3904 lookup tables (LUTs). With intra-
procedural PFM, the number of LUTs increases by 5,3% and with instruction-stream PFM, even
by 8,6%.

8.2.5.2.3 Diagnostic coverage According to [133], between 33 % and 77 % of the errors, a
computer system can suffer lead to a control flow deviation. The PFM addresses these control
flow deviations. Table 8.4 shows the diagnostic coverage for bit-flips, stuck-at-0 (1000 CC) and
stuck-at-1 (1000 CC) faults. The described fault injection approach can randomize54 faults by
time as well.

Similar to the overhead, the diagnostic coverage also strongly depends on the configuration.
For example, the configuration determines the proportion of the monitored code. The diagnostic
coverage is thus 14% higher if all the drivers’ nesting levels (level=0 ) are monitored. The analysis
further shows that the diagnostic coverage of a bit-flip ranges from 57,2% (62,0% monitored code)
to 81,5% (89,2% monitored code). Whereas the FTL depends on the number of verification nodes.
The results show that the FTL for the Continuous configuration is, on average 54 CC (37.6%)
smaller for bit flip faults. Also, balancing reduces the FTL enormously (40%) but at the expense
of diagnostic coverage (-3%).

54Note that the randomized error can occur throughout the run-time, even in execution points that are not
monitored.
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Table 8.4: Diagnostic coverage and overhead analysis for different intra-procedural PFM concepts:
R=BeforeReturn, B=BasePath, C=Continuous; Level=0 covers all nesting levels, Level=1 covers
only first nesting level
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B 0 77.0% 179 74.4% 849 78.7% 378 81.8% 34.7% 24.7%
1 58.9% 158 57.6% 825 58.5% 286 67.5% 28.3% 19.4%

E
xt

en
de

d R 0 71.8% 247 72.5% 947 69.5% 475 76.6% 26.9% 16.5%
1 59.9% 144 60.3% 830 60.1% 392 62.9% 21.4% 13.8%

C 0 85.5% 120 86.1% 825 87.0% 234 90.8% 48.2% 31.1%
1 67.0% 139 68.6% 830 63.7% 301 71.0% 33.5% 27.4%

B 0 78.6% 160 77.7% 847 77.8% 305 83.7% 37.5% 26.6%
1 63.9% 166 60.1% 858 63.8% 467 68.5% 29.7% 21.3%

Fa
ls

e

O
pt

im
iz

ed

R 0 68.0% 136 7.7% 831 65.2% 356 73.4% 22.0% 14.2%
1 57.3% 122 53.3% 799 54.2% 302 62.0% 20.0% 12.2%

C 0 79.1% 34 79.4% 720 79.3% 184 85.7% 40.5% 26.7%
1 66.3% 68 62.7% 759 62.9% 203 70.1% 32.2% 25.4%

B 0 73.3% 90 73.5% 772 69.6% 298 79.1% 30.7% 21.9%
1 64.5% 98 61.3% 773 61.7% 236 67.5% 28.3% 19.4%

E
xt

en
de

d R 0 71.1% 130 69.9% 888 69.9% 352 75.9% 25.9% 16.2%
1 59.4% 113 56.1% 801 59.4% 384 62.7% 21.0% 13.7%

C 0 81.2% 40 78.9% 727 78.7% 238 88.1% 44.1% 28.7%
1 67.3% 79 65.3% 766 65.6% 283 70.8% 33.2% 27.0%

B 0 78.4% 107 75.2% 780 76.6% 308 82.2% 35.2% 25.4%
1 63.8% 117 64.4% 800 60.4% 343 68.3% 29.5% 21.6%

The diagnostic coverage for stuck-at-1 errors is slightly larger than bit-flips because the error
is preserved over the observed time windows. Diagnostic coverage of stuck-at-0 errors is worse
because they can lead to an execution loop that gets stuck in a control block. Such a loop may
neither reach a verification node nor a signature update node.

The main disadvantage of intra-procedural PFM is that faults causing jumps within the scope
of a control block cannot be detected. Instruction-stream PFMs can cope with these faults and
achieve an average of 8% more diagnostic coverage.

8.3 Optimization

One of the great strengths of code generation and meta-modeling is that many SoC variants can
be generated. The framework presented so far includes several design choices the designer can
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make. Briefly, a designer can configure the top-level requirements of the SoC and its IPs. He can
also configure the architecture and design-specific preferences as well as safety patterns for the
particular IP instance. Additionally, he can customize the register interface and explore different
memory layouts, as shown in Chapter 5. Finally, the designer can select the code generator that
translates the abstract models into the desired target language with a specific implementation
style.

All these configuration options within a generator-based model-driven framework enable the
creation of millions of variants. This diversity leads to an enormous amount of simulation data,
which also opens up the possibility for design exploration and trade-off analysis. The insights
gained from these explorations further enable the application of design exploration. Referring
to [36, 92, 148], machine learning in EDA can become a state-of-the-art approach to design
optimization. However, the major obstacle of machine learning in EDA is the lack of training
sets [72]. For this reason, algorithms are primarily used that are particularly suitable for small
training sets [92]. However, the demonstrated MDA framework provides the training sets and
thus enables the application of machine learning and algorithms suitable for larger data sets.

In the following, two applications of design optimization, compiler optimization and memory
layout optimization, are described.

8.3.1 Compiler Optimization

So far, the compiler is an overlooked aspect of generation frameworks, but with a lot of opti-
mization potential. A compiler translates the target code into a binary file loaded into the SoC’s
memories. Elaborated compilers, such as the GCC [78], provide hundreds of optimization flags
for tuning the translation step.

In general, each compiler flag potentially causes a trade-off that affects costs like performance,
power and memory overhead. It is challenging to define the best combination of compiler flags.
On the one hand, compiler flags are interdependent and influence their effectiveness. On the
other hand, the efficiency of optimization flags varies depending on the application and CPU
(e.g., instruction set). Indeed, a designer can thus choose optimization flags that are not at all
optimal for the respective applications.

Furthermore, certain compiler requirements must be met, especially when optimizing embed-
ded software that interacts strongly with the hardware. For example, hardware accesses are often
tied to hardware events and may have timing constraints. Rearranging the accesses through op-
timization could cause a malfunction or an invalid race condition. In other words, too aggressive
optimizations can cause unexpected errors affecting hardware and software interaction.

Compilers like GCC generally provide predefined optimization levels, e.g., -O1, -O2 or -O3,
which activate a set of optimization flags [101]. With an increasing level, the optimization gets
increasingly aggressive, up to the point of breaking the standard’s compliance (-Ofast). Although
they are designed for various design spaces, these optimization levels achieve, on average, a good
result [79]. For this reason, there remains further potential for application- and hardware-based
fine-tuning, as described in [50, 53, 135, 156, 208].

In [223], a compiler flag optimization step is introduced, which is incorporated into the gen-
eration pipeline. The idea of the compiler optimization step is to adjust the default optimization
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level so that it is optimal for a given design space. For this purpose, the step identifies all flags
of the optimization level that have a negative impact on costs. It uses multi-criteria exploration
through clustering methods to identify those relevant compiler optimization flags.

This optimization step helps to tailor the compiler to the generation framework, hardware,
and firmware. Furthermore, it helps to quantify the potential memory and performance gains at
an early stage. For example, the information obtained from such a step can be used to adjust
CPU or memory specifications, e.g., through a feedback loop.

8.3.1.1 Compiler integration and training set generation

A designer can specify 2104 different optimization flag combinations for the RISC-V GCC v9.2.0
compiler. A common approach to overcome the huge parameter space is iterative optimization, as
presented in [53]. The iteration order in such an optimization approach can be determined by a
random number generator [37] or machine learning (ML) [18, 76, 145]. The ML-based technique
reduces the exploration time but cannot fully compete with the results obtained by iterative
compilation.

Similar to the approaches of [79, 156], the compiler exploration step is done in reverse order
starting from an aggressive optimization level. The -O3 level is considered the starting level, which
describes the superset of the -O1 and -O2, including the largest number of enabled optimization
flags. The optimization step successively determines the flags that reduce costs when disabled,
keeping -O3 active. This has the great advantage that dependencies between flags must not be
resolved. For example, optimization flag -fschedule-insns2 only takes effect if -fschedule-insns is
also enabled. If the flags are elaborated starting from no optimization level, -fschedule-insns2
is incorrectly evaluated as ineffective. In the reverse iteration, however, the impact of the flag
-fschedule-insns2 on the cost becomes apparent when disabled -fno-schedule-insns2.

gcc -march=rv32i -std=c99 -O3 -fno-reorder-block1

gcc -march=rv32i -std=c99 -O3 -fno-inline-functions104

...

Training set:  Result1

CPU run-time: 4.739 Cycle
Binary size:    13.632 Byte
Result:  Passed   

CPU run-time: 4.354 Cycle
Binary size:    14.172 Byte
Result:  Failed

...

Compile
and

Execute

Application

SoC

Input Set:  Input1

Figure 8.15: Exploration of compiler flags as part of the generation framework.

In order to explore the cost impact of all flags for a generated RISC-V SoC and a specific
application, the framework automatically builds the binary for each disabled optimization flag.
Therefore a compiler command is constructed and executed for each flag to measure its impact, as
shown in Figure 8.15. Then, the SoC including the binary is simulated to determine the following
objectives:
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• CPU run-time: The application’s execution time in clock cycles.

• Binary size: The binary size of the compiled application.

• Trade-off: A 50%-50% trade-off after normalizing the results of the two metrics, binary size
and CPU run-time.

Two things are crucial for the application to determine the CPU run-time. First, the appli-
cation must specify a start and end event that defines the measured time frame. Second, the
application must verify that the execution was successful. Section 9.3 shows the implementation
of these two conditions.

8.3.1.2 Clustering-based compiler exploration in nonlinear optimization space.

This approach has been extended to determine the best compiler flags as a function of design
decisions described in the previous sections, e.g., device driver design, HAL or safety measures.
Investigating the effect of compiler flags on design decisions requires a set of data sets (training
sets). So, the previously described compiler flag exploration is performed on different applications
and SoCs.

The framework uses clustering as an unsupervised learning task to interpret the data sets
and determine suitable compiler flags. Clustering is a machine learning approach that looks for
hidden structures in the data to group them by characteristics [90]. For compiler flag optimization,
this is well suited because no effort is required to categorize the data55. Thus, the method can
easily adapt to new applications, compilers, design decisions or compiler flags without much effort
in categorizing them. Clustering analysis can determine the relevance of certain flags to CPU
run-time, binary size, or both.

The k-means clustering [129] suits the compiler optimization problem as it is straightforward
to implement, provides high scalability for large data sets, and can be easily adapted to new
samples. Elkan’s algorithm in [69] was preferred over the naive implementation to speed up the
k-means clustering.

One drawback of k-means remains, which is the number of clusters that have to be considered
by the algorithm. The exact number of clusters is, in fact, a hyper-parameter and must be specified
in advance. As a solution to this issue, the well-known Elbow method [205] is applied, which helps
to find the right number of clusters.

In summary, the Elkan k-means clustering method combined with the elbow method enables
identifying the flags of interest for a particular CPU and a set of design decisions. These flags, if
disabled, have a high impact on the optimization (in terms of performance and memory footprint).
A detailed discussion of the approach using the elbow method and Elkan’s k-means algorithm is
provided in [223].

8.3.1.3 Evaluation

This section gives an overview of the compiler flag evaluation applied to a particular processor
and set of design decisions. In particular, the presented analysis is done for a five-stage RISC-V

55Note that cost of memory demand and execution time is extracted automatically.
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processor supporting RV32I base ISA. The generated firmware contains no safety patterns and
follows a generic driver implementation with synchronous behavior. The compiler version used in
this evaluation is the GCC v9.2.0. Python 3.7 with scikit-learn 0.23.1 and yellowbrick 1.1 was used
to implement the considered methods. The methods were executed on the Intel Core i7-8700K
CPU and a DIMM 32GB DDR4-3000 module of RAM.

The analysis is done in two steps for each objective (CPU run-time, binary size and both).
First, the clustering algorithm is fed with n applications (input sets), yielding in n× 104 compila-
tion and execution runs. The k-means clustering is applied to this training data with the number
of clusters obtained from the elbow method. Second, the test applications (test sets) are applied
to evaluate the trained model.

(a) Elbow run-time (b) Elbow binary size (c) Elbow trade-off

(d) Scatter run-time (e) Scatter binary size (f) Scatter trade-off

Figure 8.16: Evaluation of elbow method and k-means clustering for different cost requirements.

The outcome of the elbow method is shown in Figures 8.16a–8.16c. The dashed vertical line
indicates the number of clusters K. (Ktime = 6, Ksize = 7 and Kboth = 6). Next, the clustering
is performed with the determined K on the training set, as shown in Figures 8.16d–8.16f. The
percentage of optimization for different clusters is highlighted (in grey, the centroids).

Table 8.5 lists the results of the test set when the identified flags are disabled (Disabled Flags).
The average optimization achieved takes as a reference the achieved optimization in level -O3.
The results for each optimization objective are discussed below:

• CPU run-time: The -O3 optimization is already geared towards performance optimization.
Nevertheless, the performance can be slightly improved by deactivating the suggested flags.
On average, the run-time can be improved by 3.1%.

• Binary size: The potential for improving the binary size is significantly larger with -O3 as
the reference optimization level. Thus, an average reduction of the firmware size of 20.93%
is achieved.
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CPU run-time Binary size Trade-off

Disabled
Flags

fcrossjumping
fguess-branch-probability

ftree-loop-optimize
finline_small_functions

finline-functions

fcrossjumping
ftree-vrp
ftree-fre

ftree-slp-vectorize
fguess-branch-probability

Average
Optimization 3.10% 20.93% 1.75%

Table 8.5: Achieved optimization compared to basic level -O3 through disabling the identified com-
piler flags applied to the test sets.

• Trade-off: The majority of flags affect both costs. Consequently, the optimization gains are
lower (1.75%) than the single-object optimization.

The evaluation results show that disabling flags can greatly improve the default optimization
levels of GCC.

8.3.2 Memory layout optimization

Chapter 5 discusses the generation flow for the register interface. Briefly, this chapter highlights
the flexibility of the register interface metamodel, which allows the configuration of various memory
layouts (mapping bit fields in registers). Most generator approaches let the designer configure all
possible options to specify the IP fully. This configurability is highly important as it impacts the
performance and the area of the IP containing the RI.

In [190], the memory layout was purely optimized to speed up the performance of register
accesses. The register interface can be tuned to address several cost factors in a holistic gener-
ation flow. This memory layout optimization step is hidden from the user, similar to compiler
optimization. The framework uses ML-based techniques inspired by computer vision detailed in
[179, 180, 181, 230] to predict the cost of memory layouts. Such a prediction obviates the need for
time-consuming synthesis in the exploration phase, speeding up cost exploration by a factor of 600.
Besides prediction, an automatic optimization step based on Deep Reinforcement Learning deals
with the multi-objective optimization problem to identify a better RI configuration [178, 182, 183].

8.3.2.1 Training set generation

In order to build the training set, a generation and analysis pipeline is created. This pipeline
randomizes instances of the register interface metamodel from Figure 5.1. So, each instance has
a different register layout. Apart from the layout, each instance also defines different access
sequences.

In the training phase, the actual costs of each instance are determined. The framework runs
the RTL synthesis of Vivado56 as a batch process to obtain the synthesis area report. This report

56The used version of Vivadio is the Design Suite 2018.2 and the synthesis is done for the Arty-7 FPGA board
from Xilinx. The documentation on Vivado and generated reports can be found on the Vivado Design Suite User
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provides good insight into the actual area requirement in terms of lookup tables (LUTs) and flip-
flops. The actual binary size of the HAL, including all memory macros and register accesses, is
retrieved from the disassembly file57. The actual run-time result is obtained from the simulation.

The Figures in 8.17 show the results of the costs for different memory layouts for the Safety
Demonstrator - Human-Robot Interaction application presented in Chapter 9. The diagram illus-
trates the total footprint and run-time of all RIs used in the demonstrator. The performance and
area of the RI depend strongly on the utilization of the registers and the number of protected BFs
(in the RI metamodel: ParityBit).

Figure 8.17a demonstrates that a compact BF allocation results in a much smaller design
since less control logic is required. In turn, protected BFs lead to a larger area because it requires
extra logic to evaluate the validity of the write access. However, the performance analysis in
Figure 8.17b shows an inverse proportionality to the logic area. A compact BF mapping leads to
an increased number of costly RMW accesses. Conversely, an increasing number of protected BFs
positively affects the performance.

A designer is confronted with a huge design space due to a large number of memory layouts.
The designer can choose configurations for the given application, yielding a range from 527 up to
1213 LUTs. Similarly, the run-time ranges from 411 up to 623 clock cycles. This potential highly
motivates the need for automatic memory-layout optimization.
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Figure 8.17: Evaluation of costs for different memory layouts.

8.3.2.2 Register Interface estimation and optimization

The idea of cost prediction is to give an accurate estimation without performing the required
compiler/synthesis steps. The approach uses ML-based techniques from computer vision (CV) to
estimate the cost. In general, an image is extracted and interpreted in CV by associating specific
features with a particular context, e.g., pattern recognition.

The task of cost estimation for the RI’s memory layout can be mapped to the CV domain

Guide 2018.2.
57The disassembly file was created using RISC-V GCC 9.2.0 with optimization level -O1.
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[180, 181]. In this domain, the RI characteristics are associated with the costs. Accordingly, the
same algorithms can be applied. Instead of an image containing the information of the individual
pixels, a RI-specific data structure is used. This data structure comprises the properties of the RI
metamodel, e.g., bit field properties, mapping information or access sequences.

After the CV model is trained with the generated training set, the association between costs
and RI features is present in the trained model. As evaluated in [230], the trained model can
speed up the prediction time by 600 times. Moreover, the hardware area prediction has more
than 98% accuracy, while the firmware size and CPU run-time prediction reach 85% [180, 181].

On top of the prediction flow, the framework is extended by an optimization step. This step,
described in [178, 182], uses deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to analyze the data structures
and predict the best RI configurations. In [183], different DRL algorithms are compared. The
optimization results obtained with the best approach led to an average improvement of 12.2% in
area, 11.0% in firmware size, and 10.7% in run-time.
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Application

Modeling and generation is always a profitable approach if it can automate repetitive tasks.
This is the case with the generation of low-level embedded software, as explained in detail

in the previous chapters. The application layer generally does not satisfy this requirement since
the space of applications is enormous and cannot be mapped as an abstract specification model.
For example, a system with a single LED already offers a large range of application variants, e.g.,
different types of light sequences.

Nevertheless, it may also be reasonable to describe a generator for a concrete application,
especially when the application appears in several manifestations. The application generator
takes the same approach as a driver generator since the FW-PIMM and the language generator,
e.g., for C, are not restricted to a particular embedded layer. The application generator’s purpose
is once again to map an instance of the application as an FW-PIM, which is further translated
into the target language. The following three features are added to the generator framework to
facilitate modeling and analysis of applications:

• The FW-PIMM is extended by a finite-state machine, widely used as a design pattern for
application behavior.

• External libraries must be supported unless the entire embedded software is derived from
the framework. In other words, externally declared types, functions and other objects must
be able to be referenced through the application generator. To this end, a parser is employed
to extract these declarations.

• The framework is extended by verification as well as performance measuring nodes. These
nodes are intended for the analysis of the application.

This chapter introduces three examples to prove the applicability of the approach. One of these
examples is a self-test application in different manifestations, verifying generated designs and two
industrial demonstrators that successfully apply the model-based generation framework to more
complex use cases.
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9.1 State Machine

The application of a reactive (event-driven) embedded system interacting with its environment
using sensors and actuators is often organized as a finite state machine (FSM). An FSM describes
a logical process as a sequence of events and actions that depends on the system’s environment
(event) and the state machine’s history (state).

The basic concept, as described in UML 2.0 in [164], defines a process through a list of states,
whereby the process is always in exactly one of these states. A state change is caused by a well-
defined conditional trigger that causes the transition. The FW-PIMM follows the notation of the
UML FSM in Figure 6.3, which defines the FSM through a set of states and transitions. The
actions associated with the states and transitions are modeled as a sequence of actions described
in Activities and Actions. The FSM generally distinguishes three types of action allocations58:

1. The action associated with the transition.

2. The Do-action is executed as long as the process remains in the state.

3. The Else-action is executed when no transition takes place.

The generator follows two different state-centric implementations of the FSM59. First an FSM
that follows a nested if-else structure. Second, an FSM based on function pointers. Both options
offer the same functionality, although the implementation is different, resulting in varying benefits.

As a rule, the generator chooses the implementation variant of the FSM based on the number
of states. An if-else FSM is preferred for smaller FSMs with less than five states since a function
pointer implementation is design overkill. On the other hand, the function pointer FSM imple-
mentation is more suitable for more states. The designer can also bypass this general rule and
specify his preferred implementation option when configuring the generator

9.1.1 Nested if-else FSM

An FSM breaks down complex problems into manageable states and state transitions. A switch or
if-else construct is the most common and safest implementation of an FSM. Listing 9.1 shows the
generic implementation of an if-else-based FSM created by the generator. The generic implemen-
tation details the three positions where actions are included in the FSM. The Do-actions in Line
8 are triggered while the FSM is in the state. A state change triggers specific transition-related
actions, e.g., Line 10 and 14. Whereas the Else-actions in Line 19 are executed in the absence of
a transition.

This kind of implementation may lead to spaghetti code with an increasing number of states
since the logic is kept in one block. Also, performance decreases with larger FSMs due to the
increasing number of jump instructions. In contrast, the advantages of an if-else FSM are that it
occupies less static memory and is safer as it does not involve polymorphic behavior. Besides, it
is easier to debug.

58The UML specifies two types of state actions executed upon state entry and state exit. Both types are not
essential for a typical FSM design and are thus not considered in the FW-PIMM.

59Note that there are innumerable other ways to implement FSMs, such as a table-based FSM.
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Listing 9.1: A generic generator result of a FSM based on if-else.
1 typedef enum {S_<label1>, S_<label2>, ...}state_t;
2
3 int main(){
4 state_t state = <entry_state>; // Initialize state variable with entry state
5 while(state != terminate_state){
6 // look for event
7 if (state == S_<label1>){
8 // Do action
9 if (event1){

10 // Transition actions for S_<label1> to S_<label2>
11 state = S_<label2>;
12 }
13 else if (event2){
14 // Transition actions for S_<label1> to S_<label3>
15 state = S_<label3>;
16 }
17 // Further events for S_<label1>
18 else{
19 // Else actions
20 }
21 }
22 // Further states
23 }
24 }

9.1.2 Function pointer based FSM

The function pointer FSM, as shown in Figure 9.2, breaks the entire FSM into state functions. The
state function array FSM[] defines the mapping between the states and their respective functions.
The run-time state is a global variable that assigns one of the possible values of the state_t

enumeration. Note that the enumeration has to be in sync with the state function array.
The FSM calls the function associated with the current state in the main loop. A state function

focuses on the actual state-related actions and reduces unnecessary jumps required for the high-
level flow of the FSM. Compared to the if-else-based FSM, unnecessary control jumps can thus be
omitted. In summary, the performance increases with such a design, but at the cost of additional
static memory.

Listing 9.2: A generic generator result of a function pointer based FSM.
1 typedef enum {S_<label1>, S_<label2>, ...}state_t;
2
3 struct fsm_type_t{
4 state_t state;
5 void (*func)(void);
6 };
7 // Maps a state to its state function
8 struct fsm_type_t FSM[]={
9 {S_<label1>, &S_<label1>_func},

10 {S_<label2>, &S_<label2>_func},
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11 ...
12 };
13 // Global state variable
14 state_t state;
15
16 void S1_<label1>_func(void){
17 // Do action
18 if (event1){
19 // Transition actions for S_<label1> to S_<label2>
20 state = S_<label2>;
21 }
22 else if (event2){
23 // Transition actions for S_<label1> to S_<label3>
24 state = S_<label3>;
25 }
26 // Further events for S_<label1>
27 else{
28 // Else actions
29 }
30 }
31
32 void main(void){
33 state = <entry_state>; // Initialize state variable with entry state
34 while(state != terminate_state){
35 // look for event
36 FSM[state].func(); // Call the function associated with the current state
37 }
38 }

9.2 External Software

A generator approach is valuable when the design is not static but is reused in another variant.
This does not necessarily apply to the application layer. A pure generator approach at this level
can be overkill since external libraries or very application-specific software libraries are often
employed. Furthermore, establishing a new framework in existing structures poses the challenge
of maintaining support for proven concepts. For embedded system design, manually implemented
IPs still need to be integrated as part of a system. Therefore, the traditional way of IP design
must work seamlessly with the generator approach.

For this reason the framework contains a parser, which extracts the interface of the “external”
or manually written C or C++ file. The parser integrated into the process is the open license
pycparser60 [31]. The global declarations of the functions, variables and types are extracted from
these files and cached as a dictionary. Thus, the generator is aware of all available software
elements and can cross-reference them in the transformation scripts.

Once a manually coded function is referenced by the CIM to PIM transformation script, the
presence of the function is checked during generation. A warning is thrown whenever the function

60Pycparser is a python module that parses C code into an AST which can serve as a front-end for, e.g., analysis
tools.
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is unavailable, or the call parameters do not match. This way, the developer can rectify the
application before compiling the source.

9.3 Analysis of application

High-level IP models connected with an automatic generation scheme for hardware and firmware
enables design space exploration. Section 8.3.1, presented two approaches for design space explo-
ration: Compiler Optimization and Register Interface Optimization. In this context, two require-
ments are crucial. First, invalid designs must be properly identified, and only verified designs
should be considered in the exploration process. Second, fast and sufficiently accurate metrics
have to be used to quantify performance uniformly.

To accomplish both, the FW PIMM establishes wrapper classes used to label the parts of the
application that are under test. Both wrappers are applied during the test phase or design space
exploration of the SoC. A verification wrapper specifies rules that must be followed when executing
the labeled activity. Similarly, a performance wrapper is applied to measure the execution time of
activities. The idea of both wrappers is to store their results in a reserved RAM address range for
testing during execution. This address range is written to a report file at the end of the simulation,
ready for further investigation.

9.3.1 Firmware Verification

An automated approach to variant verification is important to ensure the correctness of each
possible design decision, e.g., at the specification level. Beyond that, an automatic verification
approach also enhances the stability of such a framework. Software RTL simulation on the system-
level is a holistic approach to verify both firmware and hardware to a high confidence level. The
FW-PIMM establishes a verification class as a wrapper to verify the activities of interest. The
developer allocates a set of activity- and specification-dependent rules to this class, which are
applied during the SoC’s test phase or design space exploration.
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Figure 9.1: Integration of the wrappers into the FW-PIMM, snippet from 6.3.

A VerificationWrapper in Figure 9.1 specifies an action node that comprises three activity
groups. Since the wrapper is an action, it can be inserted into an existing activity just like any
other action node. The three subgroups of the wrapper are defined as follows: Pre-group that
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carries out actions to initialize the verification wrapper, followed by the group that specifies the
activity to be verified. The post-group defines the measures comparing the activity’s outcome
against the golden model’s expectations. The pre-group and the post-group are excluded from
the generation when running the generation flow for the product.

Listing 9.3 shows the verification wrapper’s implementation on the Montgomery multiplication
example. It demonstrates the previously described structure with the three groups that must be
implemented.

Listing 9.3: Implementation of a verification wrapper in a transformation script.
1 # Verification Wrapper
2 pre_group, main_group, post_group = group.addVerifWrapper(Label="MontgomeryMul")
3
4 # Pre-group - Initialize Variable
5 b_int = 7854451
6 e_int = 4572177
7 m_int = 5641457
8
9 b = pre_group.addCreate(In=sVariable(Name="b", Type="uint32_t", Value=b_int));

10 e = pre_group.addCreate(In=sVariable(Name="e", Type="uint32_t", Value=e_int));
11 m = pre_group.addCreate(In=sVariable(Name="m", Type="uint32_t", Value=m_int));
12 c = pre_group.addCreate(In=sVariable(Name="c", Type="uint32_t"));
13
14 # Main-group - Montgomery multiplication: c = b^e mod m
15 montgomery = self.getActivity("montgomery_mul")
16 montgomery.setIns(b,e,m)
17 main_group.addCall(In=montgomery, Out=c)
18
19 # Post-group - Result
20 main_group.addVariableVerification(Result = c, Expected = pow(b_int, e_int) % m_int)

The resulting code from the example is given in Listing 9.4. The pre-group, as well as the
main-group, is resolved in the usual way. Instead, a marker (INSERT_MARKER) is introduced in the
post-group. It stores the value of interest at a specific address location inside the test address
space. Note that the code does not directly execute the comparison between the expected and
resulting values. The comparison takes place after the end of the simulation.

Listing 9.4: The generated C code in test mode for the example Listing 9.3.
1 //*************** START OF VERIFICATION WRAPPER *********************;
2 //*************** pre-group *********************;
3 uint32_t b = 7854451;
4 uint32_t e = 45721770;
5 uint32_t m = 5641457;
6 //*************** main-group *********************;
7 uint32_t c = montgomery_mul(b, e, m);
8 //*************** post-group *********************;
9 INSERT_MARKER(539648, c);

10 //**************** END OF VERIFICATION WRAPPER **********************;
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9.3.2 Performance Analysis

A similar approach is followed for performance measurement as for verification. However, com-
pared to the verification approach, the generator back-end automatically populates the pre-group
and post-group. So, the designer only needs to provide the activity of interest and the kind of
performance measurement when designing the generator. The PerformanceWrapper in Figure 9.1
defines distinct Types of performance measurement.

One option is to utilize a separate Channel of the general-purpose timer for the measurement.
A second option uses the machine timers and counters available in the M-mode of the RISC-V
[16]. The mcycle CSR records the number of cycles the processor has executed, while the minstret
CSR captures the number of successfully executed instructions. Both counters are incremented
automatically while the processor is running61. Furthermore, both counters have 64 bits to keep
track of the counter’s value. So, each machine counter is depicted by two 32-bit registers, with
the upper 32 bits stored in the mcycleh respectively minstreth CSR. An example of a performance
wrapper is outlined in Listing 9.5.

Listing 9.5: The generated C code of a performance wrapper utilizing the machine counter.
1 //*************** START OF PERFORMANCE WRAPPER *********************;
2 //*************** pre-group *********************;
3 uint32_t t0_lower = CSR_READ(mcycle);
4 uint32_t t0_upper = CSR_READ(mcycleh);
5 //*************** main-group *********************;
6 uint32_t c = fibonacci_result = fibonacci(521);
7 //*************** post-group *********************;
8 uint32_t t1_lower = CSR_READ(mcycle);
9 uint32_t t1_upper = CSR_READ(mcycleh);

10 INSERT_MARKER(539652, t0_lower);
11 INSERT_MARKER(539656, t0_upper);
12 INSERT_MARKER(539660, t1_lower);
13 INSERT_MARKER(539664, t1_upper);
14 //**************** END OF PERFORMANCE WRAPPER **********************;

9.3.3 End-to-End analysis flow

The basic concept of the wrappers is that their result is written into a particular address range
during the simulation. A simulation process, controlled and executed by a batch script (or test
bench), can analyze this address ranges at the end of the simulation. Both the generation of the
batch script and the evaluation of the results can be automated. Thus, the analysis process can
be directly interfaced with the MDA generation flow, as shown in Figure 9.2.

An essential part of the analysis flow is the creation of a wrapper.txt file next to the target code.
This file holds the reference addresses of the used wrappers to store their result, e.g., time-stamp
or values of the monitored variables. This information is needed to create the batch script that
starts the simulation and evaluates the memory once the simulation is finished. The evaluation
result is then provided as a report (.rpt) file.

61The counters are only active if the enable bit is set in the mcountinhibit CSR. When disabled, e.g., the user
has no need to read the counter, the machine counter is paused to save power.
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Figure 9.2: End-to-end flow from generation to performance evaluation and verification.

The framework supports two simulators, namely Vivado and Verilator. In Vivado, the simula-
tor is addressed by a .tcl script, while Verilator requires a C++ script for controlling the simulation.
In principle, Verilator has the advantages of a higher simulation speed [163] along with the ability
of error simulation [104, 199].

In summary, this automatic flow provides excellent opportunities for design exploration. For
example, a designer can compare the impact of different RISC-V extensions, compiler settings
(in Figure 9.3) or hardware design decisions. Also, the integrity of safety measures for different
compiler settings can be checked, as well as many other use cases.

Figure 9.3: Run-time comparison between different compiler levels.
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9.4 Proof of Concept

The framework’s approach is verified by practical applications running on an FPGA (Arty Z7-
10). The hardware for these applications, synthesized on the FPGA, is built using the embedded
systems automation approach [68]. The presented embedded software generation flow incorporates
into this MDA flow and closes the design gap of missing software support for the generated SoCs.

The following introduces two demonstrators and a Self-Test SoC, proving the generation frame-
work’s quality. Both demonstrators show that the methodology is also suitable for more complex
industrial applications. One application describes an ML-based mechanism for location detection.
The second application is from the domain of human-robot interaction. The Self-Test Soc, in-
stead, is mainly used to verify the generation framework together with different IP and embedded
software variants.
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Figure 9.4: Self-Test SoC with receiver-transmitter pairs.

9.4.1 Self Test System-On-Chip

A Self-Test SoC is applied to verify the different configurations of the IPs. The overall idea of the
Self-Test SoC is to establish a transmission loop consisting of different transmitter-receiver pairs.
Such a transmitter-receiver pair is created by a random configuration of a communication IP
containing a receiver and a transmitter module, e.g., an I2S, I2C or DMX CIM. Figure 9.4 shows
the setup of the Self-Test SoC that systematically verifies different IP and driver configurations.

The receiver of the IP is directly connected to its transmitter via an HW connection. The
driver, however, carries out the task of sending transmit_<device>(len, *data) and reading re-
ceive_<device>(len, *data) the data. Accordingly, data packages are thus forwarded through the
loop across different IPs. The original data data_in fed into this loop must therefore return intact
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at the end of the loop. The correctness of the generation framework is not guaranteed if the data
is corrupted.

Conclusively, this simple setup verifies various IPs, IP configurations, and driver implementa-
tion variants, improving the quality of the generation framework. So far, more than 50 different
variants of the Self-Test SoC have been generated and verified. On average, a loop was composed
of approximately 6 IPs.

9.4.2 Safety Demonstrator - Human-Robot Interaction

Safety is a significant issue whenever machines and humans interact with each other. The demon-
strator62 in Figure 9.5 showcases an example of industrial human-robot interaction. The demon-
strator depicts an industrial application where a human and a robot jointly work on the same
project. The demonstrator’s task both are working on is a drawing on a LED panel. The demon-
strator is mainly designed to prove the functionality of automatically generated safety patterns
ensuring that humans are not exposed to any danger from the robot at any time.

Figure 9.5: SAFE4I Demonstrator: Cooperative drawing through safe human-robot interaction.

Before discussing the applicability of automatically generated safety patterns and the achieved
results, the demonstrator is explained in detail. The implementation realizes an industrial appli-
cation that maps a robot arm’s position onto a LED matrix to visualize the motion sequences.
The demonstrator is divided into two main components: A robot arm with a robot control unit63

and the light table control unit.
62The presented demonstrator has been partly developed in the SAFE4I project, which is funded by the German

ministry of education and research (BMBF) (reference number: 01IS17032A) [3]
63The robot control unit is developed by the “Forschungszentrum fuer Informatik” FZI, a partner of the SAFE4I

project.
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The robot’s control unit has the task of capturing and sending the near future position (con-
sidering the robot arm motion) of the robot arm to the light table control unit. From this data,
the LED matrix of the table is colored to highlight the dangerous areas (red) and the safe areas
(green) to avoid risks to people and machines.

The generation framework has been used to build the light table control unit. The primary task
of this control unit is to receive the coordinates via the DMX interface, process the data and drive
the LED matrix via a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). The degree of automation is quantified by
comparing the number of manually implemented SLOCs with the automatically generated SLOCs.
The result of this evaluation, which focuses particularly on the degree of automation for various
safety patterns, is illustrated in Table 9.1. The framework achieves an automation rate of 85.3%
when building the demonstrator. The share of safety patterns within the entire code is 10.8%.

Table 9.1: Evaluation of the automatically generated FW safety mechanisms in the light table
control system.

Number of
manual implemented SLOCs

Number of
automatic generated SLOCs

Safe Register accesses 0 63
Watchdog 0 26

Program Flow Monitor 0 51
Current Sensor 34 0
Error Handler 23 43

Total Application 327 1891

The safety measures used in the demonstrator (detailed in Section 8.2) are watchdog, PFM,
safe register accesses and a current sensor. The result shows that the framework’s safety measures
do not require additional manual implementation effort. The generation approach is not used for
the current sensor as its behavior is very application specific and, therefore, cannot be modeled
in an abstract and reusable way. Also, the application-specific error response of the error handler
is partially left to the designer. Overall, a substantial degree of automation of 76.3% is achieved
for all safety-relevant SLOCs.

9.4.3 ML-based Demonstrator - Location Detection

The demonstrator64 in Figure 9.6 successfully uses the framework to create the firmware for
an ML-based location detection application based on audio information. As with the previous
demonstrator, the basic setup, including the LED matrix table, remains the same. However, four
microphones are attached to the table corners recording an acoustic knock on the table.

The LED matrix highlights the knocking spot after deriving the exact position from the four
audio records. Two different approaches carry out the prediction of the position. First, a conven-
tional method based on the microphones’ synchronicity and arrival time difference. Second, the
location prediction is performed via signal processing using machine learning.

64This demonstrator has been partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) within the project Scale4Edge under contract no. 16ME0127 [6]
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Figure 9.6: Scale4Edge Demonstrator: 2D automatic location detection based on audio informa-
tion.

With the model-driven firmware generation approach, the firmware can be customized individ-
ually for each of the two approaches. The demonstrator features the following modules that are
entirely handled by the generation framework: I2S interfaces for the microphones, SPI interface
to control the LED matrix, I/Os and a general purpose timer. In addition, a UART interface is
provided, which is applied in the training phase of the ML-based approach. The UART transmits
the audio samples (training data) to the machine that carries out the training of the ML model.
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Chapter 10

Summary and Conclusion

This work presents a new methodology to develop embedded systems following model-driven
architecture. Rather than considering models as construction blueprints, the established

framework points out that models are one solution to today’s design challenges. The presented
work describes the infrastructure for embedded software metamodeling. It introduces a novel
platform-independent model for embedded software design, a generator for code generators, and
concepts beyond functional modeling, such as safety transformations and optimization techniques.
Along with the hardware generation framework presented in Section 3.2.2, the embedded software
framework forms a complete framework for the generation of embedded systems.

Compared to previous generator approaches, this work reduced the effort required to create IP
code generators. The work proposed an industry-strength IP code generator framework capable
of building the device’s hardware and the complete embedded software stack. So, the framework
targets different design aspects, such as HW, FW, and the HW/FW interfaces. This holistic
consideration reduces the susceptibility to implementation errors by preventing requirements and
design inconsistencies. It enables self-adaptive and correct-by-construction implementations of
HW, FW and the HW/FW interfaces, which solves the challenges of FW integration. This
holistic generation methodology is a major contribution since existing tools rely on pure hardware
or firmware generators, which mostly require manual adjustments.

Another contribution is the embedded software metamodel, which formally describes the struc-
ture and behavior of embedded software. As a key benefit, the generator addresses not only the
skeletons (structure) of the embedded software but also the full functionality (behavior). The
generation flow is divided into an IP-specific generator frontend and a generic generator backend.
In the frontend, model transformations map the IP specification to an instance of the formal
descriptions of the embedded software and hardware. In the generator backend, transformations
are applied before feeding the model to code generators. This holistic approach and the tight inte-
gration of FW and HW flow ensure the generation of uniform firmware tailored to the hardware.
So, the flow maintains a consistent functional interface even if HW details change.

Table 10.1 compares traditional design methodologies with the one presented in this thesis. It
highlights the design effort through source lines of code that are required to develop the embedded
software of an SPI component. Manually implemented device drivers cover only a single combi-
nation of requirements. They are tailored to a specific peripheral device configuration and follow
a fixed driver design and target language. Developing code with conditional directives handles
more IP configurations but becomes confusingly complex with increasing options. Generation by
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traditional templates with a direct conversion from specification to target code can handle all
peripheral variants. However, it lacks an intermediate abstract layer to support different driver
styles and target languages. The described framework decouples the generation flow into different
abstract layers. This abstraction supports the generation of various peripheral configurations,
driver variants and languages. Thus, the generator implementation effort is low and comparable
to the manual coding effort of a single variant.

Table 10.1: Analysis of various options for implementing the embedded software of an SPI com-
ponent.
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The framework is ideally suited for building embedded software for recurring memory-mapped
IPs in SoCs, such as SPI, UART, I2C, Timer, and PIC. The designer only needs to implement
the generator frontend of the IP utilizing an intuitive embedded software DSL in Python. The
result of the generator frontend is a functional embedded software model conforming to the IP
specification. It is further fed into the generic generator backend that supports customizable cross-
IP transformations to realize different design decisions. These transformations do not change
the actual functionality of the design but perform design extension or implementation-specific
translations to:

• generate memory-layout-dependent hardware accesses following different access methodolo-
gies.

• build different device driver design alternatives such as generic or specific driver implemen-
tations.

• build different I/O concepts, e.g., interrupt, blocking or non-blocking.

• automatically integrate safety measures into the design.

Therefore, the framework’s main advantage is the ability to generate a large number of different
design alternatives resulting from diverse design decisions. The effort required to support an IP
and generate all these variants is minimized because the generation flow is split into an IP-specific
frontend generator and a generic backend generator. So a designer only needs to implement
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the frontend and can reuse the backend. Table 10.2 provides an overview of the generators’
capabilities and illustrates the design effort for the proposed framework. For example, the UART
metamodel contains 14 configuration options (just taking into account device requirements). This
enables the configuration of approximately 9.43 million different combinations. In order to reach
this flexibility, the templates require only 302 SLOC (IP FW template) and 1480 SLOC (IP HW
template). The average generated code for a UART is 387 SLOC (generic driver design) and 18.7k
SLOC (IP core). When considering all components, a comparable effort (in terms of SLOC) can
be observed between generator template implementation and manual programming in C. However,
the significant advantage of the presented generator approach becomes evident with the increasing
number of realized design variants and projects. It already pays off after the second deployment.

Table 10.2: Evaluation of generator templates and generated code of different peripheral compo-
nents
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UART 14 9,43E06 1480 302 108 8 760 387 446 18727 1898
DMX 13 8,39E06 1327 377 128 8 859 425 886 15603 2156
I2S 12 1,05E06 907 489 141 11 549 317 1014 9253 2591
SPI 19 2,15E09 1138 471 170 11 820 435 907 10858 2090
PAD 10 1,18E06 412 440 44 6 548 299 122 2056 1116
Timer 9 4,92E05 625 378 49 13 1260 378 365 4828 3693
PIC 12 3,69E05 788 284 72 3 103 103 757 4878 1750

The proposed framework produces not only a complete compilable embedded software stack
but also a synthesizable hardware design for FPGA. The generated embedded software code can
thus be compiled and simulated directly on the FPGA, offering many advantages and new opportu-
nities. First, the compilability, but also the functional correctness of the designs, is automatically
validated. Second, design metrics, such as power, memory consumption or hardware area, are
automatically evaluated. This, in turn, helps the user of the proposed framework to either choose
between different design alternatives based on the design cost or rely on an automatic optimiza-
tion step that selects the correct alternative. In this way, certain parameters can be hidden from
the user, and automatic optimization can determine the best configuration based on a predefined
cost function. This work successfully demonstrated two optimization concepts: memory layout
optimization and compiler flag optimization.
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